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Abstract

Local Structural Studies of Oriented High Temperature

Superconducting Cuprates by Polarized XAFS Spectroscopy

by Daniel Haskel

Chairperson of Supervisory Committee� Professor Edward A� Stern

Department of Physics

Doping �Sr
Ba� in La��x�Sr
Ba�xCuO� induces high Tc superconductivity in addition

to profound changes in structural
 magnetic and normal state electronic properties�

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the structural characteristics accompany	

ing this doping by performing orientation dependent x	ray absorption �ne structure

�XAFS� measurements on magnetically aligned powders� This type of measurements

allowed obtaining critical information at the La��Sr
Ba� site previously unavailable


as detailed below�

The measurements show that hole carriers introduced with Sr are polaronic in nature

as evident from the two site con�guration found for the O��� apical neighboring Sr

and the lack of temperature dependence in the O��� distribution
 which indicates

that the hole states associated with each site are not discrete but rather broader than

kBT up to T����K� There is a good theoretical argument suggesting each O��� site

is associated with holes being doped into O��� �px�y	Cu �dx��y� in	plane and O���

�pz 	Cu �d�z��r� out	of	plane electronic bands resulting in two di�erent Jahn	Teller

distortions of the CuO� octahedra neighboring Sr
 where the doped holes are peaked�

Based on this argument
 the predominance of out	of	plane character for the doped

holes
 as evidenced from the concentration dependence of the relative population of

O��� sites
 would imply that theories of high Tc relying only on in	plane character of

the doped holes are not complete in describing the properties of these cuprates�

Our measurements showed that all structural phase transitions in La��x�Sr
Ba�xCuO�

have a signi�cant order	disorder component
 as opposed to the purely displacive mod	

els found in crystallographic studies� The CuO� octahedra are locally tilted in the



high	doping
 high	temperature phases but fail to order over long range resulting in

the average structures of the crystallographic studies� A critical parameter in as	

sessing the plausibility of a density of states �DOS� e�ect causing Tc suppression

in La�����Ba	����CuO�
 the tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra in the LTT phase
 was

directly measured and found to be locally larger than the average value measured by

di�raction techniques� This result strengthens the theoretical case for a DOS e�ect

at the basis of Tc suppression at x � ������
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Chapter �

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery in ���� of high Tc superconductivity in La��x�Ba
Sr�xCuO�

by Bednorz and M!uller "�# a tremendous amount of theoretical and experimental

e�ort has been devoted to understanding the nature of the superconducting pairing

mechanism� Even though superconducting transition temperatures as high as Tc �
���K have been achieved since then in Hg��xPbxBa�Ca�Cu�O� and Tl�Ca�Ba�Cu�O�	

compounds "�$�#
 the nature of the basic interaction leading to pairing is still an open

question�

At present
 several leading theories of high Tc superconductivity exist� These

invoke �i� pure magnetic interactions as spin��uctuation exchange between planar

quasiparticles "�#� �ii� magnetic induced interactions due to spatial arrangements of

the doped holes into �	D metallic stripes embedded in antiferromagnetic insulating

environment �local separation of spin and charge� "�#� �iii� a combination of mag	

netic and coulombic interactions like in the resonating valence bond �RVB� state
 a

mixture of singlet pairings of holes on di�erent sites whose excitations �boson holes�

can undergo Bose condensation "�
 ��# or as in the t � J � � model "��#� �iv� lat	

tice involvement such as in electron�phonon coupling "��
 ��# and polaron mediated

superconductivity� "��$��#

The knowledge of the structure of the high Tc superconductors is basic to a funda	

mental understanding of their pairing mechanism
 as all the theories listed above rely

on knowledge of the interatomic distances and structural symmetries� The aim of the

work presented in this thesis is to accurately measure the underlying structure in a

way that should provide important and unique information� As the superconducting

coherence length �pair size� in the high Tc cuprates is very short "��
��#
 on the order

of �� � ���A
 the local structure on a similar scale length is of primary importance
in determining the superconducting properties� As an example
 nanophase separa	

tion or local structural inhomogeneities
 which could have profound e�ects on the



�

superconducting properties
 can go undetected by the more conventional di�raction

techniques� This is due to di�raction requiring a coherence length of several tens

of angstroms in order to be sharp enough to give a Bragg peak
 resulting in a mea	

surement of the average atomic positions over the same length scale� The technique

employed here
 x	ray absorption �ne structure �XAFS�
 determines local structure up

to a length of � ���A �see chapter �� and hence is ideal for the problem at hand� Av	
erage structure �di�raction� and local structure �XAFS� are the same if no disorder

is present� However
 if disorder on a local scale is present
 the average structure is

not the same as the actual local structure� As I described in reference �� and further

detailed here
 the short range local structure revealed a di�erent underlying atomic

arrangement than commonly assumed
 indicating disorder is present�

A related aspect that has been thoroughly addressed in this thesis is the role played

by the dopant atoms in determining the structural properties� In La��x�Ba
Sr�xCuO�


Sr and Ba introduce hole carriers into the otherwise insulating La�CuO� parent com	

pound leading to superconductivity for x � ���� "��#� It is being assumed in most of

the current theories that the dopant atoms only change the hole occupation but are

otherwise passive players in the phenomenon of high Tc� The mere presence of the

dopant atoms destroys the perfect periodicity of the crystal adding extra di�culty to

an already hard theoretical problem� But what mostly contributed to the absence of

an appropriate treatment of the e�ect of the dopant atoms is the lack of experimental

information on their actual atomic environments� Since these dopant atoms reside

at the same crystallographic site as the La atoms
 di�raction techniques measure a

Sr�Ba contribution which is only a few percent of the total signal at the �Sr
Ba��La

site
 making it impossible to obtain signi�cant information on the actual environment

of the dopant atoms�

XAFS can selectively tune to the dopant atoms and hence isolate their contribu	

tion from that of the majority host La atoms� In this way the local atomic arrange	

ment about the Sr and Ba atoms is determined leading to very valuable information

for addressing their role in high Tc and in determining the ground state structural

properties� I described some of the results on the Sr atomic environment at low Sr

content in reference ��� Those
 together with newer results
 are described in this

thesis�

In what follows relevant information on the structural and superconducting prop	

erties of the La��xSrxCuO� and La��xBaxCuO� systems is presented
 which should
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help identify the nature of the questions at hand�

��� The phase diagram of La��xSrxCuO�

Figure ��� shows the phase diagram of La��xSrxCuO� in the doping	temperature

plane� It consists of a very rich mixture of magnetic
 electronic and structural phases�

The parent compound
 La�CuO�
 shows �D antiferromagnetic �AF� ordering of the

Cu
� magnetic moments "��#
 with a N%eel temperature highly sensitive to oxygen

stoichiometry
 typically TN � �������K� Strong �D dynamic AF correlations persist
above TN in the CuO� planes "��
��#
 with instantaneous correlation lengths as long

as ����A� Doping with Sr destroys the AF long range order for x � ����
 but spin	

spin �D AF correlations between the Cu
� moments in the CuO� planes persist for

higher Sr concentrations
 even in the superconducting state� "��# These correlations

are dynamical
 as in pure La�CuO� above TN 
 with the correlation length decreasing

from� ���A to � ��A in going from x � ���� to x � ����� "��# The size of the magnetic

moment at the Cu
� sites was found to be nearly independent of doping
 so the doping

destroys the long range AF Cu
�	Cu
� spin correlations but doesn�t change the Cu
�

magnetic moment itself� "��# The dependence of the �D AF correlation length
 
�D


on Sr doping relates quite well to the average distance between holes
 
�D � ����
p
x�A

�����A being the Cu	Cu in	plane interatomic distance�
 assuming the holes are doped

predominantly into the CuO� planes �since each Sr introduces one hole
 x is the

concentration of holes per Cu site��

As shown by polarized x	ray absorption near edge structure �XANES� measure	

ments "��
 ��#
 a signi�cant fraction of the doped holes in La��xSrxCuO� have O���

�px�y	Cu �dx��y� in	plane orbital character� Numerical solutions of extended Hubbard

Hamiltonians "��# show about ��& weight of these holes being on oxygen derived pla	

nar orbitals� Following this observation
 Aharony et� al "��# proposed that the extra

spin associated with a hole localized on a planar O site introduces a local ferromag�

netic �F� exchange coupling between the Cu spins
 resulting in frustration of the �D

ordering of the parent compound and the decrease in 
�D with Sr content�

Since the AF and F exchange coupling results from overlap integrals over Cu	

O and Cu	Cu in	plane distances
 it is of importance to determine the local atomic

con�guration of the Cu	O planes as a function of Sr doping� In particular
 since the

loss of AF correlations is so closely related to Sr content
 it is of interest to look at the

structure of the CuO� planes in the vicinity of the Sr atoms
 as the hole wave function
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is expected to have signi�cant weight near the dopant atoms� This is certainly true

for x values in the insulating regime � denoted �INS in �g� ����
 where the low

temperature resistivity �T� ���K� is of the �variable range hopping "��#
 a type

of conduction in which carriers are mostly localized near individual impurities and

hopping between impurities results in conductivity�

The electrical properties of these materials are quite remarkable� The pure and

slightly doped materials display hopping conductivity� As the concentration of holes

is increased
 the system undergoes an insulator�metal transition at x � ���� for

T � ���K� At low temperatures the insulating phase leads to a superconducting

state
 with Tc increasing with x in the �underdoped regime
 reaching its maximum

value of Tc � ��K at �optimal doping for x � ���� and decreasing in the �overdoped
regime until superconductivity is destroyed for x � ����
 but the material retains its

normal	state metallic conductivity�

The normal state �non	superconducting� properties of these cuprates are highly

anisotropic� for x values in the underdoped and optimal regions of the superconduct	

ing phase the in plane resistivity
 �ab
 exhibits �metallic behavior � d��dt � �� while

the out	of	plane resistivity
 �c exhibits �insulating behavior �d��dt  �� "��
��#� The

values of �c are about � orders of magnitude larger than �ab for every x and decrease

with increasing x
 as does �ab� If the cuprate is su�ciently overdoped x � ���� ����

a �D� �D crossover is found for which both �ab�c exhibit �metallic behavior� "��
��#

The decrease in c	axis resistivity with Sr content deserves attention� If Sr intro	

duces random disorder in the LaO layers �the place where it resides�
 an increase

in resistivity with Sr would be expected
 as the LaO layers intervene between CuO�

planes
 where most of the carriers reside� In addition di�raction shows "��# that the

distance between CuO� adjacent planes increases with Sr� Again
 in a band picture


this would be unfavorable for hole transfer between CuO� planes� The unusual de	

pendence of �c on x might be indicative of changes in the electronic structure as

doping proceeds� As determined from polarized XANES studies "��
��#
 doped holes

in La��xSrxCuO� have a signi�cant amount of O �pz orbital character
 most likely

associated with the apical oxygens� The relative importance of these out	of	plane

orbitals increases with Sr content and hence they could play a signi�cant role in the

c	axis coupling between CuO� layers
 as the apical oxygens bridge the LaO planes

with the CuO� ones� Whether these symmetry	dependent occupational changes are

coupled to structural modi�cations introduced with Sr is an open question� It is then



�

of importance to quantitatively determine the structural changes introduced with Sr

doping in its immediate atomic environment
 in particular its apical oxygens
 in order

to fully understand the x	dependece of �c�

��� The LTO and HTT structural modi�cations

The crystal structure of La��xSrxCuO� has been thoroughly studied by x	ray and

neutron di�raction techniques� "��
 ��
 ��# As shown in �g� ���
 at low x and T

La��xSrxCuO� crystallizes in a low temperature orthorhomic �LTO� structure� This

structure is characterized by the presence of a cooperative tilt of the CuO� octa	

hedra �see �g� ����� As x and T are increased
 the orthorhombic strain
 together

with the tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra gradually decrease
 giving rise to the

high temperature tetragonal �HTT� phase
 also shown in �g� ���� The orthorhombic

LTO deformation is currently understood as a strain	releaving response to the lat	

tice mismatch between LaO and CuO� layers� the ideal
 preferred
 Cu	O and La	O

bond lengths
 as obtained from the sum of Cu
�
 O�� and La
� ionic radii "��# are

RCu�O � �����A and RLa�O � �����A
 respectively� The degree of mismatch
 de�ned

as "��# t �
p
��La �O����Cu � O�
 is t � ���� for the undoped structure indicating

that a layered packing with the preferred distances will result in signi�cant strain

as the preferred
p
��La	O� distance is too short compared to the preferred ��Cu	O�

distance�

This strain can be partially relieved by distorting the structure in the LTO way

shown in �g� ���� the O��� oxygen atoms are displaced out of the CuO� planes

resulting in a shorter Cu	Cu distance while the La	O distances become splitted in

such a way that longer than ideal La	O bond lengths are obtained� Since the CuO�

octahedra are nearly rigid units �mainly in their basal planes� and are coupled to each

other by the vertexes
 the out of plane motion of the O��� atoms results in a coherent

buckled pattern of the CuO� planes� As pointed out by Radaelli et al "��#
 the �tilt

distortion doesn�t exactly correspond to a rigid tilt of the octahedra units
 as the

� O���	Cu	O��� angle departs from ��� �only by about ��� to allow a not	so	longer

than ideal La	O distance in the �a direction �the �a direction is perpendicular to the

plane of the paper in �g� ����� In addition the Cu	O��� vector deviates slightly from

being perpendicuar to the inclined basal plane �again by less the ���� Since the CuO�

planes are highly covalent �Cu	O in plane bonding are hybrids of Cu �dx��y� and

O��� �px�y orbitals� while the LaO planes are highly ionic "��#
 the largest distortion
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of the system in terms of atomic displacements occurs in the LaO planes
 resulting

in a splitting of La	O��� bond lengths as large as ����A�

When x is increased by Sr substitution
 holes are introduced into the top of the

valence band which is composed of antibonding combinations of Cu �dx��y� and O���

�px�y orbitals "��#� Removing electrons from antibonding orbitals causes a decrease in

Cu	O bond length and a reduction in the mismatch �t gets closer to ��
 resulting in

a gradual decrease of the tilt distortion to zero� The x	induced LTO to HTT phase

boundary at low temperature is found by neutron di�raction "��# at x � ����� A
similar reduction in lattice mismatch can be obtained by increasing the temperature�

This is due to the di�erent thermal expansions of the La	O and Cu	O bond lengths


La	O bonds expanding faster and leading to a decrease in lattice strain and a decrease

of the resulting distortions� As introduction of Sr stabilizes the HTT phase at lower

temperatures
 the T 	induced LTO to HTT phase boundary depends on x
 as given

in �g� ����

Throughout this thesis
 two di�erent space group notations for the LTO and HTT

structures are used� For the LTO phase
 the standard Cmca space group �No� ��� has

the �b axis as the long axis of the unit cell while the isomorphic
 non	standard Bmab

space group has the �c axis as the long axis� The HTT phase can be described by the

standard I��mmm space group �No� ���� or by the non	standard F��mmm space

group� Both tetragonal space groups have the �c axis as the long axis of the unit cell�

The Cmca and Bmab notations are related by x�Cmca� � x�Bmab�� y�Cmca� �

z�Bmab�� z�Cmca� � �y�Bmab�� Tables ���' ��� show lattice parameters and unit

cell atomic positions for x � � at ��K �LTO� and x � ���� at ���K �HTT� based in

neutron di�raction results of Radaelli et� al �

��� Jahn�Teller distortion of the CuO� octahedra

When a Cu
� ion in a �d� atomic con�guration is placed in a cubic octahedral environ	

ment �symmetry Oh
 see �g� ����
 the resulting coulombic interaction with the cubic

�eld lifts the �ve	fold degeneracy of the �d level and splits it into triple	degenerate


t�g
 and double	degenerate
 eg
 levels� "��# The electronic wavefunctions in the t�g	

manifold have symmetry yz� zx and xy while the ones in the eg manifold have sym	

metry �z� � r� and x� � y�� For the case here
 where the octahedra is formed of

negatively charged oxygen atoms
 the t�g manifold is lower since the angular depen	

dence of the wavefunctions making up the eg manifold results in a large amplitude in
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Figure ���� Low temperature orthorhombic
 LTO
 �left� and high temperature tetrag	

onal
 HTT
 �right� structural modi�cations of La��xSrxCuO� � In standard Cmca

orthorhombic space group representation
 the long axis of the unit cell is �b and �a

is perpendicular to the plane of the paper� In the isomorphic
 non	standard Bmab

notation
 �c becomes the long axis� The I��mmm tetragonal space group has the �a

axis along the Cu	O��� bonds� the F��mmm space group has an expanded lattice

parameter with the �a axis perpendicular to the paper�
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Table ���� Lattice parameters and atomic coordinates for the LTO phase of La�CuO�

at ��K� Numbers are listed for both space group notations used in this thesis�

Cmca Bmab

a � �������A a � �������A

b � �������A b � �������A

c � �������A c � �������A

x y z x y z

La � ������ ������ La � 	������ ������

Cu � � � Cu � � �

O��� ���� 	������ 	���� O��� ���� ���� 	������

O��� � ������ 	������ O��� � ������ ������

Table ���� Lattice parameters and atomic coordinates for the HTT phase of

La����Sr	���CuO� at ���K� Numbers are listed for both space group notations used in

this thesis�

I��mmm F��mmm

a � �������A a � �������A

c � ��������A c � ��������A

x y z x y z

La � � ������ La � � ������

Cu � � � Cu � � �

O��� � ��� � O��� ���� ���� �

O��� � � ������ O��� � � ������
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the direction of the negative ions
 increasing their energy�

In the cuprates
 the crystal structure is highly anisotropic� The Cu
� site sym	

metry is not cubic but tetragonal � symmetry D�h� due to two combined e�ects�

the strongly layered structure
 resulting in a tetragonal crystal �eld at the Cu site

together with the occurrence of a strong Jahn Teller �JT� e�ect�

The tetragonal crystal �eld is the external
 crystal �eld
 acting on the CuO�

octahedra� This tetragonal �eld is strong enough to result in a �c	axis elongated

octahedra
 consequently lifting most of the remaining electronic degeneracy due to

the lowering in symmetry� In this case
 tetragonal �eld results in x � y  z
 resulting

in the energy diagram shown in �g� ���
 the z related orbitals being lower in energy�

That the crystal �eld is strong enough to cause an elongation of the CuO� octahedra

can be seen by looking at the isomorphic La�NiO�
 whose crystal structure is identical

to La�CuO� "��#� There a c	axis elongated octahedra is found
 despite the Ni
� ��d��

ion being a non	JT ion
 as discussed below� The c	axis elongation in the cuprate


however
 is about twice as large than in the nickelate
 indicating that the JT e�ect

is in action�

The JT e�ect "��
 ��$��# �or Pseudo Jahn Teller
 PJT� is the spontaneous de	

formation of a molecular system due to the coupling between the electronic degrees

of freedom and those of the nuclei motions
 in the presence of degenerate �JT� or

nearly degenerate �PJT� electronic levels� The interaction between electrons and nu	

clear displacements mixes the degenerate �or nearly degenerate� electronic states and

an overall energy reduction is attained by deforming the molecule �lower symmetry�

together with the lifting of the electronic degeneracy �JT� �or enhancement of the

electronic splitting
 PJT�� For nearly degenerate states �PJT�
 whether a deformation

of the nuclear system occurs depends on the relative sizes of the coupling strength

and the already existing splitting of the electronic energy levels "��#�

All the interactions discussed above lift the electronic degeneracy but preserve the

center of mass "��#� e�g�
 in Oh symmetry the �	fold degenerate t�g manifold is lowered

by ��� the amount by which the �	fold degenerate eg manifold is raised �see �g� �����

Both the tetragonal �eld and the JT �or PJT� interactions act simultaneously
 but

can be treated as separate perturbations� As already mentioned the tetragonal crystal

�eld elongates the octahedra and lifts most of the remaining degeneracy� In La�CuO�

a further distortion of the CuO� occurs due to the JT disortion
 since for Cu
� the

�z� � r� orbital is fully populated while the x� � y� orbital is half populated
 and
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Table ���� Basal and apical distances for CuO� and NiO� octahedra in La�CuO� and

La�NiO� at ���K� In the cuprate the JT �or PJT� e�ect and the tetragonal crystal

�eld are of similar magnitude�

La�CuO� La�NiO�

Basal ����� �A ����� �A

Apical ����� �A ����� �A

then energy gain is obtained by further distorting the octahedra with the resulting

enhancement of the splitting� In La�NiO�
 Ni
� is a d� ion
 resulting in equal popu	

lation of the �z� � r� and x� � y� orbitals �Hund�s rule� and then no energy gain is

obtained by further distorting the tetragonally distorted NiO� octahedra� Table ���

lists the basal and apical Cu	O and Ni	O distances at ���K for the pure cuprate and

nickelate�

As doped holes are introduced in La��xSrxCuO� 
 the relative population of the

x� � y� and �z� � r� orbitals will change
 depending on the symmetry of the orbital

into which the holes are doped� The dopant	induced changes in the JT e�ect should

give insights into the orbital character of the doped holes�

��� The LTO to HTT structural phase transition and Tc

The proximity of the LTO to HTT structural phase boundary at low temperature

to the disappearence of high Tc in La��xSrxCuO� �see �g� ����
 together with an

apparent reduction in Meissner signal at the structural phase boundary has been

originally interpreted by some workers "��# as strong evidence for a detrimental e�ect

of the appearence of the HTT phase on the superconducting properties� Even though

the structural deformation associated with the LTO distortion is small
 it was argued


the corrugated pattern of the CuO� planes with the resulting orthorhombic symmetry

could act to enhance Tc� Further studies of the interplay between the structural

and superconducting phase boundaries "��
 ��$��#
 however
 have shown that bulk

superconductivity extends into the HTT phase
 with no appreciable e�ect of the

structural transformation on Tc� The most convincing evidence for an accidental

proximity of the two boundaries came from pressure experiments "��#� For a given Sr

content
 pressure stabilizes the HTT phase at a lower temperature
 causing the LTO to
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HTT phase boundary at low temperature to move from x � ���� at ambient pressure
to x � ���� at P���kbar� The Tc vs� x curves obtained by Yamada and Ido "��#

at P�� and �� kbar
 however
 were nearly the same
 indicating the absence of a

signi�cant e�ect of the structural phase boundary on the superconducting properties�

In addition
 for superconducting Sr concentrations
 Tc was enhanced in the pressure

induced HTT phase by �	��K
 as compared to the LTO phase
 leading the authors

to conclude that the LTO distortion has a negative e�ect on superconductivity� This

last view was recently supported by Dabrowski et� al "��# in a systematic study of the

e�ect of M��Nd
 Ca
 Sr� substitution in La��xMxCuO�
 concluding that the highest

Tc�s are achievable for �at and square CuO� planes in the tetragonal structure�

Even	though the LTO to HTT structural phase transition is of the second order

type "��# with a gradual decrease of the CuO� octahedra tilt angle and the related

orthorhombic strain to zero
 it is still somewhat surprising that Tc vs� x and particu	

larly dTc�dx show no discontinuity at the structural phase boundary "��#� After all


a change in symmetry has taken place� As already mentioned
 for superconductivity

to be a�ected by structural changes
 those changes have to occur in scale lengths

comparable to the superconducting coherence length ���� ���A�� The question that
arises� do the LTO local distortions of the CuO� planes persist in the superconduct	

ing
 HTT region of the phase diagram� To address this subtle question
 it is essential

to investigate the local structure of the CuO� planes in the superconducting
 LTO

and HTT phases� This investigation is a central part of this thesis�

��� Deviations from the conventional model

Evidence in favor of deviations from the conventional model describing the structural

properties of La��xSrxCuO� has been obtained in several
 recent work using tech	

niques sensitive to the short	range order �SRO� in the atomic arrangement� In this

section I list some of the most remarkable�

The most signi�cant evidence comes from atomic pair distribution function �PDF�

analysis of neutron powder di�raction data
 in which the Fourier transform of a

structure function
 S�Q� �Q being the momentum transfer�
 gives the distribution of

interatomic distances� "��$��# The PDF should reveal features of the local structure

which are not re�ected in the long	range order
 like local atomic displacements with

SRO only� Peak height	modeling of the PDF in La��xSrxCuO� across the x and

T 	induced LTO to HTT phase transitions "��
 ��# showed that the amplitudes of
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certain peaks failed to reach the values dictated by the appearance of the HTT phase

measured by di�raction
 but saturated at values consistent with the LTO phase� It

was concluded that local LTO domains persisted into the HTT phase and that the

appearance of the HTT phase was due to the disordering of the LTO domains over

the long range scale measured by di�raction�

The sensitivity of PDF analysis of powder di�raction data to detect local atomic

displacements is reduced by the fact that all atomic pair correlations contribute to

the data
 typically resulting in several di�erent bond lengths contributing to the

same part of the real space pair distribution� For example
 the most signi�cant

evidence for peak height saturation occurs for the pair correlations at � ����A� "��# At
this distance
 however
 all La	O���
 Sr	O��� and O���	O��� correlations contribute


making the interpretation of the signal very di�cult� The XAFS signal
 on the

other hand
 contains information on partial pair correlations �only pairs involving the

excited central atom�� In addition polarization dependent XAFS can be exploited

in anisotropic structures to constrain the contributions even further �see Chapter ���

This results in a XAFS signal which can be interpreted with less ambiguity than the

PDF signal�

Additional evidence for disordered local structural distortions in La��xSrxCuO�

comes from x	ray di�use scattering experiments� "��
 ��# Strong di�use scattered in	

tensity was observed in c� cuts of reciprocal space �hkl � ��l� in the neighborhood
of Bragg peaks
 the momentum transfer dependence of the measured intensity imply	

ing distortions for the scattering atoms with a remarkable c	axis rms displacement

 u�z �
���� ����A� No change in di�use scattering was observed when scanning the

x	ray energy through the SrK	edge resonance "��#
 which indicated that the Sr atoms

did not contribute to the observed di�use scattering themselves� It was concluded

that the doped holes are liberated from the Sr atoms to yield local
 mostly �c	axis


displacements of atoms due to strong charge	lattice interactions� "��
��# X	ray di�use

scattering
 however
 cannot determine which are the atoms that are displaced from

their average atomic positions� Are these Cu
 O���
 O��� or La� This is a question

to which XAFS can provide an answer and is a central part of this thesis�

Sr K	edge XANES experiments "��# were interpreted to conclude that the intro	

duction of Sr under normal preparation conditions leads to the removal of the O���

apical oxygen neighboring a Sr atom and the related creation of an oxygen defect

in a nearby interstitial cite� This distortion had implications for the mechanism of



��

doping
 as high Tc superconductivity is induced in oxygen	rich La�CuO�
� with ex	

cess oxygen residing "��# in a similar interstitial site as that proposed by Tan et� al

in La��xSrxCuO� 
 implying a more universal mechanism for doping holes by means

of either strontium or oxygen doping� Recent XANES theoretical calculations "��#


however
 showed that the XANES features attributed by Tan et� al to the removal

of the apical oxygen to the Sr can be reproduced with the same oxygen con�guration

as about the La atoms� i�e�
 a fully occupied apical oxygen site� This controversy

exempli�es the need of a quantitative determination of the Sr	induced structural dis	

tortions in La��xSrxCuO� 
 one of the goals of this thesis�

Finally
 nuclear quadrupole resonance �NQR�measurements "��# on La��xSrxCuO�

have detected the presence of two inequivalent environments for the Cu atoms� The

second
 anomalous
 Cu site �crystallography shows only one site�
 whose relative in	

tensity increases with doping
 was attributed to a local structural modi�cation of

the Cu environment for Cu atoms nearby a Sr dopant atom� "��# This conclusion


however
 was later disputed by Hammel et� al "��# who found a nearly identical Cu

NQR spectra for O	doped La�CuO�
�� Since Sr and O dopants go to very di�erent

sites in the lattice �substitutional and interstitial
 respectively� the relation of the Cu

second site to a structural anomaly
 it was argued
 is unlikely and instead an intrinsic


universal
 response of the material to the presence of doped holes was suggested� "��#

The microscopic origin of the Cu double site detected by NQR is still unknown�

��	 The phase diagram of La��xBaxCuO�

The La��xBaxCuO� system shares most of the properties described in the previous

section for La��xSrxCuO� and the phase diagrams of the Ba and Sr	 doped systems are

very similar �see �gs� ���' ����� However
 two remarkable di�erences exist between

the two
 and those are detailed here�

First
 a di�erent structural ground state exists in La��xBaxCuO� for ���� � x �

���
 in which a low temperature tetragonal �LTT� phase is stabilized� "��
��# Second


in a very narrow range of Ba concentrations around x � �����
 Tc is suppressed dra	

matically� "��# Whether the appearance of the LTT ground state and the suppression

of Tc at x � ����� are related has been the subject of many investigations� "��$��#
It is now widely believed that the mere presence of the LTT phase is not enough
 by

itself
 to account for the observed suppression of superconductivity� Major evidence

has come from high	resolution x	ray di�raction studies "��# which showed the same
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fraction �� ��&� of LTT phase present in both x � ����� and x � ���� at ��K
 even
though the former had a Tc � �K and the later Tc � ��K� It was clear that high Tc

superconductivity can be achieved even in the presence of the LTT phase�

On the other hand
 anomalies in the resistivity "��
��# and the Hall coe�cient "��#

have been observed only for samples with Ba content around x � ������ Resistivity

measurements show metallic behavior � d��dT � � � down to about ��K
 where a local

minimum and an upturn is observed
 with the resistivity behaving in a non	metallic

manner �d��dt  �� down to about ��K where superconductivity appears� The Hall

e�ect measurements show a signi�cant reduction �� ��&� in the Hall coe�cient "��#
at about ��K when cooling
 the same temperature at which the upturn in resistivity

is observed� As shown in �g� ���
 this is about the same temperature at which the

LTT phase appears in La��xBaxCuO� �

The anomalies in the transport properties are consistent with a reduction in the

number of free carriers for temperatures below about ��K� This electronic change

is believed to be the reason for Tc suppression around x � ������ Is the electronic

change coupled to the structural phase transition� Evidence in favor of coupling

is found from experiments in La��xBax�ySryCuO� "��
 ��# in which the amount of

doping is �xed at x � ����� and the structure is varied by changing y �substituting

Ba for Sr in La��xBaxCuO� stabilizes the LTO phase
 as can be deduced from the

phase diagram�� This experiment shows that the electronic transition resulting in the

upturn of the resistivity is mostly suppressed when the LTO phase is stabilized at

low temperature for y � �����
 and a related increase in Tc is obtained� Additional

evidence comes from pressure experiments on La��xBaxCuO� with x � ������ "��#

The LTO phase is stabilized at low temperature instead of the LTT phase for P�

� kbar
 with a related increase in Tc from �K at ambient pressure to about ��K at

P��� kbar� This again indicates a coupling between the structural phase transition

and electronic change�

Based on the above mentioned results
 di�erent mechanisms have been proposed to

account for the reduction in the density of free carriers at x � ����� in the LTT phase�

Barisic ' Zelenko "��# proposed the formation of a charge density wave �CDW� "��
��#

in which charge localization is coupled to the oxygen displacements of the LTT phase

�see next section for a description of the LTT phase�� Even though such a CDW has

not been observed experimentally in La��xBaxCuO� with x � �����
 the presence of

charge �hole� ordering into �D stripes separated by AF domains in insulating
 LTT
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La����Nd	��Sr	���CuO� "��# and La�NiO����� "��# was deduced from the presence of

commensurate lattice displacements observed by neutron scattering� Nd substitution

was used in the former study to stabilize the LTT phase without changing the hole

content� The static order of holes was observed to disappear at the temperature

of the LTT to LTO phase transition
 indicating that the LTT pattern of atomic

displacements favors charge localization� "��# A similar arrangement of holes and

spins was proposed to exist in La��xBaxCuO� and La��xSrxCuO� 
 but dynamical in

nature "��#� It is possible that a competition between a CDW and a superconducting

ground state exist in La��xBaxCuO� for x � �����
 as the two compete for the same

charge carriers at the Fermi surface� The presence of a CDW ground state would

explain the decrease in Tc�

Local atomic displacements accompanying the resulting charge ordering of a CDW

can be detected by XAFS� The search for such displacements is one main motivation of

the XAFS studies on La��xBaxCuO� performed in this thesis� A direct comparison

between x � ����� and x � ���� samples should reveal any di�erences in their

structural ground state�

A di�erent mechanism for the suppression of Tc has been proposed by Pickett

et� al "��# based on band structure calculations� Starting with the HTT structure
 it

was shown that whereas the LTO distortion has almost no e�ect on the density of

states �DOS� at the Fermi energy �EF �
 the LTT distortion causes a reduction by a

factor of � � in the DOS�EF �
 only for x � ����� �using the rigid band model�� "��#
The applicability of these results was recently questioned by Norman et� al "��#
 who

found a much milder e�ect of the LTT distortion on the DOS�EF � for x � �����

when using experimental values for the octahedral tilt angle as found by di�raction

techniques� This tilt angle is about a factor of � � smaller than the one used in

the work of Pickett et� al 
 where the LTT atomic coordinates were found by energy

minimization techniques�

It is evident from this that determining the actual
 local
 LTT	tilt angle of the

CuO� octahedra is of great importance to assess the possibility of a DOS e�ect being

at the basis of Tc suppression in La�����Ba	����CuO�� XAFS can directly measure

this tilt angle in La��xBaxCuO� by means of its sensitivity
 via multiple scattering


to three	body correlations in the atomic arrangement �see chapter ��� Accurately

measuring this angle is one of the goals of this thesis�
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Table ���� Lattice parameters and atomic positions for the LTT structure of

La�����Ba	����CuO� at ��K�

P���ncm

a������� �A c������� �A

x y z

La ������ ������ ������

Cu � � �

O��� ���� ���� ������

O���� ���� ���� �

O��� 	������ 	������ ������

��
 The LTT structural modi�cation

The LTT structure
 as determined by x	ray and neutron di�raction studies "��
 ��#

is schematically shown in �gure ���� In this modi�cation
 the CuO� octahedra are

rotated about  ��� �	type axis �Bmab representation�� i�e�
 the tilt axis lies along

the Cu	O����	Cu bonds� This results in two inequivalent O��� and O���� sites
 as

some of the oxygens in the CuO� planes move out of the plane �O���� and others

remain in the plane �O������ As can be seen in �gure ���
 the tilt axis rotates from

 ��� � at z � � to  ���� � at z � ��� �z is the height along �c	axis in lattice
units� in going from one CuO� plane to another along the �c	axis� This can be easily

seen by observing the change in orientation of the buckled Cu	O���	Cu	O��� lines

when going from plane to plane� This is in contrast with the LTO modi�cation in

which the tilts are about  ��� �	type axis resulting in a unique O��� site as all the

O��� atoms move out of the CuO� planes �see �gure ����� The space group
 lattice

parameters and atomic positions in the unit cell for the LTT structure of x � �����

at ��K are given in table ���
 based on the neutron di�raction work of Katano et� al

� "��#

��� Evidence for an unusual structural ground state in La��xBaxCuO�

The LTO to LTT phase transition is easily seen in high resolution x	ray di�raction

experiments "��
 ��#
 in which the orthorhombic splitting of the a and b	axis starts
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O(1’)
O(1)

Cu

La/Ba

O(2)

Figure ���� Low temperature tetragonal �LTT� structural modi�cation of

La��xBaxCuO� � In P���ncm space group representation the long axis of the unit

cell is �c and �a is perpendicular to the plane of the paper�
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diminishing at a temperature of about ��K to vanish as the sample is cooled below

about ��K� The transition is of �rst order
 with the two phases coexisting in a narrow

interval of temperature of about � ��K� Even though � ��& of the sample had

transformed into the LTT phase
 the single Bragg peak of the LTT phase remains

quite broad down to ��K "��#
 the width of the peak being at least twice as big as the

one observed for the same fundamental re�ection at about ���K in the HTT phase�

This anomalous broadening indicates that the LTT phase contains residual strain�

either due to the persistence of orthorhombic domains at low temperature or some

other mechanism resulting in a signi�cant amount of disorder�

Additional evidence comes from temperature dependent electron microscopy work

"��# on La�����Ba	����CuO�� In addition to superstructure re�ections consistent with

the LTT phase
 it was found that twins
 characteristic of the LTO structure persist in

the low temperature LTT phase� Combining imaging and di�raction information
 a

coexistence of phases was suggested
 with the LTT phase mostly present at the twin

boundaries and an LTO phase present in the interior of the twin domains�

The nature of the LTT structure in La��xBaxCuO� is still a matter of controversy�

A detailed polarized XAFS study of all three Cu
 La and Ba environments in the LTT

phase is presented in this thesis
 giving a complete picture of the LTT phase from a

local perspective�



Chapter �

XAFS� THEORETICAL CONCEPTS AND DATA

ANALYSIS USING THEORETICAL STANDARDS

In this section I describe the basic elements of the XAFS technique
 including

theory
 experiment and analysis� The approach here is to emphasize the concepts

involved in understanding the origin of XAFS� A mathematical derivation of the

relevant absorption cross section is presented in appendix B� A derivation of the XAFS

equation in single scattering �SS� can be found in ref� ��� The contribution of curved

wave	e�ects and multiple scattering is treated in refs� ��$��� The implementation of

XAFS theory in the Ab initio code FEFF
 versions �	�
 can be found in refs� ��$���

FEFF� was used in this thesis as the theoretical standard for data analysis�

��� Theoretical concepts

����� The origin of XAFS

We consider the interaction of an x	ray photon with an electron bound in a deep

atomic core state
 jii� The cross section for a photo	induced promotion of the bound
electron into a �nal state jfi in a continuum of energies is given by Fermi�s golden
rule "��#� For the interaction at hand �see appendix B for a derivation�


	��� � ����fs��jhf j�r � ��jiij���Ef � Ei � �����Ef � �����

where �fs � e����c� is the �ne	structure constant
 ��Ef� the density of unoccupied

states at the �nal energy Ef � �� is a unit vector along the linear polarization direction

of the photon� The photon incoming energy is E� � ���

Figure ��� schematically represents the relevant energy levels� The binding energy

of the core electron is represented by EB� that is the energy required to excite a

photoelectron �p�e�� with zero kinetic energy� In a metal that would be the energy

di�erence between the core level and the bottom of the conduction band� Such a
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|i>

EF

h�

|f>�E
�

h=

EB

Figure ���� Schematic energy diagram indicating the photon	induced transition� EB

is the binding energy of the core electron measured with respect to the bottom of the

mu�n	tin interstice� Threshold energy for excitation is E� � EB(EF since all states

up to EF are occupied� The �nal state has a �nite lifetime � and hence is broadened

by ��� �
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X-rays

Figure ���� Left� X	ray absorption coe�cient against photon energy as measured

for La K	edge in La��xSrxCuO� � The dashed line simulates the cross section in

the absence of neighboring atoms in the solid� Right� Energy	dependent interference

between outgoing and scattered parts of the photoelectron wave results in modulation

of the absorption cross section
 solid line in spectrum at left�

transition �E��EB� would be impossible due to Pauli�s exclusion principle� all the

states up to the Fermi energy EF are �lled
 so the minimum kinetic energy for a p�e�

in the �nal state is ��k�F ��m� The threshold energy for p�e� excitations is then given

by E� 	EB�Ep�e� � EF � The p�e� wavenumber k is de�ned relative to the Fermi level�

i�e�


k �
q
�m�Ep�e� � EF ���� �����

When varying the photon�s energy across threshold a jump in the absorption

cross section ocurrs� For an isolated atom
 the cross section monotonically varies

with photon�s energy above threshold� This is simulated in �g� ��� by the dashed line

superimposed on the actual experimental cross section�

The �nal state consists of a p�e� together with the presence of the core hole

in a deep atomic orbital� Such a con�guration is unstable
 with a typical lifetime

of � � ����� � ����� sec
 depending on the absorbing atom and core state� This
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�nite lifetime of the excited state corresponds to a �nal state energy broadening

of  E w ��� � For the La K	edge ��s initial state�  E � ��eV
 "��# the major

contribution to broadening of the spectrum shown in �g� ��� �inelastic scattering of

the p�e� and experimental energy resolution also contribute to the broadening��

When the absorbing atom is surrounded by neighbors
 like in a solid
 the outgoing

photoelectron wave scatters from the potential of the neighboring atoms �see �g� �����

Part of this scattered wave interferes with the outgoing wave at the position of the

absorbing atom �de�ned as the origin�
 modifying the matrix element in eq� ��� �the

initial state is highly localized at the origin so the matrix element is determined by

the value of jfi next to the core level�� The interference at the origin between the
outgoing and incoming waves changes as the incoming photon�s energy increases since

the kinetic energy �wavelength� of the p�e� increases �decreases� while the distance

between atoms is nearly �xed� The energy dependent modulation of the �nal state

introduces the oscillations in the absorption cross section shown in �g� ��� by the solid

line� These oscillations �XAFS� contain structural information such as the positions of

the scattering atoms and their types and numbers
 information that can be retrieved

by an appropiate analysis of the isolated �ne structure�

����� The XAFS equation� single scattering

The x	ray absorption coe�cient above threshold can be written as

��k� � �	�k��� ( ��k�� �����

where the energy dependence is translated into p�e� wavenumber by means of

eq� ���� i�e�
 k � � at threshold� For a K	shell initial state
 considering only single

scattering �SS� events in which the p�e� wave scatters once from a neighboring atom

before recombining with its outgoing part
 and within the harmonic approximation

for lattice vibrations the XAFS modulation is given by "��$��
��#

��k� �
X
j

�j�k� � �
X
j

���� � �rj��NjS
�
	Fj��� k� rj�

kr�j
e��k

���j e��rj���ksin��krj ( �j�k� rj���

�����

Most of the ingredients in eq� ��� can be explained on a qualitative basis� For

the discussion here it is convenient to separate the terms that determine the XAFS

amplitude from those that determine its phase� i�e�




��

��k� �
X
j

�j�k� � Re"
X
j

Aj�k� rj�e
i	j�k�rj#� �����

where the sum is over all SS centers j� I will focus on �j�k�
 the partial contri	

bution to the total XAFS from the scatterer at site j
 while it is understood that a

sum over all scattering sites is needed at the end� Since XAFS has its origin in the

interference
 at the position of the absorber �r���
 between the outgoing wave and

the backscattered wave
 the XAFS phase �j is given by the phase di�erence between

these two� The �optical path phase
 �krj in the sine term of eq� ���
 is the phase

gained by the p�e� after traveling to the scattering center at rj and back to the central

atom �total distance �rj�� Additional phase shifts �j�k� are due to the scattering of

the p�e� from the atomic potentials of the absorbing atom and the scattering atom at

rj� i�e�
 �j�k� rj� � ��c�k� ( �b�j�k� rj� where c� b stand for central and backscattering

atoms
 respectively� The scattering phase at rj depends not only on k but on the

distance
 due to the curved wave nature of the p�e�� "��# All this explains the phase

term in eq� ���
 except for the sin���k�� appearence instead of the cos��k� dependence

that is obtained from the real part of ei	�k� This cannot be explained qualitatively

but is due to an additional ��� phase shift in the asymptotic form �krj 	 �� of

the outgoing spherical Hankel function at the position of the scatterer
 h
l �krj�
 with

l � �� "��
��#

A main contribution to the XAFS amplitude is given by the curved	wave
 e�ective

backscattering amplitude
 Fj��� k� rj�� "��# This is the amplitude of the scattering from

the potential of the atom at rj in an angle � � �� i�e�
 back towards the absorbing

atom� It depends on distance
 due to the curved wave nature of the p�e�� "��# The k

dependence of Fj is rather complicated "��# but its systematic variation with atomic

number Z can be used to distinguish between di�erent types of backscatterers in an

unknown structure�

So far it was assumed that coherence in the �nal state is preserved� i�e�
 the phase

di�erence between the outgoing and backscattered parts of the p�e� wave
 in the

presence of the core hole
 is independent of time� E�ects that destroy this �nal state

coherence will destroy the interference process and result in a reduction of the XAFS

amplitude� These e�ects come from the �nite lifetimes of the core hole and the p�e�


term e��rj���k in eq� ���
 and from the deviation of the interatomic distance from the

value rj due to lattice vibrations
 term e��k
���j in eq� ����
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Finite lifetime e�ects are phenomenologically described in terms of a mean	free

path
 ��k�� The relevant distance to which we compare this mean free path is �rj


the traveling distance over which coherence has to be preserved� The core hole �c�h��

decays with a lifetime �c�h�� the p�e� will decay with an independent lifetime
 �p�e�
 as

it inelastically scatters into a di�erent state� The total lifetime is then ��� � ���c�h�(

���p�e�� Whereas �c�h� does not depend on p�e� energy
 �p�e depends on k re�ecting the

energy dependence of the spectrum of excitations available in the media in which the

p�e� travels� A �nite lifetime results in energy broadening � E � ��� �� In FEFF a
complex p�e� wavenumber
 p � p�(ip��
 is introduced to account for energy broadening

�losses�
 i�e�
 p �
p
�m�E � Vint�E� ( i)���
 where Vint�E� is a complex
 energy

dependent interstitial potential and )�� is the half line width of the core hole� "��
��#

The mean free path
 ����k� � ���c�h��k� ( ���p�e��k� is obtained from the imaginary

part of the complex wavenumber
 ��p� � ��p�� � ��Im�p�
 after correcting for the

di�erent energy references used in the de�nition of p and k� "��
��# This explains the

origin of the mean free path term in eq� ���
 since with a complex wavenumber the

�optical path phase shift becomes ei�krj � e�iRe�krje��rjIm�k which together with the

de�nition Im�k� � ����k� results in the e��rj���k amplitude correction term� Typical

value of � at intermediate p�e� energies is � ���A "��
��#
 so �j is reduce by � ��& at
distances rj � ���A� This determines the spatial length scale of the XAFS technique
and its limitation to probing only the short range order in the atomic arrangement�

The Debye	Waller like term
 e��k
���j is a result of the loss of coherence due to lattice

vibrations �and small static disorder if present� in the harmonic approximation caus	

ing deviations from the average interatomic distance and hence altering the �optical

path phase� Since the lifetime of the excited state is so short �� ����� sec� compared
to characteristic times for lattice vibrations �� �����sec�
 XAFS sees the neighboring
atoms �frozen in their instantaneous positions� The XAFS measurement
 however


consists of about ��� absorption events at each incoming photon�s energy and hence

the instantaneous distances �ri� will di�er from one absorbing atom to another �or

the same absorbing atom at a later time�
 leading to loss of coherence� By considering

a �weighted optical phase term
 with the weight given by a Gaussian distribution of

distances about rj �root mean squared �rms� 	j �
p
 �ri � rj�� �i �


Z 
�

��

�q
��	�j

e��ri�rj
�����j ei�kridri �����



��

and by de�ning ri � rj ( r


�q
��	�j

Z 
�

��

e���r
�����j ei�k�rj
�rd� r�

� ei�krj
�q
��	�j

Z 
�

	

e���r
�����j cos��k r�d� r� � ei�krje��k

���j �����

where only the real
 even in  r
 part of ei�k�r contributes to the �rst integral

in eq� ���� The correction to the �optical phase due to disorder is given by the

amplitude correction e��k
���j � If there are more than one atom of the same type

at the same average distance rj from the absorbing atom
 the concept of �shell is

introduced and �j becomes the contribution of the jth	shell to the XAFS
 with Nj

in eq� ��� being the number of identical atoms in the shell �coordination number

or degeneracy�� In this notation
 	�j represents the mean squared deviation in the

distribution of distances about the average �shell distance rj�

In principle a distribution �weighted expression has to be obtained for all the

terms that depend on rj in eq� ���� However all the other terms beside the �optical

phase slowly vary with rj �like ��rj or ��r�j � and hence the average value of rj is

used for those terms� The Debye	Waller like factor term in eq� ��� is responsible

for the disappearance of the XAFS oscillations at high k� As k increases the p�e�

wavelength decreases and the negative e�ect that disorder has on the interference

process is enhanced�

The term S�
	 in eq� ��� is the passive electrons	 amplitude reduction factor� "��#

It is a many	body correction which accounts for the changes in the passive electrons

wavefunctions �as di�er to the photoexcited
 active
 electron� due to the presence of

the core hole� The overlap of the �N	�� passive electrons in the initial and �nal state


jh�f j�iij
 with �i�f the many body wavefunctions
 is reduced leading to a reduction

in the strength of the transition associated with the single photoelectron excitation

given by the matrix element of eq� ���� By de�nition
 S�
	 
 jh�f j�iij�� "��#

The last two terms appearing in eq� ��� are the ��r�j term and the polarization	

dependent factor
 ���� � �rj�� The backscattered wave is proportional
 not only to
Fj but to the amplitude of the outgoing wave at the position of the scatterer� i�e�


� Fj
eikrj

rj

eikjr�rj j

jr�rjj

 with the outgoing wave originating at r � � and the backscattered

wave originating at r � rj� The relevant quantity for XAFS is the value of the



��

backscattered wave at the origin
 which in complex form is � Fj
ei�krj

r�j

 explaining the

origin of the r�� factor�

The polarization term results from the angular dependence of the dipole operator

�r � �� in eq� ��� together with the angular dependence of the initial state� For K	shell
XAFS
 the initial state is isotropic �l � ��� Since the dipole operator has a cos�

dependence �chose the electric �eld polarization vector
 ��
 along �z�
 the �nal state

must have a cos� angular dependence �l � ��m � �� to give a non	zero matrix element

in eq� ��� �dipole selection rules�� The scattering contribution to the �nal state is then

proportional to the amplitude of the outgoing wave at the backscatterer
� cos�j
 with
�j � cos����rj � ���
 resulting in the angular dependence of eq� ��� �the square coming
from the square of the matrix element in eq� ����� "��
 ��# For a randomly oriented

sample
 an angular average has to be done over all possible relative orientations of

the polarization vector and the scatterer direction
 resulting in

�

��

Z 


	

Z �


	

�cos��jsin�jd�jd�j � � �����

� In this thesis partially oriented samples were used requiring a di�erent angular

averaging� see appendix B��

����	 Multiple scattering

Multiple scattering �MS� events
 in which the p�e� wave scatters from more than

one neighboring atom before recombining with the outgoing wave at the origin were

neglected in the previous section� For particular atomic con�gurations
 MS contri	

butions can even be larger than SS contributions from atoms at the same �or nearly

the same� distance and hence their inclusion is essential for a correct interpretation

of XAFS spectra�

Even though tedious algebra is required for a correct account of MS e�ects "��


��
��#
 a nearly transparent incorporation of MS is realized in FEFF �versions � and

higher�
 via the implementation of the Rehr	Albers scattering	matrix algorithm "��#

together with an e�cient way of enumerating and �ltering scattering paths� "��# The

polarization dependence of MS paths is incorporated in FEFF�� "��# In FEFF the

concept of �path length is introduced
 which is the sum of the lengths of each

�leg involved in the scattering path
 rtot� The interatomic distance rj used in the SS

formalism is replaced by an e
ective half�path length
 re� � rtot��
 for each path j� the
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curved	wave SS amplitude
 Fj
 is replaced
 for an N	leg path
 by a special product

of �N	�� curved	wave e�ective scattering matrixes
 F j
e� � F �N�����F �F �
 with the

scattering matrix at site i
 F i
 depending in addition to p�e� energy
 on the scattering

angle �i � cos����ri � �ri
�� �angle between incoming and outgoing legs at site i� as
well as on the distance to site �i � ��
 jri � ri��j due to curved	wave e�ects� "��# In
a similar fashion
 the �optical path phase term
 ei�krj 
 is replaced by eik���
��
���
�N 

where �i � jri � ri��j� An e�ective scattering phase
 �j�k� is obtained since the F i

scattering matrixes are complex
 and hence �j�k� depends on intersite distances and

scattering angles as well�

The XAFS equation can then be written as a sum over scattering paths

��k� �
X
j

NjS
�
	

kr�e�
jF j

e��k�jsin��kre� ( �j�k� ( ��c�k��e
��k���j e��re����k

�����

with �c the central atom phase shift and Nj the degeneracy of path j� Here

	�j � �ri� re��� �i
 the mean square deviation in half path length with ri being the

instantaneous half path length� Note that the term r�e� in the denominator of eq� ���

is arti�cially introduced to resemble the SS equation� A curved	wave emanating from

each scattering site results in a product ��������N in the denominator� The e�ec	

tive scattering amplitude is hence renormalized to result in eq� ��� The polarization

dependence of MS paths is not included in eq� ���� It is properly accounted for in

FEFF� and the correct treatment can be found in refs� ��
���

����� Applications of MS XAFS in this thesis

In this thesis MS contributions were exploited in several instances to resolve struc	

tural issues which cannot be resolved in SS XAFS� Two of these instances are exem	

pli�ed in �g� ���� In �a� of �g� ��� the question at hand was whether the O��� atom

neighboring to Sr was removed completely�partially when Sr is substituted for La in

La��xSrxCuO� 
 as proposed by Tan et� al � "��# This type of defect associated with

Sr has signi�cant implications for the mechanism of hole	doping in La��xSrxCuO� �

As will be discussed later in this thesis
 SS XAFS showed a highly disordered Sr	O���

distance �schematically represented by the ellipsoid in �g� ����
 with the disorder be	

ing nearly temperature	independent indicating its origin in static structural disorder

rather than thermal disorder� This lack of temperature dependence made ambiguous
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Cu
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Figure ���� Two examples in which MS XAFS is exploited to solve structural issues�

�a� Occupancy of highly disordered O��� atom neighboring Sr
 �b� Tilt angle of CuO�

octahedra in La��xBaxCuO� with x � ������

the separation between Nj and 	�j in eq� ��� for SS Sr	O���� Disorder of the inter	

vening O��� atom
 however
 has a small e�ect on the disorder of nearly collinear MS

paths �particularly for O��� disorder along the path� as the total path length of the

MS paths remains nearly unchanged �see appendix C�� For simplicity only one dou	

ble scattering �DS� path is illustrated in �g� ��� but its time	reversal DS path
 triple

scattering �TS� and Sr	Cu SS all contribute to the XAFS at the same distance� The

total signal at the Sr	Cu distance then is very sensitive to the occupancy of the O���

site
 as the absence of the O��� atom would change both the phase and amplitude

of the total signal at the Sr	Cu distance dramatically� A self	consistent treatment of

both SS and MS signals revealed that the O��� site is fully occupied
 as discussed in

this thesis and in ref� ���

MS can be exploited to measure the �buckling angle
 � in �g� ��� �b�
 of a nearly

collinear arrangement of atoms "��
 ��
 ��#� In La��xBaxCuO� superconductivity is

strongly suppressed around x � ������ "��# Band structure calculations indicate that
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a local minimum in the density of states at the Fermi energy could exist for x �

�����
 depending on the magnitude of the tilt angle of CuO� octahedral units in the

structure� "��
 ��#� The magnitude of the octahedra�s tilt
 however
 is still a matter

of controversy� "��# Changes in tilt angle result in changes in �
 shown in �g� ��� The

sensitivity of XAFS to changes in � arises due to the scattering amplitude at the

position of the intervening O��� atom being strongly peaked in the forward direction

and rapidily decreasing with scattering angle
 for � � � � �� degrees� "��
 ��# For

a perfectly collinear arrangement
 DS and TS paths involve one and two forward

scattering events
 respectively� If the angle deviates from collinearity
 the e�ective

scattering amplitude
 F j
e�
 decreases sharply mostly due to the changes in scattering

at the intervening atom� the changes in scattering at the end �La�Ba� atoms are

small due to the much more �at angular dependence of the scattering amplitude near

backscattering angles� "��# The changes in F j
e� are well approximated by a correction

factor �k(
k�� for � � � � �� degrees� By exploiting this dependence the MS XAFS

signal can be parameterized in terms of � and the buckling angle can be measured�

A detailed description of the method is presented in appendix A�

��� Data analysis� Isolating and interpreting the XAFS signal

The analysis of XAFS data presented in this thesis has been performed by using

FEFF� as the theoretical standard "��
 ��# together with the UWXAFS��� analysis

package� "��# The latter includes the following codes� AUTOBK
 which isolates the

XAFS signal from the measured absorption coe�cient "��#� ATOMS
 which gener	

ates a list of atomic coordinates in a given cluster size about the absorbing atom

based on crystallographic information and calculates some important amplitude cor	

rections "��
��# and FEFFIT which allows varying the structural parameters in FEFF	

generated theoretical standards to best �t the experimental data in r	space
 including

MS contributions� "��
 ���# An overall idea of the steps involved in analyzing XAFS

data is presented here� The specialization to the analysis of polarized XAFS data in

anisotropic structures is discussed later in this thesis�

����� Isolating ��k�

The XAFS signal is de�ned in eq� ��� as the modi�cation of the �isolated atom

absorption coe�cient
 �	�k�
 due to scattering of the p�e� from neighboring atoms in
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the solid
 i�e�


��k� �
���k�� �	�k��

�	�k�
������

with k the p�e� wavenumber measured relative to the Fermi level� It is important

to note that in this de�nition �	�k� is the contribution to the absorption of a given

inner shell electron excitation ��s
 �p���
 ���
 referred as an absorption edge� for a

given �isolated absorbing atom �referred as the central atom�� The experimentally

measured �
 however
 contains contributions to the absorption from edges of other

atoms beside the central atom together from contributions from other edges in the

central atom� These contributions have to be subtracted from the measured � for a

proper normalization of ��k�� For this purpose
 � is experimentally determined in a

wide energy interval �� ��� eV� below the edge of interest where �	�k� is zero and all
the undesired contributions contribute� Since these other contributions are smoothly

varying with energy across the edge of interest
 they can be subtracted by �tting the

�pre	edge region with a straight line and extrapolating past the edge�

The procedure for isolating ��k� used in AUTOBK "��# is based on the distinction

between the �frequency components present in the �isolated atom contribution to

the absorption �refered as background� from those present in ��k�
 the oscillations on

top of the background� As can be seen in eq� ���
 the oscillations in ��k�
 given by

the sine term
 have �frequencies which are closely related to twice the interatomic

distances
 �rj �the scattering phases
 �j�k�
 depend on k and have a smaller but very

signi�cant e�ect on the �frequency as well�� The non	scattering contribution to �

varies smoothly with k
 and hence the background is de�ned as the contribution to

��k� with �frequency components below those of the XAFS
 i�e�
 below �r�
 the

�frequency of the �rst shell XAFS� The distinction between these two regimes is

not as easy to determine as it sounds� On one hand
 a Fourier transform �FT� of

the expression for �j�k� given in eq� ���� with k and �rj the conjugate variables�

will result in a non	trivial line shape due to the overall k dependence
 which will

result in a given shell contributing to a broad range of �frequencies� In addition
 the

background contribution of the �isolated atom can have some additional oscillatory

structure due to
 so far neglected
 multi	electron excitations in the absorbing atom "��#

or the fact that the atom is not really �isolated but is embedded in the potential of

the neighboring atoms� "���# A good background removal should include these e�ects

into �	�k��
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To allow for the low frequency oscillatory structure in �	�k� a spline �piecewise

polynomial� is used to simulate the background in AUTOBK
 with the number of

knots in the spline determined by information theory
 i�e�
 equaling the number of

independent points in the background region
 Nbkg � � kRbkg��� "��
 ���# Here  k

is the k	range used in determining �	�k�� The criteria for a good background is the

one for which the FT of the ��k� obtained using eq� ���� is minimized with respect

to a standard below a chosen frequency
 Rbkg� The parameters of the trial back	

ground are adjusted until the di�erence between ��trial�r� and ��stand�r� is minimized

for r � Rbkg
 in a non	linear least squares sense� "��# For some structures
 especially

those with short �rst near neighbor distances
 the FT of ��k� might very well �leak

into the background region and hence minimization with respect to a standard is

more appropiate than simple removing all the frequency components below Rbkg �if

a standard is not used AUTOBK will try to minimize to zero��

In order to chose Rbkg for the work presented in this thesis
 theoretical standards

from FEFF� are used to simulate the expected low r portion of ���r�
 based on the

known average structure of the material under study� FT parameters used for this

procedure are the same as those used in the background removal procedure� Rbkg is

chose to the value below which the XAFS signal is either small or negligible� This

results in typical Rbkg values of about half the �rst neighbor distance �Note that

even though the FT conjugate variables are k and �r
 all the FT performed are

mapped from �r � r and hence Rbkg can be directly compared to r�� The FT are

not phase	corrected so the value of Rbkg is determined from the actual
 uncorrected


Fourier transform�� If the FT data �leaks to very low r
 a somewhat arbitrary value

of Rbkg � ��� � ����A is used and the theoretical FEFF� calculation is used as the
standard for background removal�

Due to the degree of arbitrariness in the choice of Rbkg extra precautions were

taken here to assure that the structural results are independent of the choice of

di�erent �reasonable� values of Rbkg� these include analyzing ��k� data obtained by

using slightly di�erent values of Rbkg in AUTOBK and �tting �see next section� ���r�

for frequencies r � Rbkg ( ��� k�
 i�e�
 starting �tting the FT data at least one

independent point above the background region� "���#

Finally a comment on normalization� Even though AUTOBK allows normalizing

��k� by the k	dependent �	�k� as de�ned in eq� ����
 a more common practice and
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the one used in this thesis is to normalize ��k� by the absorption edge step
 i�e�


��k� �
���k� � �	�k��

 �	�k � ��
� ������

Here  �	�k � �� is the di�erence in absorption immediately below and above the

edge �edge step�� The reason for not using the energy dependent background is that

its energy dependence can be distorted due to a number of systematic experimental

errors� One possible source of error is changes in the energy response of the I	

and�or It ion chambers used to detect the intensity of the incident and transmitted

beams as the scan progresses� This would result in energy	dependent changes in the

measurement of ��k� and hence in a distortion of the energy dependence of �	�k� �the

relative size of �	�k� and ��k� is una�ected so the numerator in eq� ���� is safe�� The

edge step is nearly una�ected by energy dependent corrections as the large change

in absorption at the edge ocurrs in a narrow energy interval� Normalizing by the

edge step
 however
 introduces a k	dependent reduction in the amplitude of ��k�
 as

the decay of �	�k� with energy is neglected� This error can be corrected since the

energy dependence of the X	ray absorption atomic cross section for the central atom

can be calculated using the tables of McMaster� "���# The program ATOMS "��
 ��#

calculates this cross section �	�E� for several energies above the edge and regresses a

quadratic polynomial in energy
P�

i�	AiE
i to ln�	�E�� The lowest order correction

to the amplitude of edge step normalized data is given by the term eA�E � eA�k
�
so it

can be approximated by an e�ective Debye Waller factor correction to ��k�
 e��k
���mm

where 	� � �A���� McMaster corrections are used in this thesis to correct for edge

step normalized data�

����� Fitting ��k� using FEFFIT and theoretical standards from FEFF�

As already mentioned
 the FT of ��k� given in eq� ��� will be �peaked near in	

teratomic positions� Even though the shape of the FT in r	space is much more

complicated than isolated �peaks �due to the overall k	dependence of �j�k� and the

overlapping of contributions from di�erent shells due to the limited k range used in

the FT�
 interpreting the data in r	space is of great advantage since the contribu	

tion from scattering paths within a certain cluster size from the central atom can

be evaluated� Limiting the number of paths that contribute to the signal of interest

is important since the number of scattering paths increases exponentially with path
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length "��# and the number of variables required in modeling their contribution be	

comes prohibitive
 as discussed below� Interpreting the data in r	space is equivalent

�but one step simpler� to doing so in ltered
 back Fourier transformed k	space�

In this thesis
 the program FEFFIT "��
���# is used to construct a model ��k�th �P
j �j�k�

th using values of Fj�k�
 �j�k� and ��k� calculated by FEFF� "��
��#� Only

those paths that contribute to the region of r	space
 rmin � r � rmax to be �tted

are included in the model� Since the average structures �as determined by di�raction

techniques� of the materials under study here are known
 the FEFF� calculation is

performed using the average atomic positions as found in those studies� The structural

parameters in the model ��k�th �rj
 	�j 
 Nj
 S�
	� are allowed to vary �for each path j�

in order to minimize
 in a least squares sense
 the di�erence �in r	space� between the

theoretical model and the experimental data in the r	region of interest
 i�e�


Minimize "
NX
i��

�������ri�th � ���ri�exp����� # � rmin � ri � rmax ������

where the complex form ���ri� is used and the sum is over all N points in the r	space

region of interest� As already mentioned
 the value of rmin is determined by separating

the background region from the structural region by at least one independent point


rmin � Rbkg(��� k�� rmax is determined by the radial distance up to which structural

information is desired
 provided this information can be retrieved with a number of

parameters which does not exceed the amount of information in the data� "���#

The number of independent points in a  r interval of r	space �as opposed to

the �mere points whose spacing relates to the arbitrary sizes of the k grid and FT

arrays� is given by "���#

NI �
� k r

�
( �� ������

with  k the k	range used in de�ning the FT� This relation arises because the

spatial resolution in r	space �the minimum separation between points which can be

resolved� is dictated by the k	range used in the FT� In physical terms
 a larger k	range

contains shorter p�e� wavelengths ��p�e�� and hence allows higher spatial resolution�

The minimum distance between points in r space that are independent
 �r
 depends

on the k range available in the FT� It can be shown "���# that �r � �� k� Since both

real and imaginary parts of the FT contain information
 the number of independent



��

points in  r is then � r��r � �� r k���
 similar to eq� ����� A correct derivation

of NI 
 including the additional � points included in eq� ���� can be found in ref� ����

The number of structural parameters to be �t cannot exceed the amount of infor	

mation in the data
 NI � This requires implementing constrains between the structural

parameters of di�erent paths based on physical grounds� For the anisotropic struc	

tures studied in this thesis
 the ability to constrain parameters is reduced� This can

be compensated
 however
 by exploiting the polarization dependence of XAFS �see

eq� ���� to measure the contribution of only a subset of scattering paths to the mea	

sured signal� Further constrains can be implemented by simultaneously �tting XAFS

spectra obtained under two di�erent polarization conditions for paths that contribute

to the XAFS in both polarizations
 as discussed later in this thesis�

Additional path parameters not listed above are Ej
	
 	

�
j and 	

�
j � The last two are

the third and fourth order moments of the radial distribution function of shell j about

the central atom
 	�j � �ri � rj�� �i and 	�j � �ri � rj�� �i ���	�j ��� "���
 ���#
This terms are important when the radial distribution of atoms in a shell deviates

from Gaussian �eq� ���� and contribute both a phase correction
 ��
�
k�	�j 
 and an

amplitude correction
 e
�
�
k���j to eq� ���� For the materials studied in this thesis at

temperatures below about room temperature the contribution of this terms was found

to be negligible and then were not included in eq� ����

An overall �same for all paths�  E	 correction is needed to adjust the energy

origin �k � �� used in the FEFF� calculation to that of the experimental data� Ex	

perimentally determining the Fermi energy is in many cases accurate only within a

few eV
 as the onset of p�e� excitations is broadened by lifetime e�ects and exper	

imental resolution� Typically the onset is chosen to be around the middle of the

rising absorption edge� Even in cases where the location of the Fermi level can be

determined experimentally �as when the onset corresponds to p�e� transitions into

bound states resulting in pre	edge features before the continuum	related excitations

of the rising edge "��#�
 the accuracy of FEFF� in determining EF is no better than

a few eV� In FEFF� an electron gas model is used to calculate EF 
 where the free

electron charge density
 �int
 is found by averaging the charge between the mu�n tin

radii and the Norman radii
 for all atom types� "��
��# Chemical e�ects at the valence

level
 such as charge transfer and hybridization are not properly accounted for in this

approximation
 since these require a self	consistent calculation of electronic charge

densities� Errors in the determination of �int propagate into EF which is determined
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within a few eV accuracy�

Chemical e�ects at the valence level a�ect the p�e� phase mostly at low k since at

higher energies the scattering is mainly from inner core electrons and is not sensitive

to the valence state of the atoms� "���# Because of this k dependence
 errors in the

treatment of chemical e�ects in FEFF can be roughly compensated by applying a

di�erent  Ej
	 correction to di�erent paths� This can be seen as follows� by changing

E	 � E�
	 then


k � k� �

r
k� � �m

��
 E	 ������

with  E	 � E�
	 � E	� For ��k���m 	  E	
 which holds in the XAFS regime

�k � ��A��� for  E	 � �few eV�
 we have

k� � k�� � �m E	

��k�
�
�
� � k��� m E	

��k�
� ������

resulting in a change in phase for path j

 �j � �m Ej
	

��k
"�rj (

��j
�k
# ������

which is most important at low k� The di�erence �j�k����j�k���k��k� is replaced
by the derivative since typical values of Ej	 � � eV
 corresponding to  k � k� � k �
�����A�� at k � ��A��
 while the k grid onto which the phases calculated in FEFF

are interpolated has a spacing of �����A���

Phase corrections of the form given in eq� ���� were found to be important to

determine interatomic distances in BaZrO� with an accuracy of ������A� "���# The

structure of BaZrO� is simple enough �perfect perovskite� but charge transfer and

covalency are important� Since only a few parameters are required to model the

structure
 that leaves room for additional parameters in the form of Ej	 shifts for SS

paths �Ej	 for MS paths are related to those of SS paths
 see ref� ���� which signi�	

cantly improves distance determination� For the more complex structures studied in

this thesis the number of parameteres required is larger and then only an overall E	

is used
 the same for all paths� This limits the accuracy of distance determination in

this thesis to � �����A�
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����	 Evaluating the correctness of a model

Two numbers are calculated by FEFFIT to evaluate the goodness of a �t� These are

�� statistic and the fraction of mis�t
 R� "��
���# �� statistic is de�ned as

�� �
NI

N

NX
i��

�������th�ri�� ��exp�ri�����
��ri�

��

������

where the sum is over all �mere pairs of points �both real and imaginary parts of

the di�erence are evaluated at each �mere point� in the region of r	space being �tted�

The number of �mere points in "rrmin� rrmax# is arbitrary as it depends on the grid

spacing in k	space and the size of the fast FT array� The prefactor NI�N in eq� ����

is introduced to remove this arbitrariness as the number of independent points
 NI 


�eq� ����� is independent of k	space grid or array size� "��
 ���# The di�erence of

model and data at each point ri is weighted against the uncertainty in the di
erence

�not just the data� at that point
 ��ri�� In FEFFIT a single value of � is used as it

is assumed that the uncertainty at point ri is all due to random noise in the data


independent of ri� The random noise is estimated by the rms value of ��exp�r� in

the range "��� ��#�A
 where the XAFS oscillations are assumed to be indistinguishable

from the noise �typical p�e� mean free path �p�e� � �� � ���A�� Systematic errors in
the data and the theory are not accounted for in �� as those are extremely hard to

evaluate� A related
 useful quantity calculated in FEFFIT is reduced ���
 given by

��� � ���� with � being the degrees of freedom in the �t
 i�e�
 � � NI � NP 
 where

NP is the number of parameters used in the �t�

If the errors are evaluated correctly �i�e�
 they are mostly random�
 a good �t

should have ��� � ��
p
���� "��
���# Two �ts with di�erent NP �and hence di�erent

��s� can be compared and if their ��� di�er by more than �
p
������ ( ����� �� times

the �uctuation in the di�erence� the �t with the lower ��� is signi�cantly better�

Typical values of ��� found in this thesis
 however
 are on the order ��	��
 indicat	

ing that �a� the model is bad
 and�or �b� the value of � has been underestimated by

not considering systematic contributions to it� In order to check �a� as a possibility


FEFFIT calculates the fraction of mis�t
 R
 given by



��

R �

PN
i��

������th�ri�� ��exp�ri������PN
i��

������exp�ri�j�����
� ������

This gives the fractional mis�t
 i�e�
 the ratio of total amplitude between theoretical

and experimental curves to the total amplitude under the experimental curve� If R

is only a few percent
 as always found in this thesis for �ts that �look good
 option

�a� can be ruled out �provided the structural parameters obtained are reasonable on

physical grounds� and the reason for ��� 	 � is the underestimation of ��

If � were known �and that would have meant ��� � � for a good �t�
 the uncertain	
ties in the parameters �one standard deviation� are found by the change needed to

increase �� by �
 relative to its minimum value
 ��	 �or increase �
�
� by ����� "��
 ���#

Since � is underestimated and the �t is good �again
 assuming a small R� we can

rede�ne � � �
p
��� so that the de�nition of a good �t having �

�
� � � is recovered�

FEFFIT �nds the uncertainties by the change in the parameters that will result in

�� � ��	 ( � �assumes a �good �t� but then rescales them by multiplying by
p
����

This procedure would overestimate the value of these uncertainties as the �t is re	

quired to be good� i�e�
 ��� � �
 while in reality even if most of the �enhanced ��� is
due to a bad � a fraction of it could be due to a bad �t
 the later e�ect neglected in

the rescaling of uncertainties�

Comparison between di�erent �ts by means of ��� has to be reinterpreted� Since a

�good �t will have ��� 	 �
 the standard �uctuation in ��� has to be renormalized top
��� ���� A �t is signi�cantly better than other if the di�erence in their �

�
� is larger

than about �
p
��������

���� ( ������
����� �� times the �uctuation of the di�erence�
 the

�t with the lower ��� being better�

An estimation of the relative sizes of random and systematic errors in � is pos	

sible� Initially only random contributions were considered
 �ran
 while the �correct

estimation of � is given by

�� � ��ran ( ��sys � ��ran�
�
� �� �sys � �ran

p
��� � � � �ran�� ������

since ��� 	 �� This indicates that for the data presented in this thesis ��� �

��� � ���
 systematic errors are � � � � times bigger than random errors� A pretty
severe assumption in deriving eq� ���� is that systematic errors are also independent



��

of r and can be added in quadrature� i�e�
 they are also normally distributed� This is

certainly not the case as systematic errors due to
 e�g�
 a poor background removal

will be more signi�cant at low r and errors in the FEFF calculation could perfectly

show r	dependence� i�e�
 could depend on the particular scattering path involved �as

an example the use of a uniform interstitial charge density would result in under	

estimation of charge density along certain paths while it will overestimate it along

others��



Chapter �

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR TRANSMISSION XAFS

MEASUREMENTS

The experimental setup used in this thesis to measure the absorption coe�cient

of a sample as a function of incident photon energy
 ��E�
 is schematically shown

in �g� ���� It consists of a high	brilliance tunable source �synchrotron radiation�
 a

double crystal monochromator for energy selection
 a pair of detectors �ion	chambers�

to measure the incident and transmitted beam
 slits to limit the vertical divergence of

the beam �energy resolution� and last but not least the sample� A brief discussion of

some of these elements together with the requirements for a successful transmission

XAFS measurement
 including polarization dependence
 is presented here�

��� The measurement of ��E�

The goal of the measurement is to determine ��E� with enough accuracy so that

the XAFS oscillations can be reliably determined� As the XAFS oscillations are

typically only a few percent of the total absorption signal
 this requires that ��E� be

measured with a noise to signal ratio better than about ����� The counting statistics

required for this level of noise are easily attainable with a synchrotron source in short

E
Si 311, 111

MonochromatorData acquisition

I I0

Sample

Source

Slits

Slits

Ion
Chamber

Figure ���� Experimental setup for measuring the energy dependent absorption coef	

�cient in transmission geometry�
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acquisition times �� sec� integration time per energy point�
 where photon counts

in the transmission chamber are typically ���	��� photons�sec
 resulting in noise to

signal ratios in ��E� of about ���� � ���� �XAFS noise to signal ratios of about
����� This corresponds to typical currents in the It transmission chamber of about

I � �*photons�sec��E��Eionization��e� � ��� nA
 for E� � �� KeV and Eionization � ��
eV �it takes � �� eV to produce an electron	ion pair in argon "���#�� The electronic
noise of the commercial Keithley c current ampli�ers used here that is associated

with such currents is small compared to the pure counting statistical noise� For the

case here
 then
 the major sources of error in the measurement of ��E� are other than

purely counting statistics� These include
 e�g�
 non	uniform sample�s thickness or the

presence of higher energy harmonics in the �monochromatic beam� "���# Minimizing

these systematic errors is the key to a successful measurement of ��E��

��� The double crystal monochromator and vertical slits

Synchrotron radiation extends over a wide range of energies from the infra	red to

the hard x	ray region
 with its intensity increasing nearly linear with energy up to a

critical energy Ec�eV � � ����E��GeV ��R�m� after which it decreases exponentially�

"���# At the National Synchrotron Light Source �NSLS� where the measurements

were carried out
 electrons in the ring are stored at E � ��� GeV and accelerated in

magnetic sectors with radius of curvature R � ���� m
 resulting in Ec � ����KeV�

The exponential drop in intensity above Ec results in negligible intensities above ���

KeV� "���# Since a tunable monochromatic beam is needed for the measurement of

��E�
 a monochromator is used� It consists of two parallel
 �at Si crystals cut along

either ����� �used here for Cu and Sr K	edge measurements� or ����� �used here

for La and Ba K	edge measurements� planes� The �rst crystal is used to select the

desired energy
 E� 
 by bringing it to an angle � that satis�es the Bragg condition


�dhklsin� � �� �
hc

E�
� �����

The second crystal being parallel
 satis�es the same Bragg condition and re�ects

the monochromatized beam back into the original incident direction towards the

sample �see �g� ����� As the measurement proceeds
 the Bragg angle is continously

changed and hence the height of the beam changes� This e�ect is larger for low



��

energies
 as the change in angle required for a given energy change is bigger� The

change in angle is related to the change in energy by

 � �
 E�

E�cot�
�����

The lowest energy edge measured in this thesis is Cu K	edge �E � �����KeV


� � �����A� using a Si ����� crystal �� � ������� For a monochromator about �

meters away from the sample
 the change in beam height over the XAFS measurement

� E � ����eV� is about ��� mm at the sample� At the higher energies of the Sr
 La
and Ba K	edges
 this motion is even smaller� As the samples used in this thesis are

about � cm� in size and uniform over at least a few mm
 the experiments performed

here did not require for the optical table to track the beam position�

As also seen from eq� ���
 the energy resolution of the monochromatic beam

is mostly determined by the vertical divergence of the radiation incident on the

monochromator and on the sample �for angular divergences � ���� rad the intrin	

sic angular width of the di�raction
 i�e� the Darwin width can be of comparable

size "���#�� The purpose of the vertical slits shown in �g� ��� is to limit the verti	

cal divergence of the beam �with some loss of photon �ux� to improve resolution�

Synchrotron radiation is highly collimated with an angular divergence that goes like

� ���e� 
 where �e� � Ee��mc�� At NSLS ���� GeV� this corresponds to � ��� mrad

which results in a vertical beam size of � � mm at the monochromator position �
�� m away from the source� For the experiments here
 the pre	mono slits were set

at a separation of � mm for the Cu and Sr K	edges and at ��� mm for the Ba and

La K	edges� In fact the �nite size of the source �bunch of electrons of size � ���
mm� also contributes to the angular divergence� With a � mm pre	mono slits and ���

mm source size the vertical angular spread of radiation entering the monochromator

becomes �� � ��� ������� � ��� ����� With an intrinsic Darwin width of about the
same size
 the resolution at the Cu K	edge with a Si����� becomes  E � ��� eV�
At the La K	edge with a Si����� and ��� mm pre	mono slits it becomes  E � ��
eV� For comparison the core	hole lifetime broadening at the Cu and La K	edges are

� � and �� eV
 respectively� "��# The second pair of slits �hutch slits� are adjusted
vertically to further improve resolution and determining the horizontal size of the

beam� The vertical adjustment is done by taking a short energy scan around the

absorption edge and monitoring the sharpness of the observed features for di�erent



��

slits apertures� A typical hutch slits vertical separation used here is about � mm


depending on the experiment� The horizontal dimension of the beam is determined

mostly by the sample size and its homogeneity� For some of the samples measured

here
 a ��	�� & degree of thickness inhomogeneity was found over � � cm length

scale� For those samples
 beams of about �	� mm horizontal size were used without

severely compromising counting statistics�

An important source of systematic errors is the presence of higher energy har	

monics in the �monochromatic beam� For an interplanar spacing dhkl
 the Bragg

condition is satis�ed at �� for ��� Higher order re�ections from the same family of

planes �reciprocal lattice vectors ��h
k
l�
 ��h
k
l�
 etc� are possible at the same angle

�provided the structure factor doesn�t vanish� for energies ����
 ����
 etc� These

higher harmonics have to be eliminated from the �monochromatic beam as they are

less detected in the I	 chamber and are preferentially detected in the It chamber �see

next section�
 resulting in a distortion of the measurement of ��E�� The structure

factor for the second harmonic in Si����� and Si����� �hkl������ and hkl������


respectively� vanish as the only allowed re�ections in Si are h ( k ( l � �n� n�even

and h( k ( l �n� n�odd� "���# This is in fact one main reason for using this type of

crystals� Third
 fourth and �fth harmonics
 however
 are allowed� Care has to be tak	

ing to remove higher harmonics from the beam� Since the intrinsic �Darwin� angular

width of the higher energy harmonics is narrower than that of the fundamental
 by

detuning the second crystal a small amount most of the higher harmonics can be re	

jected while keeping most of the fundamental� For Cu and Sr K	edge measurements


the second crystal was detuned so as to reduce the intensity of the fundamental by

��&� At the Ba and La K	edges
 no detuning was applied as the energy of the third

harmonic is � � � �� � ��� KeV
 energy at which the intensity of the synchrotron
radiation at NSLS is negligible�

��� The ion chambers

The detectors shown in �g� ��� are gas ion chambers �lled with either pure or a mixture

of inert gases �Ar
 He
 N�
 Kr�� Incident x	rays ionize the gas and the electron	ion

pairs are collected on the plates of a capacitor �which are � � cm apart�
 producing a
current proportional to the incident intensity� The accelerating electric �eld between

the collector plates is about ��� V�cm
 large enough to avoid pair recombination�

Gases are selected so that about ��	��& of the incoming intensity is spent in the



��

I	 chamber ��I�x	 � ��� � ����� while about ��& of the transmitted intensity is

absorbed in It ��Itxt � ����� "���# Here x	 and xt are the lengths of the chambers�

For an incident beam on the I	 chamber with intensity Iinc
 the I	 signal is given by

I	 � +�I	�Iinc�� � e�I�x�� �����

with +�I	� the gain in the current ampli�er� The intensity after the sample is

Iince
�I�x�e�sxs
 with �s 
 ��E� �the quantity of interest� and xs the sample thick	

ness� The intensity detected in the It chamber is then

It � +�It�Iince
�I�x�e�sxs�� � eItxt� �����

Multiplying and dividing eq� ��� by +�I	���� e�I�x��
 It can be rewritten as

It � I	e
�sxs

+�I�

+�I	�

��� eItxt�

�eI�x� � �� � �����

By taking the natural logarithm of I	�It signals we obtain

ln

�
I	
It

�
� �sxs ( ln

�
+�I	�

+�It�

�
( ln

�
�eI�x� � ��
�� � eItxt�

�
� �����

There are two additional terms in eq� ��� besides the quantity of interest
 �sxs�

The �rst is a constant o�set containing the ratio of I	 and It gains which is unim	

portant as it only shifts the ln �I	�It� spectrum� The second is an energy	dependent

o�set
 since �I���t� depend on energy� This second term
 however
 is smoothly varying

with energy across the absorption edge of interest �gases have to be chosen so that

their characteristic absorption thresholds are outside the energy range of the mea	

surement� so they contribute an energy dependent background that can be subtracted

together with the other background contributions by �tting the pre	edge absorption


extrapolating past the edge and subtracting from the data� This procedure assumes

that the energy dependence of this second term is the same below and above the edge

over the entire energy range of the measurement
 which might not be true� Since

the subtraction of the extrapolated pre	edge will a�ect the value of the �isolated

atom absorption �	�E�xs �see eq� �����
 an edge step normalization �see eq� �����

together with a McMaster correction is used
 that do not rely on knowing accurately

the energy responses of the detectors �see chapter ���
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Table ���� Ion chamber gases used for the di�erent energy edges measured in this

thesis� I	 is the chamber before the sample
 It the chamber after the sample�

Edge I	 ��� cm� It ��� cm�

Cu ������ KeV� N� ��& Ar
 ��& N�

�I�x	 � ��� �Itxt � ���
Sr ������� KeV� ��& Ar
 ��& N� ��& Kr
 ��& N�

�I�x	 � ���� �Itxt � ���
Ba ������� KeV� ��& Kr
 ��& N� Kr

La ������� KeV� �I�x	 � ���� �Itxt � �

Table ��� summarizes the di�erent gas mixtures used in the experiments described

here� The heaviest gas available �Kr� together with the longest chamber ��� cm�

resulted in a total �Itxt � � at the very high energy of the Ba and La K	edges� This
was not a problem
 however
 as the total absorption of the samples at the Ba and La

K	edges was only �x � � � ��� �see chapter �� resulting in large currents in the It
chamber�

��� Polarization dependent measurements

Synchrotron radiation is ���& linearly polarized in the plane of the orbit �electric

�eld parallel to plane of orbit� while a perpendicular component of the electric �eld

develops as the point of observation moves out of the plane
 resulting in a certain

amount of circular polarization outside the plane� "���
���# In this thesis the in	plane

linear polarization is exploited to measure the XAFS along di�erent orientations of

an anisotropic
 oriented sample� The samples used here are superconducting powders

that are magnetically aligned so that their �c	axis point along the same direction

while they are randomly oriented in the �ab plane �a full description of the sample

preparation and characterization is given in chapter ��� The polarized measurements

are done by rotating the sample so that either the �c or �ab orientations lie along the

direction of the linearly polarized electric �eld�

Care has to be taken to ensure that the measurement is done using the properly

polarized radiation� This includes �a� that the observation point �the sample� be at

the plane of the orbit and �b� the acceptance angle determined by the aperture of
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the slits is such that no signi�cant contribution is obtained from the out	of	plane

component of polarization�

Satisfying �a� can be achieved by observing that the angular distribution of the

total synchrotron radiation�s intensity
 integrated over all energies and irrespective

of polarization is peaked at the plane of the orbit and decreases with the elevation

angle from the plane
 �� For example at �e�� � ��� the intensity decreases by about

� ��&� "���# �the in	plane polarization component is peaked in intensity at the plane
of the orbit for all energies while the smaller
 out of plane component is peaked out

of the plane�� As the total intensity is peaked at all energies in the plane of the orbit

�� � ��
 the plane of the orbit can be found by using the monochromatic beam and

maximizing the I	 signal with respect to the height of the pre	mono slits� For this

procedure the slits just before I	 �hutch slits� are either removed or wide open as

the height of the optical table is not optimized at this point� In addition the double

crystal monochromator is at maximum tuning so that the monochromatic beam is

parallel to the plane of the orbit� After centering the pre	mono slits on the plane of

orbit
 the hutch slits are restored and centered on the beam by adjusting the height

of the optical table to maximize I	� The sample is then brought into the desired

position by independently adjusting the sample table� This procedure guarantees

that the observation point can be optically traced back to the center of the plane of

the orbit
 within a certain angular spread as discussed below�

In order to satisfy �b� above
 however
 it is necessary to set the aperture of the

pre	mono slits so that only the in	plane polarized component contribute to the mea	

sured intensity� The angular distribution of both in	plane and out of plane electric

�eld components depends on energy� "���# As already mentioned the pre	mono slits

separation used for determining the energy resolution in the experiments here is � �

mm
 resulting in an elevation angle � of ��� � ������� � ����� mrad as the slits

are �� m away from the source� At the Cu K	edge �� �KeV�
 the intensity of the
in	plane polarized component
 integrated up to � � ����� mrad is � ��& of the total
intensity� At the higher energies of Sr
 Ba and La K	edges the percentage is even

higher "���# and the radiation allowed by the angular aperture of the slits can be

considered fully polarized in the plane of the orbit� To ensure that the polarization

condition is not changed during the time of the measurement
 the height of the beam

before the pre	mono slits is monitored by means of a position sensitive ion	chamber

detector� The overall alignment procedure is repeated if signi�cant changes in beam
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height occur� e�g�
 after a new current is injected in the synchrotron ring�

��� Low temperature measurements

The experiments performed in this thesis were carried out at temperatures ranging

from �� to ���K
 the temperature range in which the phenomena under study �struc	

tural phase transitions and superconducting phase transitions� manifest themselves�

A closed cycle Displex refrigerator is used for the measurements in which
 using he	

lium as a working medium
 compressor and expander modules are used to cool a

copper cold �nger to which the sample cell is attached� The sample cell is a copper

cell sealed with kapton windows� The oriented samples are embedded in a thermo	

plastic resin which itself is in contact with an aluminum frame �see chapter ��� Even

though the aluminum frame is in thermal contact with the copper cell
 to which it

is attached with vacuum grease
 helium exchange gas is introduced into the sealed

copper cell to guarantee proper thermal contact between the sample and the cell and

therefore with the cold �nger� A copper radiation shield is placed around both the

cold �nger and the sample cell
 which are then placed under a mechanical vacuum

of � �� mTorr to provide additional thermal insulation� The radiation shield has

open slots cut in it allowing the x	rays to pass through� the slots are covered with

aluminized mylar� A heating element is located around the cold �nger together with

a temperature sensor �calibrated diode� so that the temperature of the cold �nger is

varied and controlled to within �K by a LakeShore c temperature controller�

Enough time is allowed for the sample�s temperature to equilibrate� Typically at

least �� minutes elapse from the time the sensing diode reads the desired temperature

to the time the measurement starts� Care is taken to readjust the sample�s vertical

position so as to correct for any noticeable thermal expansion�contraction of the

copper cylinder hosting the cold �nger� Typically two to three samples can be �tted

into the sample cell at a time
 reducing considerably the duration of the experiment

as cooling the samples down to ��K is time consuming �typically �� minutes�� To

accelerate the initial cooling
 the cold �nger together with the sample cell are cooled

down to liquid nitrogen �LN�� temperature ���K� by placing them in a LN� bath

prior to turning on the displex and pulling vacuum around them� This helps slowing

down the di�usion of helium gas exchange out of the sample cell� The samples are

measured with the electric �eld along one orientation for all temperatures then taken

out
 rotated by ��� and remeasured with the electric �eld along the other orientation�



Chapter �

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

FOR POLARIZED XAFS MEASUREMENTS

��� Magnetically aligned powder

In order to exploit the polarization dependence of the XAFS for structural determina	

tion oriented samples are required �see appendix B�� In this thesis
 �c	axis magnetically

aligned powder was used for that purpose� In what follows
 a description of the prin	

ciples and technicalities behind this method are presented�

As experimentally shown by Farrell et�al "���#
 if a crystal possessing anisotropy in

its normal state paramagnetic susceptibility is placed in a magnetic �eld
 it will align

so that the direction having the greatest susceptibility lies along the �eld direction

�if diamagnetic then the opposite is the case "���
���#��

The anisotropy in the normal state susceptibility of La��xSrxCuO� and La��xBaxCuO�

was measured by Fukuda et�al "���#� For magnetic �elds above about ��kOe ��T�


the �c	axis susceptibility is larger than the bab one by about  � � ��c � �ab� �
����emu�g � � ����emu�cm� �the density of this materials � � � gr�cm��� For a

particle of volume V � ��m� � �����cm� in a �eld H � ��kOe the magnetic energy

di�erence between �c and bab alignment is then "���
 ���#  EM � � Ec �  Eab� �

V H� ��� � ��� �����erg� Our alignment is done at a temperature T� ����C
 which
corresponds to a thermal energy ET � �����eV � ��� �����erg �  EM and hence

the torque associated with the magnetic energy gain would overcome the thermal

disorder and alignment will occur� The caveat here is that a suitable medium for em	

bedding the particles is used so as to minimize friction that would otherwise oppose

particle rotation� In addition
 each powder particle has to be a single crystal�

The embedding medium used here is a Buehler c thermoplastic cement �No� ��	

������ Among the advantages of this product are its very low density �������

gr�cm��
 resulting in a small contribution to the total x	ray absorption
 and its lost

of solid integrity with temperature becoming nearly liquid at about ����C�

Note that this alignment procedure results in powder aligned along the �c	axis
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but otherwise randomly oriented in the bab plane� For samples in which a �� b
 the

XAFS measurement with in	plane polarization gives the angular average discussed in

appendix B�

��� The La��xSrxCuO� system

The ceramic samples used in the polarized La��xSrxCuO� experiments were made by

D� G� Hinks and A� W� Mitchell at Argonne National Laboratory� Samples from the

same batch have been characterized thoroughly both in their structural and super	

conducting properties and the reader is referred to the work of Radaelli et� al "��# for

their description�

The sintered pellets as obtained had a crystallite size in the range �� � ���m

independent of Sr content "���#� Based on this crystallite size
 the sintered pellets

were ground by hand using a mortar and pestle and the powder obtained sieved

through ��� mesh �opening �� �m�� This procedure was repeated until enough �ne

powder was obtained �� ��� mg�� The sieved powder was examined under an optical
microscope and a typical particle size of ��	���m was corroborated� Assuming the

grain boundaries are weak links and therefore the polycrystalline sample breaks along

them
 this procedure should result in the vast majority of the powder particles being

single crystal�

The mixing of the appropiate ratio of powder and resin was done on a clean

aluminum plate kept at about ����C on a hot plate� At this temperature the resin is

soft enough to allow a good uniform mixture to be obtained in a time period of ��	��

minutes� The mixture is then transfered to the sample cell
 a ����cm ������� diameter

hole centered in a ��� � ��� � ����� cm� piece of aluminum �made out of standard

aluminum sheet
 ������ thickness� with the help of a wooden Q	tip applicator� The

bottom of the sample cell is previously sealed with Kapton tape to contain the liquid

mixture� It is important to maintain good thermal contact between the sample cell

and the aluminum plate with the mixture during transfer in order to avoid hardening

of the mixture� This is achieved by making the two overlap and sliding the mixture

over the edge of the plate directly into the cavity� The cavity is �lled and the sample

cell transferred from the hot plate to a cold surface with the help of tweezers� Extreme

care has to be taken to ensure that a uniform thickness sample is obtained� If a convex

or concave surface is obtained it can be readily seen by light re�ection� In that case

the sample cell is put back onto the hot plate and material is removed or added until
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a �at surface is obtained� The top surface is then sealed with Kapton tape and the

sample is ready for alignment�

It is important to avoid air bubbles trapped inside the cooled mixed sample as

well as in between the top kapton tape and the surface of the sample� The former

is avoided by pressing down with the help of tweezers on the sides of the sample

cell �while on the hot plate� to make good thermal contact and cause any hidden air

bubble to rise to the surface� The latter is avoided by pressing down on the kapton

tape at the same time it is being rolled to sealed the top surface of the sample� These

precautions are essential to avoid having the sample shape changing as it is being

heated in the magnet for alignment
 as the sample is held vertically in the magnetic

�eld�

Samples were prepared for La and Sr K	edge XAFS measurements for x �

������ ���� ������ ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� The amount of sample required was calcu	

lated using the x	ray absorption atomic cross sections listed in the tables of W� H�

McMaster "���#� As an example
 we present here such calculation for the x � ����

sample�

At the La K	edge �E������ eV� the absorption coe�cient is given by

��E� �
�

Vcell

X
i

ni	i�E� �
�

Vcell
�nLa	La ( nSr	Sr ( nCu	Cu ( nO	O�

�
�

�����
����� � ���� ( ���� � ���� ( � � ��� ( � � �� � ������cm �����

since there are four molecular units in the unit cell volume Vcell � a�c � ������A�

�F��mmm space group representation�� The cross sections are given in units of

Barn�atom so the ����� factors appearing in both the nominator and denominator

cancel out ��Barn������cm�� ��A� � ����� cm��� The edge step is given by

 � �
�

Vcell
nLa�	



La � 	�La�

�
� � ����
�����

�������� � ������� � ��� cm�� �����

where 	
�� are the absorption coe�cients above and below the edge
 respectively�

At the Sr K	edge �E������ eV� the absorption coe�cient is given by

� �
�

�����
����� � ����� ( ���� � ����� ( � � ���� ( � � ����� � ����� cm��

�����
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and the edge step given by

 � �
� � ����
�����

������ � ����� � ����cm�� �����

As shown by Rose and Shapiro "���#
 optimizing the signal to noise in a transmis	

sion experiment with respect to the sample thickness yields an optimal thickness x of

�x � ���� This can be achieved at the Sr K	edge with a sample thickness x � ���m�
The resulting edge step at the Sr K	edge is  �x � �����
The same thickness sample results in a total absorption of �x � ���� and an edge

step  �x � ���� at the La K	edge� Besides the optimal thickness mentioned above

it is desirable for concentrated samples to have an edge step  �x  ��� to avoid

�thickness e�ects "���#� Hence an edge step value of ���� at the La K	edge is not

very far from optimum� In this way the same thickness samples can be used for both

Sr and La K	edge measurements without compromising the quality of the data�

The density of the superconducting sample can be evaluated by

� �
�

Vcell

X
i

niMi

�
�

����� �����
����� � ����� ( ���� � ����� ( ����� ( � � ��� � ���� �����

� �gr�cm� �����

The volume ratio between sample and resin is given by

Vs
Vr
�

ts
tr
�

�� ����

����� � �� ���� � ����� �����

since the thickness of the sample cell is ����� cm� The mass ratio is given by

Ms

Mr
�

Vs
Vr

�s
�r
� ����� � ���

����
� ����� �����

A sample thickness of ts � �� ���� cm corresponds to a volume Vs � �R�ts �

���� ����cm� and to Ms � ����� gr� Since a signi�cant amount of the sample	resin

mixture sticks to the aluminum	plate and the Q	tip applicator
 the startup mixture

contains about ��& more sample	resin than needed
 with their ratio given by eq� ����

Note that the mixture contains �� times more resin than sample �by volume�� It is

essential that the powder particles be well dispersed in the resin
 isolated from each

other�
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Figure ���� La and Sr K	edges in La����Sr	���CuO� at T����K
 bab	polarization�
 �x � ����� �����
 respectively�

The actual thickness of the sample can only be determined a posteriori from the

measurement of the edge step� Figure ��� shows the absorption coe�cient obtained for

the Sr and La K	edges of La����Sr	���CuO� at T����K� The bab	polarized spectra are
shown
 although the edge	step is independent of polarization �see appendix B�� The

values obtained are somewhat smaller than calculated
 the reduction being percentage

wise about the same for both edges �� �� &�
 indicating that the actual sample

thickness is about t � ���m�
Additional information that can be obtained in this case from the ratios of the

edge steps is the relative concentrations of Sr and La� From eqs� ���' ��� we obtain

� � t�jSr
� � t�jLa �

xSr
xLa

�	
Sr � 	�Sr�

�	
Sr � 	�Sr�
�����

since the same sample is used for both edges and hence the thickness of the sample

cancels out�

For example
 using the values measured for the edge steps in the x � ���� sam	

ple we obtain �xSr�xLa�������
 compared to the nominal value of �����������������

for this sample� The main source of error in our measurement of this ratio is the

assumption of same thickness for both edges� measurements� Even though the same

sample was used
 the actual measurements were done using di�erent spots on the

sample� Sample thickness variation can be easily seen experimentally by placing dif	

ferent parts of the sample in the beam and measuring the variation in edge step�

We found a ��	��& variation in thickness to be typical of our samples
 limiting the



��

accuracy with which we can determine the ratio of concentrations to the same per	

centage� This implies a Sr content for this sample consistent with any value in the

range ����	����� Since the superconducting and structural properties of these High

Tc compounds depend strongly on dopant content
 the concentration of the dopant

has to be independently checked by
 e�g�
 measuring Tc or the lattice parameters of

the sample� As already mentioned
 those measurements have been done by Radaelli

et�al "��# on samples from the same batch used here and then the Sr content of our

samples is assumed to be the one determined in Radaelli�s work�

The alignment of the samples was done in the Materials Science Department of

Brookhaven National Laboratory
 using one of the superconducting magnets owned

by Mas Suenaga�s group� The samples were mounted vertically in the sample stage


located at the bottom of a hollowed
 stainless steel cylindrical rod� Heating wires and

a thermocouple were attached to the sample stage�see �gure ����� The samples were

pre	heated to ��� �C in an oven outside the magnet and then quickly introduced in

the magnet with the axis of the cylindrical rod parallel to the magnetic �eld direction�

The magnetic �eld was set to � Tesla which corresponds to a current of I��� Amperes

�owing in the Nb	Sn superconducting wire which is maintained at LHe temperature�

The samples were re	heated and kept at ����C inside the magnet for about � minutes


to assure the whole sample has reached thermal equilibrium� The samples were then

cooled inside the magnet to a temperature of � ���C
 cold enough for the resin to
solidify and then permanently freezing the particles with their �c axis aligned in the

direction of the �eld� The cooling of the samples inside the magnet was accelerated

by �owing LN� in the hollowed rod�

����� Determining degree of alignment with x�ray di
raction

The degree of alignment is checked by powder x	ray di�raction� Figure ��� schemati	

cally shows the scattering geometry in the di�raction experiment� The magnitude of

the momentum transfer is given by

 q �
q
�q�i ( q�f � �qiqfcos��� �

p
��q��� � cos���� � ��

�
sin� �����

where the relations j�qij � j�qf j � �

�
and cos����	�sin�� were used� For a Bragg

re�ection to ocurr
 the momentum transfer has to equal a reciprocal lattice vector

�r�l�v�
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Figure ���� Scattering geometry used for checking the degree of magnetic alignment

using powder x	ray di�raction�

� q � �ghkl �
��

dhkl
������

which results in the Bragg Law
 �dhklsin� � �� Here �h
k
l� are Miller indexes�

If the sample is oriented with the �c	axis in the plane of the sample cell
 � q � �c
and only planes parallel to the �c	axis will Bragg di�ract
 i�e�
 only allowed �h� k� ��

re�ections will appear in the powder di�raction pattern� As shown in �gure ���
 since

the orientation of the powder is random about the �c	axis
 some powder will have the

right orientation for
 e�g�
 the allowed ��� �� �� re�ection� others will re�ect
 e�g�
 in

the ��� �� �� channel�

Figure ��� shows powder x	ray di�raction patterns for La����Sr	���CuO� before

and after magnetic alignment� The di�raction peaks are labeled within the I��mmm

tetragonal space group� Aluminum peaks coming from the sample cell are denoted

�Al� The oscillatory background appearing mostly at low scattering angles in the

aligned spectrum is due to scattering from the amorphous resin�kapton in the oriented

sample� �Note� the scattered intensity of an amorphous solid contains an expression

of the form
R�
	 ��r

�"��r� � �a#sinqr�qr dr
 where ��r���r� is the radial distribution

function
 �a the average atom density and q the momentum transfer "���#� Therefore
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Figure ���� X	ray powder di�raction of La����Sr	���CuO� before and after alignment�

the intensity decreases and oscillates with q
 with local maximapositions being related

to certain interatomic distances �short range order� being present in the amorphous

resin�kapton��

In order to determine the degree of alignment
 let us assume a fraction ��� x� of

the crystallites are perfectly aligned with their �c	axis along the �eld direction �random

in the bab plane� while x are randomly oriented� The intensities of the ����� and �����
re�ections obtained in the �aligned pattern are given by

I��	 � ��� x�Iali��	( xIran��	

I�	� � ��� x�� ( xIran�	� ������

since for a perfectly �c	aligned powder the ����� re�ection vanishes for the scatter	

ing geometry used �see �g� ��� Ratios of peak intensities can be accurately measured

from the aligned and random powder patterns �not so absolute intensities which

depend
 e�g�
 on the amount of sample in the beam�� From eq� ���� we obtain

I��	
I�	�

�
��� x�

x

Iali��	

Iran�	�

(
Iran��	

Iran�	�

������
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For a randomly oriented powder the �c	axis can point in any direction of the ��

solid angle with equal probability
 as does �n��	 
 a unit vector representing the �����

planes� For �c	axis oriented powder
 however
 the �n��	 unit vector can only be oriented

perpendicular to the �eld direction and hence spanning a �� angle� It follows from

this that Iali��	 � �I
ran
��	 and then

I��	
I�	�

�
��� x�

x

Iran��	

Iran�	�

������

The ratios are then determined from the measured intensities �areas under the

peaks after background subtraction� using the random and aligned di�raction pat	

terns� In this way I obtained �I��	�I�	�� � ����
 where an average value and a stan	
dard deviation are obtained from the di�erent samples checked �x � ���� ����� ����� �����

In addition
 �Iran��	�I
ran
�	�� � ���� resulting in a value of x � ���� � ����� It can be con	

cluded that the degree of alignment of the samples is about ��&�

����� Electron di
raction study of La����Sr	���CuO�

As part of the sample characterization procedure
 I performed an electron di�rac	

tion study on the x � ���� sample as a function of temperature
 to determine the

temperature at which the LTO to HTT phase transition is completed in this sam	

ple� A neutron di�raction study on a sample from the same batch was performed

by Radaelli et�al "��# but structural data were obtained only at ��K
 ��K and ���K�

The orthorhombic splitting exists at ��K and is absent at ���K
 indicating the phase

transition is completed in between those temperatures� The actual temperature of

the LTO to HTT phase transition is of importance here since a detailed temperature

and polarization dependent XAFS study was performed on the x � ���� sample to

study the nature of the temperature	induced LTO to HTT phase transition�

The electron di�raction experiment was performed using a Philips ��� transmis	

sion electron microscope �TEM� at the Materials Science department of the University

of Washington� The microscope was operated at ���kV accelerating voltage and a

low temperature �liquid N�� specimen holder was used for measurements in the ���K	

���K temperature range� Figure ��� shows the schematics of the TEM optics� The

fundamentals of electron di�raction in the TEM are not discussed here and can be

found elsewhere "���#�

As shown in �gure ���
 electrons that are Bragg di�racted in the specimen are

focussed by the objective lens and a di�raction pattern is obtained at the back focal
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Figure ���� Schematic view of the TEM used for the temperature dependent electron

di�raction study of La����Sr	���CuO��
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plane of the objective lens� A magni�ed image of this pattern can be projected

onto the viewing screen by means of intermediate and projector lenses� By placing

an aperture in the image plane
 the region of the sample from which di�raction

is obtained can be limited� This is called selected area di�raction �SAD� and the

patterns shown here are obtained in this way� An e�ective camera length L is de�ned

so as the magni�cation factor for the projected di�raction pattern on the screen is

�L� Here � is the wavelength of the incoming electrons and L is determined by

the magni�cations introduced by the various imaging lenses in the column� This

de�nition becomes clearer from �gure ���� Since the microscope optics limit the

planes from which di�raction is obtained to only those nearly parallel to the zone

axis �� � � ��� "���#

r � Ltan�� � Lsin�� � L���dhkl� � ghkl��L� ������

where the relations �dhklsin� � � �Bragg�s law� and ghkl � ��dhkl were used�

Using this relations and the electron di�raction work of Zhu et� al "��# on the

closely related La����Ba	���CuO� system
 I was able to show that the di�raction pat	

terns shown in �gure ��� correspond to a h����i zone axis �Z�A�� �the incident beam
is along the zone axis direction� and a full indexing of the patterns
 including the

superlattice re�ections appearing in the LTO phase was obtained� It is the disap	

pearance of the superlattice re�ections in the HTT phase that allowed us to determine

the phase transition temperature�

Indexing was done within the Cmca orthorhombic space group �No� ��� for the

LTO phase �a�������
 b�������
 c�������� and for consistency di�raction spots

in the tetragonal HTT phase are indexed using the
p
� expanded cell �a�c������


b�������� Note that in Cmca notation the b	axis becomes the long axis of the unit

cell� The re�ections allowed in the HTT phase are referred to as fundamental�

Among all the re�ections allowed by the space group
 only those planes whose

r�l�v are perpendicular to the zone axis will appear in the di�raction pattern �see

�gure ����� For a h����i Z�A�

���� �� �� � �h� k� l� � � or � h( k � � ������

Table ��� lists the �rst �ve fundamental re�ections �allowed in both HTT and

LTO space groups� which satisfy eq� ����
 together with their respective interplanar

spacing and r�l�v� The interplanar spacing in the tetragonal phase is given by

�

d�
�
h� ( l�

a�
(
k�

b�
������
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Figure ���� Schematic diagram of the formation of a di�raction pattern in the TEM�

Note that for ���keV electrons the radius of the re�ecting sphere is quite large


� � �������A� ��� � ������A�� and then a number of reciprocal lattice points can be

quite close to the sphere and appear in the di�raction pattern�

In �gure ��� the �rst �ve magni�ed r�l�v are labeled r�� � ��� We want to prove
that these �ve fundamental re�ections correspond to the �h� k� l� values listed in

table ���� Since these magni�ed vectors are proportional to their true r�l�v �eq� �����


the ratios of the distances on the �lm
 ri�r�� i � �� �� �� � has to correspond to the

ratios gi�g�� i � �� �� �� � shown in table ���
 if the indexing is done correctly� In

addition
 the angles between magni�ed r�l�v have to match the true angles formed by

their true counterpart r�l�v�

Table ��� shows the ratios ri�r� as obtained from directly measuring on the �lm

and their comparison to the true ratios obtained from table ����

To reassure that the indexing is done properly
 I calculated the angles formed by

the above mentioned r�l�v and compared them to the values measured on the �lm�
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Table ���� First �ve fundamental re�ections allowed for both LTO and HTT phases

for a h����i Z�A�

�h� k� l� d��A� g � ��d��A���

��� ���� �����

��� ���� �����

��� ���� �����

��� ���� �����

��� ���� �����

Table ���� Comparison between experimentally determined ratios of magni�ed r�l�v

with their true ratios for a h����i Z�A� Here i � �� �� �� ��

ri�r� ���� ���� ���� ����

gi�g� ���� ���� ���� ����

The angles are calculated using the expression

cos� �
gi � gj
gi gj

�
�
a�
hihj (

�
b�
kikj (

�
c�
liljvuut��h�i

a�
(

k�i
b�
(

l�i
c�

��
h�j
a�
(

k�j
b�
(

l�j
c�

�� � ������

Table ��� compares the angles between the di�erent magni�ed
 experimental r�l�v

and their true
 theoretical values�

The very good agreement shown in tables ���' ��� indicates that the indexing is

correct�

Now to the superlattice re�ections allowed in the LTO orthorhombic phase� These

re�ections become allowed due to the lowering of crystal symmetry from tetragonal

to orthorhombic resulting from the strain relieving appearance of tilts of the CuO�

octahedra as the temperature is lowered� These tilts result in a doubling of the unit

cell�

For a h����i Z�A�
 the allowed superstructure re�ections satisfy "��# h ( k �

�n � n � �� �� �� ��� �Cmca notation�� Some of these re�ections are shown in �gure ���
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Figure ���� Selected area di�raction patterns of La����Sr	���CuO� in the LTO phase

�T����K� and in the HTT phase �T����K�� Patterns taken at ���kV accelerating

voltage and L���� mm nominal camera length� Superstructure re�ections in the

LTO phase are circled� The lattice parameters in both phases are nearly the same

but the magni�cation used to scan the pictures is di�erent�
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Table ���� Angles measured between r�l�v and their comparison to the respective

theoretical values�

�"�hi� ki� li�� �hj� kj� lj�# Experimental ��� Theoretical���

�"������ �����# �� �����

�"������ �����# �� �����

�"������ �����# � �

�"������ �����# �� �����

with white circles� Those are ������ ������ ������ ������ ����

The experimental ratio measured on the �lm is r����r��� � ��� while the theoretical

ratio g����g��� � ���� �the orthorhomic modi�cation of eq� ���� is used here�� The

experimental angle
 �"������ �����# � ��� while the theoretical value is ������ Again

the good agreement indicates the succsess of the indexing procedure�

Di�raction patterns at ���K
 ���K and ���K are shown in �gure ���� The com	

pletion of the LTO to HTT phase transition
 as indicated by the disappearance of

the LTO superstructure re�ections is found to occur at T������� K�
Note that the indexing of the patterns cannot be done based on the knowledge

of the nominal camera length and its resulting magni�cation factor ��L�
 as the

calibration of the microscope could be wrong� The actual camera length can be

determined a posteriori by plotting rhkl �as directly measured on the negative� vs�

��dhkl �see eq� ������ The slope obtained is the magni�cation factor� The camera

length calibration for the patterns shown here is shown in �gure ���� Noting that

� � �������A
 a camera length of L���� mm is obtained
 compared to the nominal

camera length L���� mm�

��� The La��xBaxCuO� system

Oriented samples for polarized XAFS measurements were prepared for the La
 Ba

and Cu K	edges of La�����Ba	����CuO� and La����Ba	���CuO�� The ceramics were

prepared at the Materials Science department of the University of Washington by

Fatih Dogan�

Powders of La��xBaxCuO� were synthesized by the combustion technique to

achieve a high grade of chemical homogeneity� Starting compounds
 the appropi	
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Figure ���� Sequence of selected area di�raction patterns at three di�erent tempera	

tures around ���K� From top to bottom� T����K
 ���K
 ���K�
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Figure ���� Camera length calibration for the patterns shown in �gures ���' ���� The

magni�ed reciprocal lattice vectors were measured directly from the negative�

ate mixtures of La
 Ba and Cu nitrates
 were dissolved in water along with the

appropriate amount of sucrose to obtain a highly concentrated solution� The solution

was dried and pyrolyzed on a hot plate� The precursor powders were then calcined at

����C and pressed into cylindrical pellets ��� grams each�� The melting temperature
of the powders was �����C
 as determined by thermogravimetrical analysis �TGA��

Sintering of the samples took place at �����C for � days in order to achieve a larger

grain size� The sintered samples were slowly cooled with a cooling rate of ��C�min

to room temperature�

A full sample characterization was required for these samples� First
 x	ray powder

di�raction was performed on ground pellets to con�rm �a� the absence of impurity

phases and �b� that the lattice parameters obtained agree with previously published

values for this system� As lattice parameters depend on Ba content � Ba substi	

tutes for La�
 they indicate whether incorporation of Ba into the lattice was properly

achieved� Second
 magnetic measurements were made to determine the supercon	

ducting transition temperature
 Tc� Since the dependence of Tc on Ba and oxygen

content is much stronger than that of the lattice parameters "��
 ��
 ���#
 this is a

better measurement of the e�ective hole content of the sample�



��

��	�� Fitting of x�ray powder di
raction patterns

Lattice parameters were obtained by �tting the di�raction patterns with a sum of

Lorentzian lines in addition to a straight line to account for the background� Fits were

done using the program PHIT� "���# Two Lorentzian lines were used for each Bragg

re�ection
 since both Cu K�� and K�� are present in the x	ray beam� The relative

intensities of the ��� �� lines were set to their relative content in the beam
 ����������

their widths were set to be the same� The centroids of each Bragg re�ection �h
k
l�

were related to the lattice parameters and the x	ray wavelengths by

���hkl��� � �sin���
���

�

r
h�

a�
(
k�

b�
(
l�

c�
� ( o�set

���hkl��� � �sin���
���

�

r
h�

a�
(
k�

b�
(
l�

c�
� ( o�set� ������

In this way a unique set of lattice parameters a� b� c is �t that optimizes the overall

di�raction pattern�

The values ��� � �������A and ��� � ��������A were used� An overall o�set was

used for the peak positions
 to account for a possible systematic error in peak position

introduced if the sample surface�s height is not located at the center of rotation of the

�� detector � the error introduced is larger at small scattering angles so in principle a

��	dependent o�set is needed �� Both x � ����� and x � ���� samples are tetragonal

at room temperature "��
 ��
 ���# with the I��mmm space group � in this notation

the c	axis is the long axis of the unit cell� a � b �� The allowed �h� k� l� re�ections

are those shown in �gure ����� A theoretical di�raction pattern using the lattice

parameters reported by Jorgensen et� al for a x � ���� sample is also shown "���#�

Aluminum peaks from the sample holder are labeled �Al and were left out of the �t�

As shown in �gure ���� no impurity phases are present in the pattern as all the

di�raction peaks correspond to allowed re�ections within the I��mmm space group�

Table ��� contains the lattice parameters obtained in the �ts� For comparison
 values

found in previous investigations by A� Moodenbaugh "��#
 E� Takayama "��# �x	ray

di�raction� and J� Jorgensen "���# �Neutron di�raction� are also shown�

From table ���
 the agreement in lattice parameters with previous work is quite

good� However
 as already mentioned
 a more robust test of the Ba and oxygen

content of the samples is a measurement of Tc�
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Figure ����� Powder di�raction pattern for La����Ba	���CuO� at ���K together with

the �t obtained by varying the lattice parameters� A theoretical powder pattern is

also shown�

Table ���� Lattice parameters for the I��mmm tetragonal phase of La��xBaxCuO� as

obtained by �tting the powder x	ray di�raction patterns� Results from other groups

are shown for comparison�

x � ����� x � ����

This work a � ���������A a � ���������A

c � ����������A c � ����������A

Moodenbaugh a � ���������A a � ���������A

c � ���������A c � ���������A

Jorgensen a � ����������A

c � �����������A
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Figure ����� Zero �eld cooled magnetic susceptibility measurements on �ne powder

�� ���m� of La��xBaxCuO� �

��	�� Magnetic measurements of superconducting transition temperatures

Superconducting transition temperatures were measured by Arnie Moodenbaugh at

the Materials Science department of Brookhaven National Laboratory by measuring

DC magnetic susceptibilty using a Quantum Design MPMS c SQUIDmagnetometer�

On the order of �� mg of �ne powder �� ���m size� was �xed in a glue binder before
the measurement� After samples were cooled in zero �eld �ZFC� a nominal DC

H�� Gauss �eld was applied and measurements were obtained on heating
 typically

in ��C increments� Immediately after ZFC measurements
 samples were measured on

cooling in the same �eld �FC��

Figure ���� shows ZFC data for both x � ����� and x � ���� samples� FC data

are within �& �always smaller diamagnetic response� of those obtained for ZFC and

are not plotted separately� The Meissner fraction ��eld	cooled diamagnetic fraction�

always underestimates the superconducting phase fraction
 due to �ux pinning
 �ux
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Table ���� Bulk onset values for Tc �as de�ned in the text� obtained from magnetic

susceptibility measurements on our samples and their comparison to previous work�

x � ����� x � ����

This work �����K �����K

Moodenbaugh ����K �����K

Takayama ����K �����K

Billinge � �K �����K

Rial �����K ����� K

trapping and penetration length e�ects� The shielding fraction �zero	�eld cooled dia	

magnetic fraction� always overestimates the superconducting fraction due to screening

of voids and non	superconducting regions of the sample "��
��#�

For very �ne powder
 especially one with a large fraction of single crystallites as

is the case here
 ZFC and FC measurements result in very similar results due to the

lack of complex topology in the majority of the sample
 i�e�
 �ux pinning is a small

factor�

As can be seen in �gure ����
 both samples show a diamagnetic response at about

��K �highest onset�
 where the signal �rst deviates from its normal state value� This

broad onset has also been observed by other workers "��
 ��
 ��# and is attributed to

a small fraction �few &� of the sample becoming superconductor� The bulk onset is

de�ned here as the temperature at which the normal	state extrapolated susceptibility

intercepts the extrapolated steepest slope of the transition� For our samples
 the

bulk onsets are �� � �K and �� � �K for x � ������ ����
 respectively� Since Tc

values reported in the literature depend on their de�nition �midpoint
 onset
 etc�
 I

compare bulk onset values
 as de�ned here
 to those obtained in previous work by

Moodenbaugh "���#
 Takayama "��#
 Billinge "��# and C� Rial "���#� This comparison

is summarized in table ����

The values obtained for our samples are in quite good agreement with previous

work� The transition temperature obtained for the x � ����� sample
 however
 is

somewhat higher than the lowest values attainable for fully oxygenated samples


Tc � �K� Thorough studies by Takayama et� al "��# and Moodenbaugh et� al "���#

on the dependence of Tc on oxygen content show that for samples with Ba content



��

around x � �����
 Tc increases when the oxygen content is reduced
 whereas for Ba

content around x � ���� it decreases� Based on these studies
 a Tc������K for the

x � ���� sample indicates full oxygenation �� � � in La��xBaxCuO���� while for the

x � ����� sample with Tc������K
 an oxygen de�ciency � � ����� cannot be ruled
out� The minor e�ect that such oxygen reduction has on the structural properties of

this sample is discussed in the work of Takayamaet� al�

The possibility of our nominal x � ����� sample being fully oxygenated but having

a slightly di�erent Ba content was considered �e�g�
 Tc � ��K for x � �����
 but

found less likely due to the increased disagreement bewtween the lattice parameters

measured here and those corresponding to the presumely di�erent Ba content�

To conclude this section
 M�H curves for both samples as obtained from the

SQUID measurements as a function of applied H �eld at a �xed temperature are

shown in �gure ����� The apparent superconducting volume fraction is given by the

slope of these curves at low magnetic �elds� At higher magnetic �elds
 H � Hc��T �

with Hc��T � the lower critical �eld of a type II superconductor
 this volume fraction

decreases as vortex lines penetrate the sample� This is more clearly seen for the

x � ����� sample measured at T��K
 close to Tc ��gure �����
 whereHc���K� � ��G�
For the x � ���� sample
 Hc���K� � ��G� For comparison
 the e�ective Hc���K� at

the polycrystalline grain boundaries of sintered pellets of La��xSrxCuO� was found by

Nagano et� al to be in the range �	��G� It is expected that the less complex topology

of a �ne powder will result in higher values of Hc��T ��

For a powder sample of density �
 the ideal diamagnetic response for a ���&

superconducting volume is given by

�ideal �
M

H
�
��
���

�emu�g� � ���� � ����emu�g ������

since � � ����gr�cm� for the two samples studied here� The apparent supercon	

ducting fractions obtained from the slopes at low �eld in �gure ���� are �M�H�	���� �

������� � ���� emu�g and �M�H�	��� � ������� � ���� emu�g
 giving a � ��& ap	
parent volume superconducting fraction� This low fraction by no means implies that

the samples are not good superconductors� they are due to the powder crystallite

size being on the order of the penetration depth of the magnetic �eld
 ��T �� Simi	

lar values of apparent superconducting volume fractions were measured by Nagano

et� al in La��xSrxCuO� 
 using powder of �	��m size "��#� There
 ���� � � � ��m�
Even though the powder used here is slightly larger �� ���m�
 the lower Tc�s of
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Figure ����� M�H curves on the La��xBaxCuO� system used to estimate the super	

conducting volume fraction of the samples�

the La��xBaxCuO� system would result in larger penetration depths� In addition


since the penetration depth is inversely proportional to the square root of the carrier

concentration "��# �the larger the carrier density the larger the supercurrent density

and hence the cancellation of the penetrating �eld is achieved over a shorter distance

from the surface� a larger Ba content �higher hole carriers content� will result in a

shorter penetration length and then a larger apparent SC volume fraction� This is

indeed observed in our samples
 as the apparent SC volume fraction of the x � ����

sample is larger than the x � ����� one�

��	�	 Obtaining very ne powder in La��xBaxCuO�

In what follows the sample preparation for alignment is described� Only the di�er	

ences from the procedure described above for La��xSrxCuO� are discussed�

One major problem of the La��xBaxCuO� system is the absence of signi�cant



��

grain growth during sintering� Whereas grain sizes of � �� � ���m can be easily

achieved in La��xSrxCuO� at sintering temperatures� ����C below the melting point
in � �� hours "��
��#
 the largest grain size we could obtained in La��xBaxCuO� after

sintering for � days at � ���C below the melting point was � ����m �see �gure ������
Similar small grain sizes were reported before for this system under similar sintering

conditions� "��
��#

For the magnetic alignment procedure to succeed each powder particle has to be

a single crystal� Due to the small polycrystalline grain size of the sintered pellets


a new procedure was developed that assures that only very �ne powder �� ��m�

is obtained� The sintered pellets were ground in a porcelain mortar� The resulting

powder was added to a beaker containing dehydrated alcohol� A well dispersed pow	

der was obtained in the liquid by stirring the mixture on a magnetic stirring plate

for � minutes� After the stirring is stopped
 the heavy particles will precipitate to

the bottom of the beaker while the light ones �smaller� will be distributed along the

height of the beaker
 forming a gradient according to their mass� However
 it will

even take some time for the upper layer of the solution to contain only the desired

particle size� This time was found by extracting a small sample from the upper layer

�with the help of a syringe� at di�erent time intervals and examining the particle size

under an optical microscope� It was found that about � minutes was enough for the

upper layer to be composed of particles � �� ��m size�

After separation of the upper layer
 both solutions containing �ne and coarse

powders were dried on a hot plate at � ����C� The dried coarse powder was reground
and the procedure repeated about �� times � � �� mg of �ne powder can be obtained
in each interaction� a �mass production plan was used using �� beakers
 � hot plates

and � magnetic stirring plates�� X	ray powder di�raction was retaken on leftover

powders to ensure no structural changes had ocurred during the procedure�

In addition to each powder particle being a single crystal
 care has to be taken

to ensure these particles don�t form agglomerates
 as that will result in misalignment

since the rotation of each of the agglomerated particles in the �eld will be correlated�

Agglomeration ocurrs via weak electrostatic interactions due to charge accumulation

on the surface of the particles �these ceramics are bad conductors�� The smaller

the particles
 the larger their surface to volume ratio and this e�ect becomes more

important� Since the powder has to be dispersed into the resin for alignment
 chances

are that this mixing would break those weak bonds and the particles will be isolated�
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Figure ����� Scanning electron microscopy �SEM� photograph of a sintered pellet�s

surface of La�����Ba	����CuO� after annealing for � days at �����C� The scale bar

indicates that a typical grain size is � �� ��m�
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Table ���� Calculation of the desired sample thickness for La
 Ba and Cu K	edges of

La�����Ba	����CuO��

��cm���  ��cm��� xsc��m� �xsc  �xsc

La ������ eV� ��� ����� ���� ���� �

Ba ������ eV� ���� ���� ��� ��� ����

Cu ����� eV� ���� ����� ���� ��� ����

To reassure that isolated particles would be obtained at the end
 I thoroughly mixed

the �ne powder with graphite powder �� ����m size� prior to mixing with the resin�
This should help breaking the bonding forces as graphite conducts away the static

charge� The ratio of graphite to powder used is ��& by volume
 somewhat larger

than the ��& critical volume fraction for percolation in a random �	dimensional

medium� "���#

The importance of the procedure developed here is readily seen in �gure ����


where the degree of alignment is compared for a sample prepared using powder that

has been sieved through ��� mesh �� �� � ���m grain size� and that obtained by

using the new procedure described above� Whereas a � ��& degree of alignment

is obtained for the sieved powder
 the new procedure results in a � ��& degree of

alignment�

Samples were prepared for the La��xBaxCuO� system for all La
 Ba and Cu K	

edges� Table ��� lists the calculated total absorption cross section �
 the change in

absorption across the edge
  �
 the desired superconducting sample thickness
 xsc


and the corresponding total absorption and edge step
 � and  �x
 for the three edges

in La�����Ba	����CuO��

As can be seen in table ���
 di�erent sample thicknesses are needed for the di�erent

edges
 e�g�
 one absorption length at the Ba K	edge is about ��� times larger than

that at the La K	edge and about �� times that at the Cu K	edge� Hence a di�erent

sample thickness was prepared for each edge experiment�

For the Ba samples the large absorption length requires a signi�cant fraction of

the volume of the sample cell to be �lled with the superconducting sample
 resulting

in a resin to sample volume ratio of about �� This could compromise the quality of

the sample
 as the superconducting powder has to be well dispersed into the resin� As
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mentioned above
 the La��xSrxCuO� samples had a resin to superconductor volume

ratio of ��� To increase this ratio
 a sample cell with a � � times larger thickness was
made for the Ba K	edge samples ���� ��� resulting in a resin to sample volume ratio

of about ��� This was enough to achieve a very well dispersed mixture� Even though

this sample cell could have been made even thicker to further optimize the sample

thickness for the Ba measurement
 constraints in available space in the cryostat and

vacuum system used for the low temperature measurements prevented me from doing

so� The sample thickness listed in table ��� for the Ba measurement is optimized

within this constraint and should be good enough for a successful experiment�

Figure ���� shows absorption coe�cient measurements for the three di�erent

edges� Good agreement was obtained between the measured and desired sample

thicknesses�

��� Why not single crystals

The use of single crystals is plagued with a series of experimental di�culties� One

of these is the occurrence of strong Bragg scattering for particular photon energies

�wavelengths� at which the Bragg condition is satis�ed by some set of di�racting

planes in the sample ��dsin�B�n��� This will introduce glitches in the measured

absorption coe�cient as intensity is being taken away or into the detection chamber�

Since Bragg peaks have a very sharp angular distribution �� ����� a sample rotation
of about �� would destroy the Bragg condition and the Bragg peak will move to a

di�erent energy �wavelength� position in the spectrum� Since � � ��E
 the Bragg
peak will reappear at  E � E ���tan�B�� For example
 at �� KeV and for �B � ���

 E � ���eV �
The e�ect of such a small rotation on the amplitude of the XAFS signal is relatively

small� as shown in appendix B
 for K	edges � � ��� � �rj�� and hence  ��� � �tan�j �
which is of the order of �& for a �� change assuming �j � ���
 the angle between the
electric �eld vector and the direction of the scatterer at �rj � In this way
 it is typically

possible to obtain a Bragg	peak	free absorption spectrum over a small energy region

����	��� eV� which usually allows measuring high quality XANES �x	ray absorption

near edge structure� data on single crystals "��#� An XAFS measurement
 however


comprises an energy interval of about ����	���� eV and getting a clean spectrum

over such a large energy range is nearly impossible with a stationary sample�

Single crystals of the La��x�Sr
Ba�xCuO� family grow with the �c	axis perpendic	
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ular to the face� It is then impossible to measure pure �c polarized XAFS� a mixture

of �c and �a or �b XAFS is obtained instead� Since pure �a and �b polarizations can

be measured
 the �c XAFS can be obtained from the mixture by accounting for the

angle	dependent weight of each component� This procedure
 however
 could be an

additional source of systematic errors that we tried to avoid when planning an exper	

iment�

Single crystals are usually too thick for a transmission geometry and require to

be measured in �uorescence
 an additional drawback� Modifying their thickness a�

posteriori is a dangerous procedure as it might damage the crystal and introduce

additional domains� The sample size �face� typically obtained for uniform
 single	

phase
 mono	domain crystals is typically � � mm� requiring the use of even smaller

beams and then compromising the counting statistics�



Chapter �

XAFS MEASUREMENTS OF La��xSrxCuO� � ANALYSIS

AND RESULTS

In this chapter
 La K	edge polarized XAFS results on the local structural changes

at the dopant �x� and temperature �T � induced LTO to HTT structural phase transi	

tions are presented� Insight is gained into the nature of the these phase transitions by

combining information from XAFS and di�raction� It is found that the Sr	induced

transition has displacive and disorder components while the temperature induced

transition is purely of disorder character� Sr K	edge polarized XAFS results also pre	

sented here reveal the presence of strong lattice distortions around the dopant atoms

that shed light into the role played by the Sr atoms in determining the structural and

electronic properties of these cuprates� In particular
 the neighboring apical oxygen

to Sr is split into two sites showing that the hole donated by Sr is a polaron�

��� The nature of the Sr�induced LTO to HTT structural phase transition

����� Experimental results

As shown in the phase diagram of �g� ���
 the addition of Sr to La��xSrxCuO� at

low temperature induces a structural phase transition from orthorhombic LTO to

tetragonal HTT at x � ����� "��# As already mentioned and shown in �g� ���
 the
LTO structure is mainly characterized by the presence of a coherent tilt pattern of

the CuO� octahedra resulting in the lowering of symmetry and the doubling of the

unit cell
 as compared to the higher symmetry HTT structure� The phase transition

was
 till our measurements
 understood as a purely displacive one
 in which adding

Sr introduces holes into planar Cu	O antibonding orbitals leading to a reduction of

the Cu	O planar bond length and a related reduction in lattice mismatch between

LaO and CuO� layers
 resulting in the gradual decrease with Sr of the tilt angle of

the CuO� octahedra to zero� As can be seen in �g� ���
 the atomic displacements of

the lower symmetry LTO structure result in changes in interatomic distances which
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can be detected by XAFS�

From an XAFS point of view
 the most suitable site to study the phase transition

is the one whose interatomic distances show the largest changes with Sr content� Since

the CuO� octahedra tilt about the Cu sites in a nearly rigid manner "��#
 the Cu	O

distances remain almost unchanged in going from the LTO to HTT phase �e�g�
 the

Cu	O��� planar distance decreases by � �����A in going from x � ����� to x � ���� at

��K�� A single scattering �SS� XAFS study at the Cu K	edge would then be almost

insensitive to the occurrence of the phase transition� Since the tilt angles involved

are quite small �� ���
 the changes expected in multiple scattering �MS� Cu K	edge

XAFS at the phase transition are also small� In spite of this lack of sensitivity most of

the XAFS work performed on the La��xSrxCuO� system up to date has been on the

Cu K	edge
 the reason being the simplicity of its local atomic environment� "���$���#

On the other hand
 the La�Sr local environment is the most sensitive to the

distortions induced by the structural phase transition
 with changes in splitting of

planar La	O��� distances as large as ����A �see �g� ����� This is mostly due to the

tilt	induced in	plane atomic displacements of the O��� oxygens at the apexes of the

CuO� octahedra �� ����A� resulting in one short
 two intermediate and one long La	

O��� planar distances� �Actually a small � �����A correlated displacement of the

La atoms contributes to the splitting as well "��#� Although ideal due to the large

changes in distances involved
 the complexity of the La�Sr near neighbor environment

makes it a hard XAFS probe and the reason for not being studied until now� The

La�Sr immediate environment in the LTO phase is composed of nine oxygens at six

di�erent distances
 which
 e�g�
 for the x � ����� sample at T � ��K are in the range

"���� ���#�A �see �g� ����� The number of independent points �see eq� ����� in this r	

region of interest for a typical k range "�	��# �A�� used here is NI � �� k r��� � �

smaller than the number of parameters needed to successfully model the oxygen

environment to the La atoms�

This drawback
 however
 is overcome here by the use of oriented samples� Because

of the layered structure of these cuprates
 by having the polarization vector of the

x	rays along the long axis of the unit cell ��b in the Cmca representation
 �c in Bmab�


the contribution to the XAFS of the nearly in	plane La	O��� bonds is negligible �see

eq� ���� and then only three oxygen distances contribute to the nearest neighboring

XAFS � La	O��� apical and two La	O��� distances to the O��� oxygens in the CuO�

planes�� The remaining in	plane La	O��� distances can be found by analyzing the
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Figure ���� Schematic representation of the LTO structure� In the Cmca representa	

tion
 the vertical axis is the b axis andthe a axis is perpendicular to the plane of the

paper� The La	O and planar La	La interatomic distances are shown for x � �����

�LTO� and x � ���� �HTT� as obtained from neutron di�raction� "��# Degeneracies

are shown in parenthesis�
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XAFS for the in	plane polarization and setting the La	O��� distances to the values

found in the �tting of the long	axis polarization� �Since the La	O��� bonds form a �
�������� angle with the long axis
 they contribute to the XAFS in both polarizations�
A complete description of the sample preparation for the polarized measure	

ments and their characterization can be found in chapter �� For the x	induced

phase transition at low temperature
 La K	edge measurements were taken for x �

������ ����� ���� ����� ���� ���� at ��	��K� Measurements were done in transmission at

beam line X	��A of the National Synchrotron Light Source using a Si����� double

crystal monochromator� Details on the experimental setup are given in chapter ��

The polarized XAFS spectra were measured by rotating the oriented samples relative

to the polarization vector of the synchrotron radiation�

The experimental XAFS is analyzed using the UWXAFS��� c analysis package

"��# together with theoretical standards from FEFF� c "��
��# as described with some

detail in chapter �� Here only details relevant to the system under study are presented�

Background removal is performed using the program AUTOBK "��# by minimizing


with respect to a FEFF� standard
 the low	r portion of the Fourier transformed ���r�

for frequencies below rbkg� The standard is a FEFF� calculation of ��k� of the average

structure as found in the neutron di�raction studies "��#� As an example
 �gure ���

shows absorption data for x � ���
 �b	polarization �long axis� at T���K
 together

with the background function obtained by AUTOBK� The parameters used in the

background removal are shown in table ���� Typically at least two energy scans are

measured for each Sr content
 polarization condition and temperature to evaluate

the level of statistical noise� Figure ��� shows reproducibility scans for x � ��� at

��K in both polarization conditions� k��k� data is shown
 where the k	weighting

is applied to emphasize the high	k portion of the spectra where
 due to the Debye	

Waller attenuation factor e��k
��� in eq� ���
 the XAFS signal becomes weaker and the

noise level is clearly seen�

The �tting of the data is performed in r	space by adjusting the structural pa	

rameters of the FEFF� theoretical standard obtained using the atomic coordinates

of the average structure found in the neutron di�raction work of Radaelli et� al � The

polarization dependence of the XAFS spectra can be calculated by FEFF�� "��# For

the �b �long axis� polarization
 an electric �eld linearly polarized along the �b	axis of

the cell is used in the calculation� Since the samples are randomly oriented about

the �b	axis
 a circularly polarized electric �eld lying in the bac plane is used for the in	
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Figure ���� La K edge in La���Sr	��CuO� at T���K
 �b	polarization

Table ���� Parameters used for the background removal shown in �g� ���� Fourier

components are minimized with respect to the FEFF� standard in the region "�� rbkg#�

The amplitude of the standard is scaled to that of the data in the region "rbkg� r�st#�

Fourier transform k	weight
 range and Hanning window sill widths are also shown�

E	 �KeV� rbkg��A� r�st��A� kmin��A��� kmax��A��� kw dk��A���

������ ��� ��� ���� �� � ���
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Figure ���� k��k� reproducibility data for La���Sr	��CuO� at T���K� Left� �b	

polarization� right� in	plane
 bac	polarization
plane polarized theoretical XAFS� This results in the appropiate angular averaging

as discussed in appendix B�

Since the samples used in this work are from the same batch as those used in

the di�raction work mentioned above
 discrepancies due to sample preparation are

avoided when comparing local structure results to those obtained for the average

structure�

Table ��� ' ��� list all the theoretical photoelectron paths that were found to

contribute signi�cantly to the experimental XAFS in the r � "���� ���# region of r	

space� Table ��� lists SS contributions while table ��� lists nearly collinear MS paths

together with SS paths of nearly the same length� Only nearly collinear MS paths

were used in the �t as other MS contributions �e�g�
 triangular paths� are negligible for

this open structure� �MS triangular paths did not make the �& curved wave criteria of

importance in the FEFF� calculation "��#� The distances in table ��� ' ��� correspond

to the average structure of the x � ����� sample at ��K �LTO phase�
 as found in

ref� �� but a corresponding FEFF� calculation was performed for every value of x

analyzed here� Also shown in the table� the e�ective half path length
 re�
 the path

degeneracy and the polarization in which their contribution is signi�cant� For MS

paths the number of scattering events is also shown �i�e�
 double or triple scattering��

Paths that contribute to both polarizations are listed once
 but it is understood
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that the appropriately weighted path as found in the polarization	dependent FEFF�

calculation is used in modeling the XAFS of each polarization� The su�x c indicates

the position of the absorbing atom along the path�

A very important feature of FEFFIT "��
 ���# exploited here is its ability to si�

multaneously re�ne several experimental data sets
 allowing a parameter that a�ects

more than one data set to be commonly re�ned so that the value that best �ts �in

a non	linear least squares sense� all the data sets that share this parameter is found�

Here
 the two data sets corresponding to the two di�erent polarization conditions

for a given x are re�ned simultaneously� As shown in table ��� ' ���
 many of the

scattering paths contribute to both �b and bac polarized XAFS� Since the structural
parameters �rj
 	�j � of these paths do not depend on polarization
 the parameters

for these paths can be constrained to be the same for both data sets� �The e�ect of

polarization on the amplitude of the path is included in the FEFF� calculation� for

SS it is the term ���� � �rj�� in eq� ���
 averaged over all possible relative orientations of
�� and �rj
 as described in appendix B� By implementing this constraints the number

of parameters needed in modeling the data �relative to the number of independent

points� decreases dramatically since the amount of information essentially doubles�

Despite this improved condition it is imperative to impose additional constraints

in order not to overwhelm the information content of the data� This is not straight	

forward to do here
 however
 because of the very large anisotropy of the structure to	

gether with the presence of the structural phase transition� These result in non trivial

relations between di�erent distances as a function of Sr content� some distances de	

crease whereas some others increase and the rate of change with Sr depends on orienta	

tion� The aim here
 then
 is to accurately determine in a �nearly model	independent

way the structural parameters of the distances that are a�ected the most by the phase

transition
 with only minor reasonable assumptions� This distances are planar La	

O���
 planar La	La and La	O���
 whose splittings of  r � ����� ����� ������A �for

x � ������ were found by di�raction to vanish at the boundary of the Sr induced

transition� Along these lines
 the following constraints were applied� ��� a single 	�

is re�ned for all La	O��� nearest neighbors� a single 	� is re�ned for both La	O���

near neighbor bonds
 ��� a linear �expansion relation is assumed for the SS La	Cu

paths in the LTO phase� i�e�
 the correction in distance is proportional to the average

half path length so a single �expansion coe�cient is varied� A single 	� is re�ned

for all SS La	Cu paths
 ��� a single 	� is re�ned for all SS La	La paths
 ��� a lin	



��

Table ���� Theoretical SS photoelectron paths that were found to signi�cantly con	

tribute to the experimental XAFS signal in r � "���� ���#� Values correspond to

x � ����� at ��K�

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Polarization

Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� �b

Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac
Lac	Cu	Lac ���� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	Cu	Lac ���� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	Cu	Lac ����� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� �b

Lac	La	Lac ���� ���� bac
Lac	La	Lac ���� ���� bac
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� �b
 bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac
Lac	O���	Lac ���� ���� bac
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� bac



��

Table ���� Theoretical MS photoelectron paths �and SS paths of nearly the same

length� that were found to signi�cantly contribute to the experimental XAFS signal

in r � "���� ���#� Values correspond to x � ����� at ��K�

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Type Polarization

Lac	Cu	Lac ����� ���� SS �b

Lac	Cu	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS �b

Lac	O���	Cu	O���	Lac ���� ���� TS �b

Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� SS �b
 bac
Lac	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS �b
 bac
Lac	O���	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� TS �b
 bac
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� SS bac
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� SS bac
Lac	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS bac
Lac	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS bac
Lac	O���	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� TS bac

ear �expansion relation is assumed for all SS La	O paths at r � ����A in the LTO
phase� a single 	� is re�ned for these paths
 ��� a single 	� is re�ned for each group of

nearly collinear focusing MS paths
 constrained to be the same as that of the SS path

of nearly the same length �see appendix C�� a linear expansion relation is assumed

within each group of MS paths in the LTO phase�

Despite all this constraints being reasonable on a physical basis
 a few of these are

questionable� For example
 the treatment of the highly disordered SS La	O fourth

shell with a linear expansion model and a single 	� requires that the structural in	

formation derived for those distances is to be interpreted within the assumed model�

What is relevant here
 however
 is that the structural parameters of the distances of

interest �those that are a�ected the most by the phase transition� are not a�ected by

the somewhat questionable constraints
 as corroborated for the analysis performed

here�

Coordination numbers were set to the values dictated by the average structure

and full oxygen occupancy is assumed since even for the x � ���� sample the oxy	

gen�s vacancy concentration was found to be less than �&� "��# The treatment of Sr



��

substitution in the lattice deserves attention� Two theoretical FEFF� calculations

were performed for each value of x and polarization� one for which all La�Sr sites

are populated by La atoms� the other for which all La�Sr sites are populated by Sr

atoms �except of course the central atom�� Because of both the La�Sr atoms being

third shell to the absorbing atom and the strong layered structure of this cuprates


replacing La by Sr has a small e�ect on the potentials of the �rst and second shell

atoms and therefore on their XAFS phases and backscattering amplitudes calculated

by FEFF�� This can be seen in �g� ��� where the backscattering amplitudes �F �k��

and phases ��b� are shown for La	O��� apical �r � ������A� and La	Cu �r � �����A�

SS paths for all La neighbors or all Sr neighbors�

The above mentioned result justi�es neglecting the e�ect of substitution on the

�rst and second shell scattering paths� As Sr substitutes for La in the lattice �as

corroborated by the Sr K	edge analysis presented later in this thesis�
 the scattering

paths involving La or Sr backscatterers were weighted by their relative concentrations

�� � x��� or x��
 respectively� This is done in FEFFIT by using an �e�ective

S�
	e� for these paths
 i�e�
 S

�
	e��La� Sr� � S�

	 � "�� � x���� x��#� Initially the relative

concentrations x�� were allowed to vary� Since the �tted values for all samples were

always in agreement with the nominal Sr content but the uncertainties in their values

were quite large due to the small Sr signal �e�g�
 x�� � ����� � ���� for the x � ����
sample and x�� � ���� � ���� for the x � ���� sample
 in agreement with random
substitution�
 the nominal values of x were used and set in the �ts� The structural

parameters of the La	Sr paths were constrained to be the same as those of the La	

La paths of the same length� A common S�
	 value was re�ned for both polarization

conditions and was found to be independent of x
 in agreement with the expectation

that the overlap of passive electrons in the central atom with and without a core

hole should be dependent on only the central atom and not on Sr substitution in

the third shell� "��
��# An overall  E	 correction was allowed for each data set �each

polarization condition� to adjust the energy reference of the data to that of the FEFF�

calculation�

Typical �ts obtained in the manner described above are presented in �gs� "���	

���# for x � ����� and x � ��� samples in both polarization conditions� Both the

amplitude and the real part of the complex Fourier transforms are shown� Fourier

transform parameters and �tting region of r	space are indicated in table ����

The main results of the �ts are summarized in �gs� ��� ' ���� and table ���� As
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Figure ���� FEFF� Backscattering amplitudes and phases for La	O��� and La	Cu

SS paths for all La atoms in the La�Sr sites vs� all Sr atoms �except of course the

La central atom� in La��xSrxCuO� � Calculation corresponds to x � ����� and �b

polarization�
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Figure ���� Fit results for the x � ����� sample at �� K� The magnitude �top� and

the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� k �b
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Figure ���� Fit results for the x � ����� sample at �� K� The magnitude �top� and

the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� � �b
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Figure ���� Fit results for the x � ���� sample at �� K� The magnitude �top� and the

real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� k �b
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Figure ���� Fit results for the x � ���� sample at �� K� The magnitude �top� and the

real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� � �b
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Table ���� Fourier transform parameters and �tting region of r	space for the �ts

shown in �gs� "���	 ���#� Hanning window sills width �dk� and k	weight �kw� also

shown�

kmin��A��� kmax��A��� dk��A��� kw rmin��A� rmax��A�

��� ���� ��� � ��� ���

can be seen in �gs� ��� ' ����
 whereas the La	O and planar La	La distances merge

into a single distance in the average HTT tetragonal phase
 XAFS shows that
 locally


they remain split� The La	O and planar La	La distances agree within experimental

uncertainties with their average values up to x � ����
 consistent with a gradual

reduction of the tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra as indicated by the di�raction

studies� "��
 ��# However
 as the phase boundary is approached �x � ���� at low

temperature "��#�
 the magnitude of the tilt of the CuO� octahedra stops decreasing

locally
 as seen from the smaller but persistent local splitting of distances in the

x � ����� ���� ���� samples� This shows that the local structure about the La atoms

retains orthorhombicity even in the average tetragonal phase
 and implies that the

tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra does not vanish at the LTO� HTT phase boundary�

Figure ���� shows �ts to the x � ��� sample using the LTO model
 whose results

are shown in �gs� ��� 	 ���� and table ���
 together with a �t using the average HTT

structure
 the results of which are shown in table ���� It is important to note that

in the �HTT �t the local symmetry is constrained to that of the HTT phase �e�g�


a single distance for La	O��� planar
 La	O��� and La	La planar� but otherwise the

distances and their disorder are allowed to vary� The �HTT �t is signi�cantly worse

than the LTO �t
 as seen by the � � times larger ��� of the former
 even if the

�HTT model has a larger number of degrees of freedom �� The reduced ��� of the

two models relate as �����HTT� � ����LTO��� ( �
p
���� so they are � � standard

deviations apart
 as detailed in chapter ��� Not less important than the statistical

signi�cance of the worse �t is the physical meaning of the derived parameters� As

seen in table ��� the �HTT �t results in unphysically large 	��s to compensate for

the additional structural disorder present in the data �distances are locally split� but

not included in the �HTT model� In addition the best �t value of the planar La	O���

single distance in the �HTT model is ����������A as compared to the �����A distance
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Figure ���� Fit results as obtained in the analysis of La K	edge polarized XAFS data

as function of x at T���K� La	O��� �top� and La	La in plane �bottom� distances are

shown� The average structure distances as determined by neutron di�raction "��# in

the same samples are also shown for comparison� The position of the phase boundary

is indicated by the vertical line�
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Figure ����� Fit results as obtained in the analysis of La K	edge polarized XAFS

data as function of x at T���K� La	O��� distances are shown� The average structure

distances as determined by neutron di�raction "��# in the same samples are also shown

for comparison� The position of the phase boundary is indicated by the vertical line�
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Table ���� XAFS Debye	Waller factors �in �A�� as obtained from LaK	edge polarized

XAFS as function of x at T���K� Fit quality factors
 ��� and R
 are shown for the

di�erent values of x� S�
	 � ���� � ���� and 	�mm � ��������A

� is the McMaster

correction used for all �ts� The degrees of freedom
 �
 in the �ts are � � �NI�NP � �

��� � ��� � ��� Paths are indicated by the atom at end of path�

x � ����� x � ���� x � ��� x � ���� x � ��� x � ����

O��� ���������� �������� ���������� �������� �������� ����������

O��� ���������� ���������� ���������� ���������� �������� ��������

Cu ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� �������� ���������

La ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ����������

O�th �������� ���������� ���������� ���������� ���������� ��������

CuMS �������� ���������� �������� ���������� ���������� ����������

LaMS ��������� ��������� ��������� ���������� ���������� ����������

��� �� �� �� �� �� ��

R ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� �����



���

Table ���� Relevant XAFS Debye	Waller factors and �t quality factors for the �HTT

�t of the x � ��� sample shown in �g� ����� The degrees of freedom in the �HTT �t

are � � �NI �NP � � ��� � ��� � ���

La	O��� La	O��� La	La

	���A�� �������� �������� ��������

��� ����

R �����

of the average structure� This unphysical contraction is another way to compensate

for the wrong model� If this contraction were real and the local symmetry was indeed

tetragonal as in the average structure
 the resulting lattice parameter measured by

XAFS would be in marked disagreement with the value measured by di�raction�

On the other hand
 for a local symmetry that is lower than the one of the average

structure �as found here�
 it is thinkable that the long range order average structure

measured by di�raction can be regained if disorder in the atomic arrangement is

present
 as discussed below�

The La	O��� planar distances obtained for the x � ��� sample with the LTO

model are r � ����� ������ �����A ��g� ���� while a distance r � �����A is found in the

worse �HTT �t� The additional mean squared structural disorder not accounted for

in the HTT model is then

	�HTT � h�rLTO � rHTT�
�i � �����

�
����� ������ ( � � ������ � ������ ( ����� ������

�
� �����A�

As seen in tables ��� ' ���
 the di�erence in 	� obtained for the La	O��� distances

in the two models is  	� � ����������� � ������������A�� This is close to the value

in eq� ���
 when accounting for the fact that a single distance and 	� can only partially

compensate for the actual atomic distribution� It should be mentioned here that any

attempts to improve the �HTT �t by adding higher order cumulants �anharmonicity�

to the �t using a single distance were unsuccessful� The same arguments made above

also explain the smaller but signi�cant increase in the 	��s of La	O��� and La	La

planar obtained in the �HTT �t
 as seen in tables ��� ' ����
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ��� sample
 �� � �b by using LTO and HTT models�
The HTTmodel resulted in a signi�cantly worse �t together with unphysical values for

the structural parameters
 as shown in table ��� and discussed in the text� Magnitude

�top� and real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown
 the region

of r	space �tted is emphasized for clarity�



���

����� Discussion

The XAFS results can be combined with the di�raction results to infer about the

nature of the Sr	induced phase transition� At low Sr content
 the local structure is

the same as the average structure
 i�e�
 the short range order is the same as the long

range order in the atomic arrangement� As the Sr content is increased
 a gradual

reduction in orthorhombic strain is observed
 consistent with the gradual decrease in

tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra measured by di�raction� This is clearly seen for the

La	O���
 La	O��� and La	La in	plane distances
 whose splittings show a signi�cant

decrease up to about x � ���� ��g� ����� It is interesting to note that the La	O��� and
La	La in	plane distances show a correlated pattern of displacements
 in agreement

with the correlated displacements observed by di�raction� "��# The phase transition

up to x � ���� is clearly shown by XAFS to be of the displacive type
 in agreement
with di�raction�

At higher Sr content
 however
 some of the atomic positions measured by XAFS

start to deviate from the values measured by di�raction
 the deviation being already

signi�cant for the x � ��� sample� The local tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra saturates

at the x � ���� value and fails to vanish at the phase boundary �x � �����
 despite
the fact that the long range order is certainly changing and the average tilt angle

decreases to zero at x � ����� The only way to account for the disagreement between
the measured short range and long range order is the presence of disorder in the

atomic arrangement� In order to regain the average
 HTT tetragonal structure above

x � ���� over the long range scale measured by di�raction
 the structure must be
composed of local LTO domains with orthorhombic symmetry in which the CuO�

octahedra tilts are ordered
 but the domains become disordered with one another

as the tetragonal phase is approached� XAFS can directly measure and quantify

disorder in the atomic arrangement only if the correlation length of octahedra tilts



tilt
 is smaller than the photoelectron mean free path
 ��k�
 at photoelectron energies

corresponding to the XAFS regime
 i�e�
 ��	���� eV� As mentioned in chapter �
 ��k�

is determined by both core	hole lifetime and inelastic scattering of the photoelectron


and typically � � � � ���A� However
 even if not �visible for XAFS
 disorder must
be present if the local structure di�ers from the average structure�

For the case here
 the correlation length of local octahedral tilts �domain size� is

larger than ��k�
 at least up to x � ����
 as can be seen from the nearly constant ��� of

the �ts using the local LTO model together with the absence of any signi�cant increase



���

with x of the 	��s in table ���� A possible indication for disorder becoming noticeable

in an XAFS length scale at the highest Sr concentrations is the small increase in

��� and some of the 	
��s in table ��� for the x � ���� ���� samples� These increases


however
 are within the uncertainties and therefore caution should be exercised in

assigning any physical meaning to them�

It should be noted that since XAFS is such a fast probe �core	hole lifetime� �����
sec much shorter than lattice relaxation times � ����� sec� it cannot distinguish

between static and dynamic disorder� The Sr	induced disorder at low temperature


however
 is most likely quasi	static
 as the potential barrier to activate dynamical

�uctuations of the CuO� octahedra is estimated at about �� meV � ���K� "��#

Evidence in support of Sr	induced static disorder is found from the Sr K	edge XAFS

measurements performed in this thesis
 as discussed later in this chapter�

The presence of structural disorder in phase transitions previously thought to be

of purely displacive character has been reported in many recent investigations "��


��
���$���# and a review of the current understanding of the role of local distortions

and disorder in structural phase transitions
 particularly in perovskite ferroelectric

crystals
 can be found in the work of Stern and Yacoby in refs� ���
����

In terms of the structural phase tansition here
 it is clear that Sr induced re	

duction of the lattice mismatch between LaO and CuO� layers can only be partially

responsible for the appearence of the HTT phase above x � ����
 as the orthorhom	
bic strain persists in the HTT phase� Disorder in the atomic arrangement becomes

signi�cant above about x � ���� and its appearence results in the long range HTT
order measured by di�raction techniques� The e�ect of the appearence of disorder

on the superconducting properties can be evaluated by comparing the LTO domain

size to the superconducting coherence length
 
sc � �� � ���A� "��
 ��# As already
mentioned
 the size of the domains cannot be obtained from the XAFS measure	

ment unless disorder is directly observed
 which was not the case here at least up to

x � ����� Only a lower limit for the domain size can be obtained from the XAFS

measurement
 of about ��k� � � � ���A� In addition
 the correlation length of LTO
tilts must be short enough so that it doesn�t result in a sharp enough Bragg peak to

be observed in the di�raction experiments� This gives an upper limit to the domain

size of several tens of angstroms� If 
tilt � 
sc
 the e�ect of disorder on the supercon	

ducting properties will be small� This could explain
 e�g�
 the absence of any apparent

e�ect of the structural phase boundary �x � ����� on Tc
 including dTc�dx� On the



���

other hand
 if 
sc � 
tilt
 structural disorder is expected to a�ect the superconducting

properties� For example
 electronic structure calculations by Pickett et� al "���# on

LTO La�CuO� doped with divalent Ba atoms show a signi�cant contribution of O���	

derived O �pz orbitals to the total density of states at the Fermi level for x � ����

�the largest contribution comes from Cu and O���	derived in	plane hybrids of O �px�y

and Cu �dx��y� orbitals�� It is argued "���# that the O��� �pz contribution is strongly

enhanced in the doped system due to the reduced electrostatic interaction between

the O��� atoms and the divalent Ba
�
 Sr
� �as opposed to La
��� These results are

in agreement with O K	edge XANES measurements "��# showing that doped holes

in La��xSrxCuO� indeed assume some O��� �pz character� The observed structural

disorder of the O��� and O��� atoms for x � ���� will then have an impact on the

electronic structure at the Fermi level and therefore on the superconducting proper	

ties
 provided 
sc � 
tilt� In this regime
 it is thinkable that the structural disorder

observed here for x � ���� could partially contribute to the suppression of Tc in the

overdoped regime �����  x � ����
 see �g� �����

In order to discriminate between these regimes
 it is of importance to experimen	

tally determine the actual domain size� This can be done by techniques which are

sensitive to the intermediate range order ����A � r � ���A� in the atomic arrange	

ment
 such as PDF analysis of neutron di�raction� "��#

��� The nature of the temperature�induced LTO to HTT structural phase transition

����� Experimental results

As shown in the phase diagram of �g� ���
 a temperature induced LTO � HTT

structural phase transition takes place in La��xSrxCuO� for x � ����
 which for the

x � ���� sample is completed at about T����K� The present understanding of the

transition is based on a strain relieving mechanism of the lattice mismatch of the

CuO� and LaO layers
 due to the di�erent thermal expansion of the La	O and Cu	O

bonds� This results in a gradual reduction of the orthorhombic splitting and the

CuO� octahedra tilt angle
 to become zero at the phase boundary
 very much in the

same way as described for the Sr induced transition "��#� The aim here is to study

the temperature dependence of the local structure across this phase transition with

XAFS�

Since the neutron di�raction data "��# on the samples used here was reported



���

only at ��
 �� and ���K
 electron di�raction was used here to verify the location

of the phase boundary� As detailed in chapter �
 the phase boundary for the x �

���� sample was found at T�������K
 as determined from the disappearance of the
superstructure re�ections associated with the LTO phase� For the investigation of the

temperature	induced phase transition
 La K	edge polarized measurements were taken

at T���
 ��
 ���
 ��� and ���K� Figure ���� shows k��k� data for all temperatures

and their corresponding Fourier transforms� The e�ect of increased thermal disorder

as temperature increases is evident by the damping of the XAFS signal at high values

of k �e��k
����T  term in eq� �����

The analysis procedure is the same as described in the previous section� Both

polarizations at each temperature were analyzed simultaneously� For temperatures

in the LTO phase an LTO model was used� for those in the HTT phase both HTT

and LTO models were re�ned and compared� Since no signi�cant improvement was

found by having a di�erent 	� for the La	O��� and La	O��� �rst shell distances
 a

single value was re�ned for all La	O �rst shell bonds� Due to the increase in thermal

disorder with temperature and the corresponding damping of the XAFS signal
 the

usable k	range is reduced from "�
��#�A�� at ��
 �� and ���K to about "�
��	��#�A��

at ���
 ���K�

Figures� ����	 ���� show �t results for T���K and T����K� Quality �t factors are

summarized in table ��� Fit results are shown in �gs� ����	 ����� It is important to

note that the temperature dependence of the di�erent 	��s shown in �g� ���� was not

required in the �ttings to follow an Einstein model of lattice vibrations in order not

to impose biased constraints on the temperature dependence of the local structure in

the presence of a structural phase transition� The Einstein	like behavior observed in

�g� ���� is the natural behavior of the local structure
 as found by the minimization

procedure� As can be clearly seen from �gs� ����	 ����
 the only changes observed in

the La	O distances are increases in thermal disorder about their equilibrium values at

T���K� For the La	La planar distances and other distances along the �b	axis �La	La

apical and La	Cu apical� a non	negligible thermal expansion is observed� The �b	axis

lattice constant as measured by XAFS �"La	La# ( �,"La	Cu#� is compared to the

values measured by di�raction and good agreement is found
 as shown in �g� �����

Figure ���� shows �ts to the T����K data using both the LTO and HTT models�

In the HTT model a local tetragonal structure was imposed �e�g� no splitting in

La	O���
 La	O���
 planar La	La distances� but otherwise the structural parameters
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Figure ����� Temperature dependence of La K	edge data for x � ���� at T���


��
 ���
 ��� and ���K� Top� k��k�� bottom� magnitude of the complex Fourier

transform� Fourier transforms done using k � "�� ��# and kw � � for all temperatures�

The damping of the XAFS signal due to the increased thermal disorder is evident�
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the complex Fourier transform� bottom� back Fourier transform of the �tted region

of r	space�
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Figure ����� La K	edge �t results for x � ���� at T����K� Magnitude of the complex
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 respectively�
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Figure ����� Fit results for x � ���� at temperatures below and above the structural

phase transition� Di�raction results also shown for comparison� Top� La	O��� dis	

tances� bottom� La	La planar distances� Lines through di�raction values are guide

to the eye� The location of the phase boundary indicated by the vertical line�
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Table ���� Fit quality factors
 ��� and R
 together with the k	ranges used in the �ts�

The number of independent points is reduced from NI � �� at T���K to NI � ��

at ���K� The number of parameters used is ��� The degrees of freedom are � � ��

and � � �� at T���K and T����K
 respectively�

��K ��K ���K ���K ���K

��� ���� �� � ���� ����

R ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

 k "�
��# "�
��# "�
��# "�
��# "�
��#
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local
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Figure ����� Fit results for the La	O��� distances in x � ���� at temperatures below

and above the structural phase transition� Di�raction results also shown for compar	

ison� Lines through di�raction values are guide to the eye� The location of the phase

boundary indicated by the vertical line�
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Figure ����� Fit results for Debye	Waller factors as obtained for x � ���� at temper	

atures below and above the structural phase transition� Fits to Einstein models also

shown with their respective Einstein temperatures�
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Figure ����� Fit results for La	La apical and La	Cu along �b axis as obtained for

x � ����� The local �b lattice constant is obtained as "La	La# ( �"La	Cu# and compared

to the di�raction value� Solid line in lower �gure is a guide to the eye�
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Table ���� Fit quality factors
 ��� and R together with relevant 	
� values obtained for

x � ���� at ���K using the HTT model shown in �g� ����� The HTT model results

in a signi�cantly worse �t and unphysically large 	��s to compensate for unaccounted

structural disorder� The degrees of freedom in the HTT �t at ���K are � � �NI �
NP � � ��� � ��� � ���

La	O La	La

	���A�� �������� ��������

��� ��

R �����

were allowed to vary to best �t the data� As is clearly seen in �g� ���� and from the

�t quality factors shown in table ���
 the HTT model is not only signi�cantly worse


but it results in the unphysically large 	� of the oxygen atoms� This is to compensate

for the existence of the local splitting in La	O
 as shown in �g� ���� ' ����� A smaller

but signi�cant increase in La	La disorder is also observed for the same reason�

����� Discussion

It is interesting to compare the x	induced phase transition to the T 	induced one� The

di�erent character of these two is clearly seen by comparing the behavior of the La	La

planar distances in both cases
 as shown in �g� ����� Whereas a clear displacive com	

ponent is observed for the x	induced transition
 as indicated by the initial reduction

in the measured splitting of distances
 a temperature independent splitting is observed

for the T 	induced transition in the whole temperature range measured here� This


combined with the temperature independent splitting of distances observed for the

La	O��� and La	O��� distances ��g� ���� ' �����
 indicates that the magnitude of the

tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra remains constant as a function of temperature and

that the T 	induced phase transition measured by di�raction techniques is due to the

loss of coherence in the ordering of tilts over the length scale measured by di�raction

techniques
 i�e�
 the T 	induced transition is purely of disorder character�

This result is in good agreement with the work of Egami and Sendyka "��
 ��#

using Pair Distribution Function �PDF� analysis of neutron scattering data
 in which

they concluded that the CuO� octahedra do not change their tilt angle in the whole
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Figure ����� In plane La	La distances as obtained in La K	edge analysis as a function

of x �left� and for x � ���� as a function of temperature �right�� The x	induced

transition has both displacive and disorder components while the T 	induced transition

is purely of disorder character�

temperature range measured here but rather become disordered relative to each other

to give rise to the HTT average structure� A similar mechanism has been proposed

to occur in La��xBaxCuO� � "���# The structural ground state of the La��xBaxCuO�

system is the LTT phase described in chapter � ��g� ���� in which the CuO� octahedra

tilt about h���i directions instead of about the ��� � �Cmca notation� directions of

the LTO phase� As shown in the phase diagram of �g� ���
 a sequence of temperature

induced transitions LTT � LTO � HTT occurs in this system� PDF analysis of

neutron scattering data on this system by Billinge et� al "���#
 however
 showed that

as opposed to the predictions of the crystal structure models
 the CuO� octahedra do

not change their tilt direction at the LTT� LTO phase boundary and that the long

range structure can be obtained from coherent spatial superpositions of � ���A sized
local LTT variants� The size of the local variants was obtained from the information

on intermediate range order in the PDF� These results are in partial agreement with

energy surface calculations of Pickett et� al "��# on La��xBaxCuO� which show that

the LTT distortion leads to the greatest gain in energy whereas the HTT structure

corresponds to a local maximum of the energy surface� As the LTO distortion is

slightly above the LTT one in energy �� ���K�
 at high temperature the system is



���

expected to �uctuate between the eight minima of the LTT and LTO structures "��#


resulting in the average zero tilt angle measured by di�raction techniques in the HTT

phase
 despite the HTT phase being a local maximum of the energy surface�

A similar mechanism could explain the results obtained here on La��xSrxCuO�

� Since XAFS is so fast
 it will be insensitive to the lattice dynamics of the CuO�

octahedra provided the correlation length of tilts is larger than the p�e� mean free

path
 as discussed in the previous section�

Based on PDF analysis of the La��xSrxCuO� system
 Egami et� al "��# proposed

that the tilts in La��xSrxCuO� might be about h���i direction and disordered to give
the average LTO structure
 instead of about h���i �Cmca notation� as found in the

di�raction studies of the LTO phase� "��# The main argument in favor of h���i	like
tilts is that a La ion can get close to two O��� ions instead of only one
 as occurs in the

LTO distortion� Since the LaO planes are highly ionic "��#
 this would presumably

result in a more stable con�guration� This possibility is schematically represented in

�g� �����

To check for this possibility
 I constructed a hypothetical LTT distortion of the

local structure so that the average over the two equivalent local con�gurations shown

in �g� ���� would result in the atomic coordinates measured by di�raction for the

LTO phase� This required
 e�g�
 LTT tilts slightly larger than the LTO tilts measured

by di�raction
 so that the projections of the h���i O��� displacements of the LTT
distortion along the h���i direction result in the O��� displacements measured by
di�raction� In addition
 the presence of orthorhombic strain as found by di�raction

was also accounted for in generating the LTT distortion�

Two main di�erences exist between these two tilting patterns� In a h���i	type
tilt two of the O��� oxygens in the basal plane of the Cu	O octahedra remain in the

plane
 whereas the other two move above and below the plane splitting the La	O���

distances in three di�erent distances instead of the two occurring in the h���i tilts�
For the magnitude of the tilt angles at hand
 however
 the di�erences in splitting are

of about �����A �see table ����
 which in our �ttings cannot be distinguished from

an increase in thermal disorder of about �������A� in the La	O��� distances� The

more signi�cant di�erence
 however
 appears in the in	plane La	O��� distances� For

the x � ����� sample
 e�g�
 by tilting about h���i the in	plane La	O��� distances will
be grouped in two sets of distances �with di�erences within each group not bigger

than �����A
 due to the orthorhombic splitting� while tilts about h���i result in three
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Figure ����� Atomic displacements associated with LTO and LTT types of tilts� The

LTO tilts result in three di�erent sets of La	O��� planar distances while they are

grouped in two sets of distances in the LTT tilts� The small correlated displacements

of the La atoms are not shown� Dynamical �uctuations between the two equivalent

LTT con�gurations will result in the average LTO tilts� Fluctuations between four

equivalent LTT con�gurations will result in the HTT phase�
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Table ���� Nearest neighbor La	O distances �degeneracies shown in parenthesis� for

h���i and h���i tilt con�gurations for the x������ sample at ��K�

Bond h���i h���i
����� ���� �����

La	O��� ��A� ����� ���� ����� ����
�����

����� �����

����� �����

La	O��� ��A� ����� ���� �����

����� �����

�����

di�erent sets of distances
 as shown in table ���� When the La	O��� distances are

set to the values consistent with the h���i tilt
 the quality of �t is ���& worse than
the one obtained by setting the La	O��� distances to the h���i tilt con�guration� In
addition
 a 	� � ��������A� is obtained for the La	O��� distances in the h���i tilt
model� This 	� is at least four times bigger than the value obtained in the di�raction

studies �in the extreme case of completely anticorrelated motion of La and O���

atoms
 see appendix C�
 con�rming that the wrong model is being used in the �tting�

It is then concluded that the data are not consistent with a h���i tilt con�gu	
ration of the Cu	O octahedra and that only the h���i tilts are present locally
 in
agreement with the results of the di�raction studies of the LTO phase "��
 ��
 ��#�

Temperature	induced dynamical disorder leading to the average HTT phase must

then occur through �uctuations between equivalent LTO minima� It is important

to notice that such a hopping between equivalent minima of the energy surface is

consistent with the large and highly anisotropic �thermal ellipsoids obtained in the

structural re�nements of neutron di�raction data "��#
 especially for the O��� atoms


the anisotropy being larger at high temperatures� For the O��� atoms
 the unac	

counted structural disorder in the re�nements of the HTT phase is larger in the �b

direction than in the in	plane bac direction since the O��� atoms will �uctuate in the
direction perpendicular to the CuO� planes� The anisotropy in the O��� �thermal

ellipsoids re�ned for the HTT phase result in larger displacements along the �b	axis




���

with the anisotropy increasing by � ��& in going from T���K to T����K for an
x � ���� sample� "��# For the O��� atoms the octahedra �uctuations described above

will result in large unaccounted disorder in the HTT re�nements mostly in the �ac

direction as the O��� atoms at the apexes of the CuO� octahedra will dynamically

wobble in the LaO planes� The �thermal ellipsoids re�ned for the O��� atoms are

indeed elongated in the bac direction and correspond to �thermal rms in	plane dis	
placements of � �����A in the HTT phase� "��# This large �thermal disorder is of
about the right size to compensate for the observed rms structural disorder unac	

counted for in the HTT re�nements
 as shown in �g� �����

Recent new evidence for dynamical �uctuations of the CuO� octahedra with tem	

perature in La�CuO�
� comes from elastic energy loss measurements by Cordero

et� al "���# in which an intense relaxation process is observed at � ���K for � � ��
The energy loss peak shifts to higher temperatures for higher vibration frequencies


consistent with a thermally activated process wich was attributed to hopping of a

fraction of the CuO� octahedra between nearly equivalent con�gurations� "���# Ad	

ditional evidence in favor of dynamical disorder at the basis of the LTO to HTT

structural phase transition comes from a re	interpretation of ���Eu M!ossbauer data

on La�����xEu	���SrxCuO�� "���
 ���# Since the M!ossbauer technique measures local

structural changes with a characteristic time scale of � ���� sec
 much slower than
XAFS
 the two techniques can be combined to learn about structural dynamics� As

shown in ref� ���
 a dynamical picture for the CuO� octahedra tilts is mandatory to

reconcile the XAFS and the M!ossbauer results�

��� Sr induced distortions in La��xSrxCuO�

��	�� Experimental results

Polarized Sr K	edge measurements were performed on the same samples used in

the La K	edge measurements described above� For these measurements
 the har	

monic content of the beam was minimized by detuning the second crystal of the

Si����� double crystal monochromator so that the intensity of the fundamental is

reduced by about � ��&
 as explained in chapter �� Measurements were carried

out at low temperatures ���	���K� in the way described previously for samples with

x � ������ ���� ������ ����� ���� ����� ����� Typical absorption data at the Sr K	edge

is shown in �g� ���� for x � ���
 T���K
 �� � �b after pre	edge subtraction and edge
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Figure ����� Sr K edge in La���Sr	��CuO� at T���K
 bac	polarization
step normalization� The background function as obtained by AUTOBK with the pa	

rameters shown in table ���� is also included� Reproducibility scans for the x � ���

sample at ��K are shown in �g� �����

The same procedure used in modeling the atomic environment about the La atoms


as described above
 was used in the analysis of the Sr K	edge data� As di�raction

determines that Sr substitutes for La in the lattice "��#
 FEFF� calculations were

performed for a Sr central atom substituted at the La site� The e�ect of random

substitution is modeled in the same way as described for the La K	edge analysis
 i�e�


FEFF� calculations are performed for all La�Sr neighboring sites occupied by either

La or Sr and the theoretical paths weighted in the �t by the relative concentration of

Sr� If Sr indeed substitutes for La in the lattice
 without major additional structural

distortions
 their XAFS should be similar� Of course some di�erences are expected

due to two main reasons� the central atom phase shift and the core	hole lifetime�

Figure ���� shows a comparison between the total mean free path
 ��k�
 calculated

by FEFF� for both Sr and La central atoms� As inelastic losses of the p�e� in
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Table ����� Parameters used for the background removal shown in �g� ����� Fourier

components are minimized with respect to the FEFF� standard in the region "�� rbkg#�

The amplitude of the standard is scaled to that of the data in the region "rbkg� r�st#�

Fourier transform k	weight
 range and Hanning window sill widths are also shown�

E	 �KeV� rbkg��A� r�st��A� kmin��A
��� kmax��A

��� kw dk��A���
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Figure ����� k��k� reproducibility data for La���Sr	��CuO� at T���K� Left� �b	

polarization� right� in	plane
 bac	polarization
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Figure ����� Theoretical total p�e� mean free path as calculated by FEFF� for both

Sr and La K	edge XAFS in La��xSrxCuO� � Calculation is done using the average

atomic positions corresponding to x � ����� at ��K� "��#

the interstitial region are expected to be nearly the same in both cases
 the major

di�erence comes from the longer lifetime of the Sr core hole resulting in a longer mean

free path� The �nal state energy broadening is smaller in the Sr case and therefore

the amplitude of the Sr XAFS is expected to be larger than the La one� Because of

this di�erence
 three additional SS paths that did not signi�cantly contribute to the

La XAFS were needed in the modeling of the Sr �b polarized XAFS� These paths are

listed in table �����

Initially �ts were performed for the more dilute samples x � ������ ���
 as these

should better re�ect the e�ect of an isolated Sr atom in the lattice without signi�cant

interactions with distortions induced by other Sr atoms� In addition
 the reports on

observations of strong di�use scattering "��# and Sr	induced apical O��� removal "��#

were based on experiments on samples with these particular Sr contents� The low x

results are then reported �rst and their concentration dependence
 when present
 will

be emphasized�

In order to check if the Sr atoms substitute for La in the lattice and for the

presence of Sr	induced distortions
 a more general model was used that allowed the
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Table ����� Additional paths required in �tting the Sr K	edge XAFS in the r �

"���� ���# region of r	space� The corresponding theoretical paths listed in tables ���

' ��� for a Sr central atom were also used� Values correspond to x � ����� at ��K�

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Type Polarization

Src	O���	Src ����� ���� SS �b

Src	O���	Src ����� ���� SS �b

Src	O���	Src ����� ���� SS �b

angle that some SS paths form with the �b axis to vary
 as explained below� For powder

oriented only in the �b direction and random in the bac plane
 the following holds for
the XAFS of a SS path i at an angle �i with the �b axis�

�
�i
b �k� � �cos��i �

�i
ran�k� �����

��iac �k� � �
sin��i
�

��iran�k�

with �b�k�
 �ac�k� being the measured XAFS with the electric �eld parallel to

the �b and bac orientations
 respectively
 and �ran�k� the XAFS signal of a completely
unoriented powder �see appendix B for a derivation�� Therefore
 initially the FEFF�

calculation was performed to calculate the random XAFS �ran�k� using the average

atomic positions found by di�raction "��# and the two polarized XAFS data were

�tted simultaneously by weighting their respective amplitudes as given in eq� ���

and varying �i
 in addition to varying the structural parameters as described above�

This procedure was applied to �t the data up to r � ��A where only O
 Cu and

La�Sr SS paths contribute to the XAFS �see table ����� Due to the limited amount of

information in the �rst shell region of r	space
 r � "�����#�A coupled to the complexity
of the �rst shell environment
 only three angles were re�ned in that region �Sr	O���

and in	plane Sr	O���� while two additional constraints were imposed at this stage�

the Sr	O��� in	plane distances at r � �����A were set to their average structure values
and the same 	� was re�ned for the Sr	O��� and Sr	O��� distances� These constraints

were later removed
 as explained below� The angle determination together with the

re�ned interatomic distances should provide a well de�ned answer for the position of

the Sr atoms�
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This initial SS analysis con�rmed that Sr indeed substitutes for La in the lattice�

For example
 for the x � ��� sample at ��K the angles the two pairs of Sr	O��� short

and long distances form with the �b	axis are ��s � ���� � ���� and ��l � ���� � ����

respectively
 consistent with the values ��s�l � ����� ����� found in the di�raction

studies� For the in	plane Sr	O��� distances
 the single common angle varied for all

three bonds was found at ��O���� � ���� � ��
 consistent with the values ����
 ����

����� found by di�raction� "��# In addition
 the Sr	Cu and Sr	La distances agree with

their average values
 as discussed below� Therefore
 for subsequent �ts
 polarized

FEFF� calculations were used in the re�nements with the angles corresponding to

their average structure values�

A k � "�� ��#�A�� data range was used in the analysis of the r � "���� ���#�A��

region of r	space �which now includes MS paths�
 resulting in NI � �� and NP � ��


as two more additional parameteres �a distance and a 	�� were added
 as compared

to the La case
 for the three additional paths in table ����� Sr K	edge data and �ts

for the x � ��� sample at T���K in both orientations are shown in �gs� ���� ' ����

As expected for substitution at the La site
 the Sr K	edge XAFS and the La

K	edge XAFS have a lot of similarities
 as seen by comparing the Fourier transforms

of both data� The overall amplitude of the Sr XAFS is larger
 due to core hole

lifetime e�ects discussed above� Whereas the signal above r � ��A is very similar for
both edges �corresponding mostly to the Cu and La heavy atoms�
 a clear di�erence

exists in the low r	region of the spectra
 associated with the �rst neighboring oxygen

environment�

The main results of the �ts are summarized in the following sections�

��	�� On Sr substitution at the La site

The Sr	Cu and Sr	La distances and 	��s up to the �fth shell are
 within �����A and

������A�
 respectively
 the same as those found in the La K	edge analysis for La	Cu

and La	La and in agreement with the distances found by di�raction for the average

structure� This result con�rms that Sr indeed substitutes for La in the lattice and is

consistent with the Sr
� and La
� ions having nearly the same size� The fact that

the Sr atoms are not themselves displaced from the average lattice positions is in

agreement with the observation of no change in di�use scattering when scanning the

x	ray energy through the Sr K	edge resonance
 as observed by Isaacs et� al � "��#

The Cu and La atoms around Sr being at the average lattice positions rules out
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Figure ����� Sr K	edge �t results for x � ���
 �� k �b at T���K� Top� Magnitude of
the complex Fourier transform� bottom� back Fourier transform of the �tted region

of r	space�
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Figure ����� Sr K	edge �t results for x � ���
 �� � �b at T���K� Top� Magnitude of
the complex Fourier transform� bottom� back Fourier transform of the �tted region

of r	space�
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the possibility of them contributing to the observed di�use scattering
 leaving the Sr	

induced oxygen distortions
 as discussed below
 the most likely origin for the observed

di�use scattering�

��	�	 On the nature of the Sr�O��� distortions

Whereas the La	O��� distances �r � ������A and r � ������A for x � ��� at ��K� were

found to be in agreement with the di�raction results
 at least up to about x � ����

�see �g� �����
 the short and long Sr	O��� distances are found to be rs � ����������A

and rl � ����������A
 respectively� This increased splitting is the reason for the

double peak structure observed in ���r�
 �b	polarization
 at low r ����	��� �A� ��g� �����

as the signal there is due to scattering contributions from four O��� atoms and one

apical O��� atom
 the latter having a small contribution as will be discussed below

�the low r contribution to the bac polarization includes in	 plane O��� contributions
in addition to the O��� oxygens�� The presence of the increased splitting will result

in a �beat in k	space in the �rst shell signal of the �b	polarized XAFS� This can be

seen by adding two sine waves with the same amplitude A �each distance is double

degenerate� but slightly di�erent frequencies  r


A�sin�kr ( sin"�k�r ( r�#� � �����

A�sin�kr ( �sin�kr cos�kr ( cos�kr sin�k r�� �
Asin�kr"� ( cos�k r#

resulting in a modulated oscillation with a minimum ��beat� at �k r � �� For

the splitting of Sr	O��� distances obtained here
  r � �����������
 the �beat would
appear at k � ���� r� � ����A��� The �rst shell oxygen signal in the �b polarization

was obtained by subtracting from the data
 in r	space �real and imaginary parts�


the contribution of the Sr	Cu SS signal �r � ����A� as obtained in the best �t �to
account for the leakage of the Sr	Cu signal into the �rst shell region� and back Fourier

transforming the r � "���� ���#�A region to k	space� The result of this procedure is

shown in �g� ���� together with the �b	polarized FEFF� calculation of the �rst shell

signal using the average structure values for the distances corresponding to x � ���

�theory�� Debye Waller factors equal to those found in the �ts for the oxygen atoms

were added to the theory for the comparison� The �beat at � ��A�� is observed in
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Figure ����� Isolated oxygen �rst shell signal obtained by Fourier �ltering the x � ���

�b	polarized ���r� in the region r � "���� ���#�A and its comparison to the FEFF�

calculation using the average structure distances �theory�� DebyeWaller factors equal

to those found in the �ts were added to the theory for the comparison�

the data and absent in the theory
 in agreement with the measured splitting of the

Sr	O��� distances�

Whereas the longer Sr	O��� distance showed no signi�cant dependence on Sr

content
 the shorter Sr	O��� distance exhibits a small concentration dependence
 as

shown in �g� ����� In order to accommodate the changes in Sr	O��� distances while

the Sr	Cu distances remain unaltered
 the Cu	O��� bonds in the basal plane of the

CuO� octahedra involving these O��� oxygens must become distorted compared to

the average structure� These distortions are not associated with a rigid tilt of the

CuO� octahedra involved since that would have caused a related distortion of the O���

oxygens forming the apex of the CuO� octahedra and nearly coplanar with the Sr


which was not the case� The in	plane O��� oxygen positions and their concentration

dependence are also shown in �g� �����
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��	�� Implications of the Sr�O��� distortions

Based on the nature of the O��� distortions �two oxygens get closer to Sr while two

others get farther away from it� it is likely that charge redistribution e�ects around

the dopant atoms are responsible for the distortions and not a size e�ect �a uni	

form expansion�contraction of distances is not observed�� The polaronic nature of

these distortions indicate that the hole doped by the Sr atom is liberated from the

dopant atoms and is redistributed in the oxygen neighbors �and probably Cu�s since

they are highly hybridized with oxygens in the plane�
 resulting in di�erent equilib	

rium positions of the O��� atoms around the dopant site� Since the normal state of

La��xSrxCuO� displays metallic behavior in the bac orientation
 even if a signi�cant
fraction of the hole�s wave function is localized around the impurity
 it must be ex	

tended enough to result in the measured conductivity� The small changes detected

in the short Sr	O��� distance with x could re�ect changes in the hole occupation of

the O��� �px�y	Cu �dx��y� hybrids
 even though it is not obvious why similar changes

are not observed in the longer Sr	O��� distance� It should be mentioned that when a

La atom is replaced for a Sr atom the inversion symmetry about the CuO� plane is

broken and hence the O��� sites closer and further away from Sr are not equivalent

any more�

Recently
 distortions in � ��& of the Cu	O��� bonds were reported from Cu K	
edge XAFS analysis on a x � ���� sample "���#� Those distortions were attributed

to the coexistence of LTO and LTT	like stripes at low temperatures� Even though

the changes needed in the Cu	O��� distances to accommodate the distortions in the

Sr	O��� distances found here are not as big as those reported by Bianconi et� al 
 it

is estimated that Sr induces distortions in about ��& of the Cu	O��� bonds at the

given concentrations� This
 together with the lack of evidence in our analysis for a

change in tilt direction of the CuO� octahedra �the Sr	O��� distances found are not

consistent with LTT	like tilts�
 opens a new mechanism to interpret the results of

Bianconi et� al "���# as localized distortions in the basal plane of the CuO� octahedra

neighboring the Sr atoms only�

The O��� distortions can be viewed as an increased local buckling of the CuO�

plane around the Sr atoms� This type of distortion could have profound implications

for the disappearance of AF long range order of the Cu
� moments in the CuO�

planes as Sr is doped into the system� "��# In addition
 the observation that the cor	

relation length of the �D AF short range order that persists for x � ���� decreases
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Figure ����� Sr	O��� and planar Sr	O��� distances as obtained from Sr K	edge �ts

at T � ��K� The local distortions of the Sr	O��� distances are not associated with
a rigid tilt of the CuO� octahedra involved
 as seen by the absence of correlated

displacements of the planar O��� oxygens�
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nearly linearly with the average separation between holes �assuming they are doped

predominantly into the CuO� planes� "��# could indicate that the AF exchange inter	

action could not only be a�ected by hole doping into the CuO bonds "��# but also by

the related local structural distortion observed here�

The �enhanced LTO distortion of the CuO� planes next to Sr atoms probably

contributes to the stabilization of the LTO phase as the structural ground state of

La��xSrxCuO� � The calculations of Pickett et� al "��# found the LTT phase to be

slightly more stable than the LTO phase �by � �� meV per primitive unit cell�� The
ground state of the La��xSrxCuO� system is
 however
 the LTO phase� Even though

the calculations were done using unit cell parameters corresponding to La��xBaxCuO�

and a volume e�ect could be the reason of not accurately describing the situation in

the La��xSrxCuO� system
 it is possible that the stabilization energy associated with

the Sr distortions and not included in the calculation could drive the LTO phase more

stable than the LTT one� "��#

In terms of the Sr	induced LTO to HTT phase transition at low T
 it is interesting

to note that the local La	O��� distances in �g� ��� saturate at about the values found

for the Sr	O��� distances ��g� ������ It is possible that for x � ���� the concentration

of Sr is high enough for the distorted
 highly stable
 LTO domains around the Sr atoms

to constrain neighboring cells in the con�guration measured around the majority La

atoms� How these LTO domains disorder to result in the HTT long range order

measured by di�raction is not evident from these results� Probably the answer lies

in the intermediate short range order arrangement of atoms about the Sr atoms
 as

already mentioned�

��	�� The O��� apical oxygen to Sr� experimental results

Since the Sr	O��� apical SS signal at r � �����A is small
 it was not possible to

unambiguously separate the e�ect of O��� occupancy from that of disorder on the

amplitude of the SS path� As already mentioned
 it is of interest to determine the

O��� apical occupancy as it was suggested in the work of Tan et� al "��# that the O���

apical to Sr is removed upon Sr doping� To solve this question
 the Sr	O���	Cu MS

signal at r � �����A along the �b	axis was exploited� Since these MS paths are nearly
collinear
 they are not so sensitive to the disorder of the focusing atom �O���� �see

appendxix C� but their phase and amplitude are extremely sensitive to the presence

of the intervening O��� focusing atom� "��# Figure ���� shows �b	polarized FEFF�
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Table ����� Fit results to �b polarized data in the region r � "���� ���# where Sr	O���	

Cu MS paths contribute to the XAFS� Fits were done with and without the presence

of the O��� apical oxygen for x � ������ ��� at ��K�  r is the change in distance

relative to the average structure value of the Sr	Cu SS path� r � ������A�

Model ���  r��A� 	���A��

With O��� ��� ������ � ����� ����������

Without O��� ��� ����� � ����� ������ ����

calculation of the Sr	O���	Cu MS paths as compared to the calculation when the

O��� intervening atom is removed� The three SS oxygen paths at r � ��A shown in
table ���� are also included in the plot in both cases
 even though their contribution

is small compared to that of the MS paths� Atomic positions correspond to their

average values for x � ��� at ��K� "��# Signi�cant di�erences exist in both amplitude

and phases�

After setting all other parameters to their best �t values
 �ts were performed for

the �b	polarized data in the region of r	space that includes the MS paths of interest


r � "���� ���#� Comparisons were made between �ts obtained when the apical O���

is in place �MS contributes
 model �� with the one obtained when the O��� atom

is absent as proposed in the literature "��# �only Sr	Cu SS contributes
 model ���

Table ���� summarizes the comparison� When O��� is present a factor of � ���

improvement in ��� is obtained� The statistical signi�cance of this improvement is

questionable
 as NI � � and NP � � resulting in �� (
p
���� � ��� and hence the

two �ts are barely one standard deviation apart� What is more important
 however


is the physical parameters obtained� The smaller 	� needed for the theory in model

� compensates for the smaller amplitude of this model as shown in �g� ����� The

very large
 unphysical change in distance �relative to the average structure values of

x � ��� at ��K� is about the right size to partially compensate for the total phase

change between the two models ��g� ������ This results indicate that the O��� apical

is present in the lattice�

As already mentioned
 the nearly collinear MS paths are not so sensitive to the

disorder of the intervening O��� atom� In order to obtain this information and to

check that indeed the O��� site is fully occupied
 the structural parameters of the Sr	
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Figure ����� FEFF� calculation of the Sr	O���	Cu MS paths at r � �����A with

and without the O��� apical oxygen� Three SS oxygen paths at r � ��A listed in
table ���� are also included in both cases� Magnitude �top� and real part �bottom�

of the Fourier transform are shown� Atomic positions used correspond to x � ��� at

��K�
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O��� SS path and the Sr	O���	Cu MS paths were re�ned in a self	consistent manner

to determine the O��� apical occupancy
 position and disorder� For this purpose


the amplitude of the Sr	O��� SS path and the Sr	O���	Cu DS and TS paths was

multiplied � via an �e�ective S�
	 in FEFFIT� by a variable
 weighting coe�cient
 z


that was re�ned by �tting the two regions of r	space simultaneously �note that z is

not exactly the same as the occupancy of the O��� atom but a probability weight

of the actual theoretical path being used in the �t� this is equivalent to a linear

interpolation between the two extremes� no apical versus full occupancy��

A value of z � �������� was found in the �t
 corroborating that the O��� apical to
Sr is fully occupied �within uncertainties�� Initially a Gaussian disorder was assumed

and found for the Sr	O��� apical bond to be 	� � ���� � �����A�
 compared to a

	� � ���������A� found for La	O��� �table ����� A Sr	O��� distance r � ���� � ����A
was obtained instead of the r � �����A found for La	O��� apical ��g� ���� and in

the di�raction studies� "��# The large uncertainties arise because a Gaussian disorder

is a bad model for the Sr	O��� apical bond
 as discussed below� The distance and

	� obtained for the Sr	O���	Cu MS paths
 however
 are within �����A and ������A�


respectively
 the same as for La	O���	Cu as obtained from the La XAFS
 and in

agreement with the average structure
 indicating the the displacement of the O���

apical oxygen is mostly along the �b axis and hence does not a�ect the total path

length of the MS paths
 as schematically represented in �g� �����

A striking feature is the order of magnitude greater disorder of the O��� atom

compared to that of the surrounding Cu and Sr atoms in �g� ����� This is quite

unusual since for a constant potential between O��� and its neighbors one would ex	

pect a �uctuating force from the large 	� which would increase the 	� between the

Sr and Cu atoms� A possible explanation is that the potential sensed by the O���

atom is not constant but is �uctuating depending on the hole occupation at the Cu

site� This �uctuation causes the O��� to �uctuate between inequivalent equilibrium

sites
 and thus does not displace the Cu and Sr atoms� Because XAFS cannot distin	

guish between a dynamic �uctuation and a static distribution of sites
 an alternative

explanation would be the existence of inequivalent Sr sites with di�erent static O���

equilibrium positions�

To test this assumption the O��� apical signal was isolated from the data by

subtracting
 from the data in r	space �real and imaginary parts�
 the contribution of

all other paths as obtained in the best �t and back Fourier transforming to k	space the
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Figure ����� Schematic representation of the SS and MS paths used to accurately

determine te occupancy of the O��� apical oxygen to Sr�

r � "���� ���#�A region of r	space� A comparison of the �tted O��� apical contribution

to the isolated signal showed that a single distance and a 	� were not enough
 at

low x
 to �t the O��� apical XAFS
 as shown in �g� ����� On the other hand
 by

�tting the isolated signal with a two	site model
 a factor of � ���� �� improvement
was obtained for x � ������ ���
 respectively
 even though the degrees of freedom were

reduced by two additional parameters �a splitting and the relative occuncy of the two

sites�� A signi�cant concentration dependence was found for the O��� signal
 with

the improvement in ��� obtained in the two site model decreasing with x to become

a factor of � � at x � ��� �see �g� ����� and negligible at the highest Sr content of
x � �����

Figure ���� summarizes the results obtained by �tting the O��� signal with a single

distance and a 	�� Figure ���� summarizes the results of the two site model� A single

	� was re�ned for both sites in the two site model and found at 	� � �����������A�


the uncertainty including the small
 random
 variation with x� Obviously a correlation

exists between the changes observed in 	� obtained in the single site model with the

changes in relative occupation of the double site model� The splitting of the two site

model
 however
 is independent of Sr content�
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Figure ����� Fits to the isolated O��� signal with single site and double site models�

The improvement of the double site model decreases with x
 in agreement with the

changes in site occupancy shown in �g� ����
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It is important to note that in addition to these two models
 a third model was

consider in which anharmonicity was added to the single site potential� This however


resulted in no improvement to the �t
 as expected due to the large broadening of the

single site model�

To further test this model the temperature dependence of the x � ��� sample

at T����K
 ���K was studied� Whereas the mean	squared disorder in all other

distances can be described by harmonic Einstein oscillators
 the big 	� of the Sr	O���

bond obtained in the single site model does not show any appreciable temperature

dependence� A harmonic potential would have led
 at ���K
 to a 	� � ten times
larger than the measured value� This is inconsistent with a single site
 harmonic

potential for the O��� but consistent with the two site model whose overall disorder

arises predominantly from the nearly temperature independent splitting of the two

sites�

��	�� The O��� apical oxygen to Sr� discussion

Whereas a split apical oxygen site has been observed in several High Tc compounds

"���$���#
 the discovery of such a lattice anomaly only at a dopant site is di�erent �no

evidence was found for a double site O��� con�guration about the La atoms�� This

result indicates that hole doping induced by Sr coexists with local lattice distortions


i�e�
 the Sr hole is a polaron
 which could de�ne a more active role for Sr in the

mechanism of high Tc superconductivity�

The implications of the O��� apical distortion are many� In terms of the di�use

scattering intensity observed along c� cuts � b� in the notation here� of reciprocal

space "��
��# at low Sr content
 the XAFS results clearly indicate that at low x only

the O��� apical and O��� oxygens around the Sr atoms are signi�cantly displaced

from their average lattice sites� In addition
 the local displacements of these oxy	

gens are mostly along the �b	axis and therefore they are the most likely origin for the

observed di�use scattering� For example
 for x � ����� the O��� apical distribution

can be described with an e�ective �b	axis displacement �relative to the average struc	

ture position� of  r � ������ ������ ���� ( ������ ������ ���� � �����A �each site
weighted by its population� and an additional rms broadening of � ��� � ���� � the

distance between sites � ����A� resulting in a �b	axis rms deviation from the average
structure hu�bi��� w �����A� This is a signi�cant contribution to the hu�bi��� w ����A
rms displacement estimated in the di�use scattering studies� "��# Additional contribu	
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mean square	disorder �top� and the site distance �bottom� are shown as a function

of Sr content�
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tions are expected from the O��� atoms� The question remains whether the observed

distortions here can account for the magnitude and the symmetry of the observed

di�use scattering� Preliminary calculations "���# show that the oxygen distortions

found here give the right order of magnitude for the observed di�use scattering
 but

more accurate calculations are needed to answer this question quantitatively�

The continuous decrease in the normal state �b	axis resistivity with Sr doping
 with

the associated change from �insulating to �metallic �b	axis behavior at about x �
���� ���� "��$��# could be related to the observed O��� apical distortion� Electronic
structure calculations "���# show a signi�cant contribution of O��� derived O �pz

orbitals �hybridized with Cu �d�z��r�� to the total density of states at the Fermi

level� Since the coupling between planes along the �b	axis is mediated by the O���

atoms
 the role of these orbitals in �b axis conductivity is essential� The importance of

these orbitals for the transport properties increases with Sr
 as XANES measurements

show "��# that the ratio of dopant	induced O��� �pz to O��� �px�y holes increases

with doping� The increase in O��� �pz character of the doped holes with Sr can

qualitatively explain
 by itself
 the decrease in resistivity with doping along the �b

axis� It is unavoidable
 however
 not to try to correlate the changes in occupation of

the two O��� apical sites observed here with the observed changes in hole population�

At low x the �b	axis exhibits �insulating behavior
 indicating that the fraction of holes

with O��� �pz character are highly localized around the dopant atoms� �Metallic

behavior is observed in the bac plane even for x � �����
 indicating the hole component
in the O��� �px�y	Cu �dx��y� hybrids is more delocalized� A static polaronic distortion

of the lattice is expected as a result of charge localization� It is tempting to associate

the two site apical distortion as being a lattice response to the presence of two type of

holes
 the larger distortion ���������� � ����A� corresponding to the highly localized
O��� �pz hole and the smaller one ����� � ���� � ����A� corresponding to the more
delocalized
 O��� �px�y holes� As Sr content increases and the O��� �pz �O��� �px�y�

orbital character of the hole increases �decreases�
 so does the population of the

correspondent site increases �decreases��

It is suggested by Victor Polinger "���# that the two di�erent sites could result

from hole induced enhanced Jahn�Teller �EJT� and anti Jahn�Teller �AJT� e�ects

at the Cu site neighboring the Sr
 resulting from the Cu �dx��y� and Cu �d�z��r�

orbital character of the doped holes� As shown in �g� ��� of the introduction
 the

JT elongation of the CuO� octahedra in pure La�CuO� �Cu �d�� results from the



���

di�erent occupations of the x� � y� and �z� � r� orbitals� If a hole with �z� � r�

character is added
 the elongation is no longer favorable and an AJT e�ect results

in a contraction of the Cu	O��� distance �elongation of the Sr	O��� distance�� By

comparison to La�NiO� for which the Ni ions are not JT ions
 a � ����A contraction
is expected �see table ����
 in agreement with the longer Sr	O��� distance obtained

here� If a hole with x�� y� character is introduced
 it is suggested by �g� ��� that an

even larger JT elongation of the CuO� octahedra �EJT� will occur� An estimation

of this e�ect as calculated by Polinger et� al "���# is in good agreement with the

observed shorter Sr	O��� distance
 providing an appealing explanation for the origin

of the two sites
 even though a complete understanding of the x dependence of the

two site population is lacking at present�

Finally
 concomitant with the �b	axis distortion of the O��� apical oxygen
 corre	

lated displacements of neighboring
 coplanar O��� and La atoms were found� Fig	

ure ���� summarizes the pattern of displacements induced by the presence of Sr�

The Sr	O��� oxygen distances at r � �����A and r � �����A are changed from their

average structure values by ����� � �����A and ����� � �����A
 respectively� The
Sr	La distances at r � �����A and �����A show small changes of ���� � �����A and
������ � �����A
 respectively� Since for these size of atomic displacements only the
change in radial distance is obtained and not the direction of the displacements
 the

arrows in �g� ���� are intended as an approximate representation of the actual atomic

displacements�
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are intended as an approximate representation of the orientation of the actual atomic

displacements�



Chapter �

XAFS MEASUREMENTS OF La��xBaxCuO� � ANALYSIS

AND RESULTS

In this chapter the local structural ground state of La��xBaxCuO� is determined

by La
 Ba and Cu K	edge polarized XAFS for x � ������ ���� at T���K� The com	

bined data reveal a disordered low temperature tetragonal �LTT� ground state
 with

Ba	induced disorder extending as far as ��A and resulting in a di�erent tilt con�gu	

ration of the CuO� octahedra near the dopant sites� The very di�erent distortions

around Ba as compared to those found for Sr in La��xSrxCuO� 
 are most likely the

microscopic origin for the occurrence of the LTT phase in the former� The local tilt

angle of the CuO� octahedra

p
h��i
 averaged over all Cu sites is found to be � �h�i


with h�i being the tilt angle measured by di�raction techiques based on the long range
order
 average atomic positions� This result
 together with no signi�cant di�erences

in the local atomic displacements of x � ����� and x � ���� samples
 put strong con	

straints on models based on charge density wave formation and instead could favor a

density of states e�ect being at the basis of Tc suppression for x � ������

	�� La K�edge measurements

����� Experimental results

In contrast to the La��xSrxCuO� system
 the La��xBaxCuO� system undergoes an

additional phase transformation when cooling below about � ��K to a low temper	

ature tetragonal �LTT� phase
 as shown in �g� ���� Since high Tc superconductivity

coexists with this new structural modi�cation
 it is of interest to determine whether

superconductivity is a�ected by the appearance of the new structural ground state�

in particular whether an interplay between the structural modi�cation and supercon	

ductivity is at the basis of Tc suppression at x � ������ A review of some current ideas

regarding this interplay together with experimental evidence in favor of an �anoma	

lous LTT ground state are given in chapter �� It is then desired to obtain as much
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detail as possible about the nature of the LTT structural ground state
 especially in

the short length scales relevant to superconductivity�

Some details about the LTT structure are given in chapter �� The space group

is P���ncm and lattice parameters and atomic positions as determined by neutron

di�raction "��# are given in table ���� In this notation
 the long axis of the unit

cell coincides with the �c	axis� Since neutron di�raction was not performed on the

actual samples used here and some variations are reported in the literature for the

average structure of fully oxygenated samples "��
 ��# �variations in interatomic dis	

tances � �����A�
 the XAFS results are compared to two di�erent average structure

studies� "��
 ��# As discussed before
 the superconducting transition temperature Tc

obtained for the x � ����� sample is consistent with an oxygen de�ciency � � �����

�in La��xBaxCuO����� The structural changes associated with such a small oxygen

de�ciency were studied by Takayama et� al "��#
 and result in changes in interatomic

distances � ������A� XAFS results are then compared to di�raction results of fully

oxygenated samples�

Figure ��� shows the LTT structure together with some near neighboring inter	

atomic distances� The di�erent tilt direction of the CuO� octahedra in the LTT phase

�tilts are about h���i
 Bmab representation� i�e� about the direction of the Cu	O����	

Cu bonds� results in the very di�erent arrangement of La	O���
 La	O��� and La	La

distances shown in �g� ���
 as compared to the LTO distances shown in �g� ���� In

terms of XAFS
 the La site is therefore the most sensitive to the change in tilt direc�

tion of the CuO� octahedra� Since the tilts are centered on the Cu atoms
 Cu XAFS

is nearly insensitive to changes in tilt direction
 even in MS since the magnitude of

the tilt angles involved is rather small �� � � ��� and about the same in LTO and
LTT ground states� Therefore
 ascribing changes in local distances obtained from Cu

XAFS to changes in tilt direction of the CuO� octahedra
 as it is done sometimes in

the literature "���#
 is speculative unless the suggested distortions can be con�rmed

from La XAFS�

Polarized XAFS results at the LaK	edge of La��xBaxCuO� with x � ������ ���� at

T���K are described here� Measurements were done in transmission using a Si�����

double crystal monochromator and details about the experimental setup
 including

sample preparation and characterization are given in chapters �' �� Polarized mea	

surements were taken by rotating the �c	axis magnetically aligned powder relative to

the electric �eld vector of the synchrotron radiation�
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Figure ���� Schematic representation of the LTT structure� In the P���ncm rep	

resentation
 the vertical axis is the �c axis and the a axis is perpendicular to the

plane of the paper� The La	O and planar La	La interatomic distances are shown

for x � ����� as obtained from neutron di�raction at T���K� "��# Degeneracies are

shown in parenthesis�
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Figure ���� La K edge in La�����Ba	����CuO� at T���K
 �c	polarization

The data analysis is performed in the same way described for the La��xSrxCuO�

system� Figure ��� shows La K	edge data on the x � ����� sample at T���K with

�� k �c� The �embedded atom background function as determined by AUTOBK with
the parameters shown in table ��� is also shown� Figure ��� shows reproducibility

scans for x � ����� in both polarization conditions�

FEFF� calculations were performed using the atomic coordinates of the average

structure for x � ����� at T���K as determined in the neutron di�raction work of

Katano et� al� "��# Since the small di�erences in lattice parameters of x � ����� and

x � ���� samples result in changes in the average interatomic distances of � ������A

"��#
 the same theoretical standards were used in the analysis of the x � ���� data�

FEFF� calculations were performed for the di�erent polarization conditions and the

data is analyzed by �tting the two polarizations simultaneously and constraining the

structural parameters of the scattering paths that contribute to both polarizations to

be the same
 as described for the La��xSrxCuO� system�

Table ��� lists the SS scattering paths that were found to contribute signi�cantly
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Table ���� Parameters used for the background removal shown in �g� ���� Fourier

components are minimized in the region "�� rbkg#� Fourier transform k	weight
 range

and Hanning window sill widths are also shown�

E	 �KeV� rbkg��A� kmin��A��� kmax��A��� kw dk��A���

������ ��� ��� �� � ���

Scan �
Scan �x � ������ T���K� �� k �c

k	
A���

k
�
	
k
�
	

 A
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Figure ���� k��k� reproducibility data for La�����Ba	����CuO� at T���K� Left� �c	

polarization� right� in	plane
 caa	polarization
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to the La K	edge XAFS in the r � "���� ���# �tted region of r	space
 together with

the half path length
 re�
 the path degeneracy and the polarization in which they

contribute to the XAFS� The c subscript indicates the position of the absorbing atom

along the scattering path� Table ��� contains equivalent information for MS paths

�DS
 TS� together with the SS paths of nearly the same length� Only nearly collinear

MS paths were found to signi�cantly contribute to the XAFS in the r	space region

of interest�

The modeling of the data was done using similar constraints to the ones described

for the La��xSrxCuO� system and hence only deviations from that model are described

here� Initially the three di�erent distances corresponding to La	O��� and La	O����

were varied independently but constrained to be the same in both polarizations �the

polarization dependence of the path�s amplitude is included in the theory�� Due to

the small splitting in these distances
 varying the three distances independently re	

sulted in large correlations between the short and long distances and their 	� value�

This is expected
 since the small
 symmetric splitting can be well approximated by

an e�ective average distance together with an increase in 	� of � ������� �A� �in other

words the �beating in k	space due to a � �����A splitting will be at k � ���A��
 far

outside the k	space region analyzed
 and hence a 	� can compensate for the decay of

the envelope quite well
 see eq� ����� Since the tilt	induced motion of the O��� atoms

above and below the CuO� planes results in a nearly equal contraction�expansion

of the La	O��� distances relative to the La	O���� one �within ������A�
 the La	O����

distance was varied together with half the splitting of the La	O��� distances  
 i�e�


La�O���short � La�O����� and La�O���long � La�O����( � The magnitude

of this splitting is an indirect measurement of the magnitude of the tilt angle� Ini	

tially a di�erent 	� was varied for La	"O���
O����# and La	O��� bonds� Their values

were found the same �within uncertainties� �������� �����A� and ������� �������A�


respectively� with the large uncertainty in the 	� of the La	"O���
O����# bonds due

to the correlation with  mentioned above� Therefore a single 	� was re�ned for all

La	O SS bonds
 breaking the correlations in addition to resulting in an improved ����

Random substitution of Ba at the La�Ba site was treated in the same way as

described for the La��xSrxCuO� system� The concentration of Ba could not be de	

termined from the �ts as the Ba and La atoms have nearly the same backscattering

amplitudes �Z���
��
 respectively� coupled to the small Ba signal� The scattering

paths involving La�Ba backscatterers were weighted by their relative nominal con	
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Table ���� Theoretical SS photoelectron paths found to signi�cantly contribute to

the experimental XAFS signal in r � "���� ���#� Values for interatomic distances

correspond to the average structure of x � ����� at ��K� "��#

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Polarization

Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� �c

Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
 �c
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	O��

��	Lac ����� ���� �c
 caa
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
 �c
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	Cu	Lac ����� ���� �c
 caa
Lac	Cu	Lac ����� ���� �c
 caa
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� �c

Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� �c
 caa
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	O���	Lac ���� ���� caa
Lac	O���	Lac ���� ���� caa
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	O����	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	O����	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� caa
Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� �c

Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� �c

Lac	O����	Lac ����� ���� �c
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Table ���� Theoretical MS photoelectron paths �and SS paths of nearly the same

length� that were found to signi�cantly contribute to the experimental XAFS signal

in r � "���� ���#� Values for the interatomic distances correspond to x � ����� at

��K� "��#

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Type Polarization

Lac	Cu	Lac ����� ���� SS �c

Lac	Cu	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS �c

Lac	O���	Cu	O���	Lac ����� ���� TS �c

Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� SS �c
 caa
Lac	La	O����	Lac ����� ���� DS �c
 caa
Lac	O����	La	O����	Lac ����� ���� TS �c
 caa
Lac	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS �c
 caa
Lac	O���	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� TS hatc
caa
Lac	La	Lac ����� ���� SS caa
Lac	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� DS caa
Lac	O���	Lac	O���	Lac ����� ���� TS caa
Lac	O���	La	O���	Lac ����� ���� TS caa
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Table ���� Fourier transform parameters and �tting region of r	space for the �ts

shown in �gs� "���	 ���#� Hanning window sills width �dk� and k	weight �kw� also

shown�

kmin��A��� kmax��A��� dk��A��� kw rmin��A� rmax��A�

��� ���� ��� � ��� ���

centrations
 i�e�
 y � ���x��� and x��� Fit results for both x � ����� and x � ���� at
T���K in both polarizations are shown in �gs� "���	 ���#� Fourier transform param	

eters used in the �ts are shown in table ���� The results of the �ts are summarized

in tables ���' ���� The value of S�
	 � ���� � ���� found in the �ts is consistent with

the value obtained in the La K	edge �ts of the La��xSrxCuO� system
 as expected

�see table ����� The overall agreement with the average atomic positions found in

the di�raction studies is quite good� Some interesting observations
 however
 can be

made�

As already mentioned
 the splitting in La	O��� and planar La	O��� distances is

related to the magnitude of the tilt angle� The splitting in La	O��� distances obtained

is  � ����� � ������A
 as compared to the values of �����A and ������A found by
Katano "��# and Takayama "��#
 respectively� For the planar La	O���
 a splitting

of  � ����� � ����� is found compared to the values of ������A and ������A of
the di�raction studies� Even though the La	O��� splitting is slightly larger than the

di�raction value it can not be assigned to an increase in rigid tilt since a correspondent

increase in La	O��� splitting is not observed�

����� Discussion

Most notable are the larger 	� values obtained for SS La	O and MS La	O���	Cu paths

�table ���� as compared to their values in La��xSrxCuO� �table ����� Since a similar

vibrational zero point motion is expected in La��xBaxCuO� and La��xSrxCuO� due

to their similar interatomic distances �as seen from the majority La atoms�
 this

is most likely an indication that static disorder is present in the structure
 mostly

a�ecting the oxygen atoms as the 	��s obtained for SS La	La and SS La	Cu compare

well to their values in La��xSrxCuO� � The presence of microscopic static disorder in

La��xBaxCuO� could account for the lower and broader superconducting transition
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Table ���� Fit results for interatomic distances in x � ������ ���� samples at

T���K as obtained from La K	edge polarized XAFS� Neutron di�raction results

from two di�erent groups "��
 ��# on fully oxygenated x � ����� samples are

listed for comparison �see text for average structure dependence on x and oxy	

genation�� ��� and R quality of �t factors also shown� S�
	 � ���� � ���� and

	�mm � ��������A� is the McMaster correction used� The degrees of freedom in

the �ts
 � � �NI � NP � � ��� � ��� � ��� Paths are indicated by atom at end of
path�

Katano Takayama x � ����� x � ����

O��� apical ����� ������ ��������� ���������

O��� short ����� ����� ��������� ���������

O���� middle ����� ����� �������� ���������

O��� long ����� ����� ��������� ���������

O��� planar ����� ����� ��������� ���������

O��� planar ����� ����� ��������� ���������

Cu short ����� ����� �������� ��������

Cu long ����� ����� �������� ��������

La apical ����� ����� �������� ��������

La planar ����� ����� ��������� ���������

La planar ����� ����� �������� ��������

La planar ����� ����� ��������� ���������

La ����� ����� �������� ��������

CuMS ����� ����� ��������� ���������

��� ���� ����

R ����� �����



���

Table ���� XAFS Debye	Waller factors �in �A�� as obtained from La K	edge XAFS

on La��xBaxCuO� with x � ������ ����� Paths are indicated by atom at the end of

scattering path�

x � ����� x � ����

O ���������� ���������

Cu ��������� ����������

La ��������� ���������

��th ���������� ����������

CuMS ���������� ����������

LaMS ��������� ���������

temperatures of this system as compared to the closely related La��xSrxCuO� �

The presence of disorder in the La	O���	Cu distance can be directly seen in the

data
 by comparing to the La K	edge measurement on the Sr	doped system� Fig	

ure ��� shows the real part of ���r� for La K	edge
 �c	polarized data
 for Sr	doped

�x � ������ and Ba	doped �x � ������ samples at T����K
 ��K�
 respectively� Even

though the two systems crystallize in di�erent phases at low temperature
 their struc	

tures
 as seen from the La K�edge� c�polarized XAFS are very similar
 partly because

the magnitude of the CuO� octahedra tilt angle is nearly the same in both LTO

and LTT structures "��
 ��# �as already mentioned
 most of the di�erences between

LTO and LTT are seen in the bab polarized XAFS�� Fig� ��� also shows �c	polarized

La K	edge FEFF� calculations corresponding to the average structures of the two

samples that are compared� The FEFF� calculation is done using the actual lattice

parameters and atomic coordinates for the relevant concentrations� All paths below

re� � ����A which have signi�cant amplitude are included in the theoretical plots


which have no corrections for thermal or static disorder �di�erences in the theoretical

plots are due to di�erences in LTO and LTT phases in addition to the slightly di�er	

ent lattice parameters� Ba	doped has a longer c	axis�� It is evident that the XAFS

signal at about r � ����A is strongly suppressed in the Ba	doped sample
 where the
main contribution to the signal comes from the La	O���	Cu MS paths�

As will be shown from Ba K	edge XAFS results
 Ba induces big local atomic

displacements in neighboring oxygen atoms and beyond
 which can account for most
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Figure ���� Real part of the complex Fourier transforms of Sr	doped �x � �����


T���K� and Ba	doped �x � �����
 T���K� La K	edge
 �c	polarized XAFS data

�top� and their respective FEFF� calculations �bottom� using the relevant average

structures found by di�raction� The FEFF� calculations are not corrected for thermal

or static disorder� The larger than expected disorder in the La	O���	Cu MS signal of

the Ba	doped sample is evident�



���

of the observed static disorder
 including the one observed in the La	O���	Cu signal�

Other deviations from the average structure include a systematically shorter La	O���

apical distance and a discrepancy in a planar La	La distance� Beside comparing lo	

cal and average atomic positions
 it is also of interest here to determine di�erences

between the two di�erent values of x� The only measurable di�erences outside un	

certainties are an elongation with x of the apical La	La distance and a shortening

of a planar La	La distance with x� Part of these changes are expected due to the

elongation �contraction� of the �c �baa� axis with Ba� "��# A shortening of the La	CuMS

distance with x is observed
 but the uncertainty is too large to conclude� Even though

the 	��s for both values of x are within uncertainties of each other
 systematically

larger 	� values are observed for the x � ���� sample� A more complete discussion of

these results is postponed until after the Ba K	edge results on the same samples are

presented in the next section�

	�� Ba K�edge measurements

����� Experimental results

Measurements at the Ba K	edge were performed on samples from the same batch

used in the La K	edge measurements� Samples of di�erent thickness were prepared

in order to optimize the signal of interest
 as discussed in chapter �� The same

Si����� double crystal monochromator used for the La measurements was used here�

Figure ��� shows Ba K	edge �E������ eV� absorption data for the x � ����� sample

at ��K in both polarization conditions� The data have been normalized by the edge

step� The background function obtained with the parameters shown in table ��� is

also shown� Figure ���� shows reproducibility scans for both samples�

As already discussed
 if Ba substitutes for La in the lattice without distortions in

the neighboring atomic environment
 the La and Ba K	edge XAFS should be very

similar� For the case at hand the core	hole lifetime is nearly the same for both central

atoms as is the central atom phase shift
 so a direct comparison can be made� This

is done in �g� ���� where the XAFS of the La and Ba K	edges are compared in both

polarizations� Both x � ����� and x � ���� are included in the plots� Whereas the

two di�erent concentrations are nearly the same in both edges
 the two central atoms

show very di�erent XAFS
 a strong indication that Ba induces major distortions in

its atomic environment�
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Figure ���� Ba K	edge absorption data in La��xBaxCuO� for x � ����� at T���K�

Both polarization conditions are shown
 together with the background function ob	

tained with the parameters in table ����
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Table ���� Parameters used for the background removal shown in �g� ���� Fourier

components are minimized in the region "�� rbkg#� Fourier transform k	weight
 range

and Hanning window sill widths are also shown�

E	 �KeV� rbkg��A� kmin��A��� kmax��A��� kw dk��A���

������ ��� ��� ���� � ���
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Figure ����� k��k� reproducibility data for x � ������ ���� in La��xBaxCuO� at

T���K� Left� x � �����
 �c	polarization� right� x � ����
 in	plane
 caa	polarization
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Figure ����� Comparison between La and Ba K	edge ��k� in La��xBaxCuO� with

x � ������ ���� at T���K� Whereas no noticeable di�erences exist between the two

di�erent concentrations
 major di�erences exist between La and Ba central atoms


indicating the presence of lattice distortions around the later�



���

The two polarized XAFS spectra are re�ned simultaneously
 as described above�

Initially the same LTT model used in �tting the La K	edge data was used in the

�ttings here� This resulted in extremely poor �ts as the model did not have enough

freedom to reproduce the data� Two major constraints of the LTT model turned out

to be unreallistic for describing the Ba environment� the nearly equal shortening and

elongation of the Ba	O��� distances relative to the Ba	O���� one and the existence

of only two
 double degenerate
 Ba	O��� planar distances� As Ba
� has a formal

ionic radius of rBa � �����A compared to the r � �����A of La
�
 it is expected that

substituting Ba at the La site will result in local expansion of the lattice around

the dopant� For example
 the Ba	O interatomic distance in purely ionic BaO is

r � �����A "���#
 much larger than the La	O���
 La	O���� distances found in the La K	

edge studies� Whereas simple arguments based on ionic radii are not necessarily valid

�coordination numbers
 structural geometry
 charge transfer and partial covalency
 all

contribute to deviations from the simple picture�
 those can give a �rst hint on the

nature of the expected distortions�

Based on this argument
 the local structure was subsequently �tted with an LTO

model� not because of its closeness to the expected local structure but because the

distribution of distances in the LTO model is expected to have more freedom to

successfully described the Ba distortions� For this purpose
 the LTO atomic positions

of the x � ����� sample at T����K
 as found in the di�raction studies "��# were used

for the FEFF� calculation� Using this model as the initial guess
 great improvements

were obtained in the �t of the near neighboring oxygen atoms� For the longer distances

the FEFF� theoretical standards of the LTT model were used� Fits obtained this way

are shown in �gs� "����	 ����#� Structural parameters obtained for both samples are

summarized in table "���' ���#�

����� Discussion

As shown in table ���
 a large expansion of interatomic distances is observed around

the dopant� For example
 the Ba	O��� apical distance is expanded by r � �����A and
a weighted average of the Ba	O��� distances results in  r � �����A� This is consistent
with the � ����A di�erence in ionic radii between Ba
� and La
�� The strain �eld
associated with the larger Ba
� ion extends far beyond the �rst shell oxygen atoms�

Due to the large anisotropy of the structure together with the expectation that some

of the Ba	induced displacements will be correlated �e�g�
 the somewhat rigidity of
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ����� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� k �c
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ����� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� � �c
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ���� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� k �c
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ���� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� � �c
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Table ���� Fit results for interatomic distances �in �A� for x � ������ ���� samples

at T���K as obtained from Ba K	edge polarized XAFS� Degeneracies are shown

in parenthesis� ��� and R quality of �t factors also shown� S�
	 � ���� � ���� and

	�mm � ��������A
� is the McMaster correction used� The degrees of freedom in the

�ts
 � � �NI �NP � � ��� � ��� � ��� Paths are indicated by atom at end of path�

x � ����� x � ����

O��� apical ��������� ���������

O��� ���� ��������� ���������

O��� ���� ��������� ���������

O��� planar ���� ��������� ���������

O��� planar ���� ��������� ���������

O��� planar ���� ��������� ���������

Cu ���� �������� ��������

Cu ���� �������� ��������

La apical ���� �������� ��������

La planar ���� ��������� ���������

La planar ���� ��������� ��������

La planar ���� ��������� ��������

La ���� �������� ��������

CuMS ��������� ���������

��� ���� ����

R ����� �����
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Table ���� XAFS Debye	Waller factors �in �A�� as obtained from Ba K	edge XAFS

on La��xBaxCuO� with x � ������ ����� Paths are indicated by atom at the end of

scattering path�

x � ����� x � ����

O ���������� ����������

Cu ��������� ���������

La ��������� ���������

CuMS ��������� ���������

LaMS ���������� ����������

the CuO� octahedra could result in correlated motions of O��� and O��� atoms� in

addition correlated displacements of nearly coplanar La and O��� atoms are expected

due to ionic forces�
 the strain �eld is not expected to be isotropic� This is clearly

seen from the results� e�g�
 some Ba	O��� planar distances are in close agreement with

their La	O��� values� Despite the observed deviations from isotropic displacements
 a

somewhat reasonable approximation to the strain �eld can be obtained by weighted

averages of the displacements within di�erent shells of atoms� This is shown in

�g� ����
 where the magnitude of the local atomic displacements versus distance

from the Ba central atom is shown
 after a weighted average within each shell is

performed� The averaged displacements were �tted with functional forms A�r���


and the coe�cients obtained in the �ts are included in the plot with the hope that

someone with a better understanding of elastic theory than the writer would make

use of the information� "���#

First
 attention is directed to the Ba	O��� apical distortion� Since Ba substitutes

for La in the lattice
 di�raction techniques yield an average La�Ba	O��� apical dis	

tance� Appropriately weighting the La	O��� and Ba	O��� distances measured by La

and Ba K	edge XAFS by their relative concentrations yields

�� � x

�
��La�O���� ( �

x

�
��Ba�O���� �

	
������������A� x � ������

�����������A� x � ���� �����

in very good agreement with the ���������A value measured by di�raction� "��
��#
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Figure ����� Magnitude of the local atomic displacements induced by Ba substitution

as function of distance from Ba� Displacements are weighted	averaged within each

shell and are plotted versus the weighted	averaged shell distances� Fits to A��r����

functional forms are shown�
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The four O��� atoms in the CuO� planes are all displaced outward from the Ba atoms


with a weighted	average displacement of � �����A� Since in this structure another
La�Ba site exists with mirror symmetry about the CuO� planes �see �g� ����
 this

expansion results in a contraction of La	O��� distances of about the same size �only

nearby a Ba�� Assuming random substitution
 the probability of having the two

La�Ba sites occupied by La is PLa�La � ��������� � ����� while the probability of

having one site being La and the other Ba is PLa�Ba � ����������������� � �������

A La XAFS measurements would give a weighted average of La environments with

and without a neighboring Ba� This could explain the systematically shorter La	

"O���
O����# distances obtained from the La K	edge XAFS
 as La�O��� � ����� �
x ( ������ � ����� � ����� � ����� � x � �����A
 in better agreement with the

di�raction value �weighted averages of O��� distances were used�� Di�raction will

be insensitive to the distortions in La	O��� distances next to a Ba atom as they are

random with no periodic component� its e�ect will be partially accommodated by the

re�ned disorder of the O��� atoms� Since the La K	edge data was modeled with the

constraint of a local LTT structure without accounting for the �����& contribution of

the Ba distortions above mentioned
 a bigger than expected 	� was obtained for the

La	O distances to partially accommodate the bad model� Assuming the vibrational

zero point motion is the same as that obtained in La��xSrxCuO� �	� � ������A��
 the

additional static disorder not included in the model results in a total disorder for the

La	O��� distances of 	� � �����������(�������"������������(�����# � �������A�


which accounts for most of the increased disorder observed in the La	O distances �see

table ����� Since the CuO� octahedra are coupled by the vertexes
 this is only a

lower estimate of the unaccounted for static disorder in the La XAFS
 as coupled

distortions of O��� atoms in the neighboring cells are expected�

It is important to notice that the large distortion of the O��� atoms results in an

increased local buckling of the CuO� planes nearby Ba atoms� Since Ba is randomly

substituted in the lattice
 this extra buckling will also be random with components

along both ��c� Since the correspondent distortions of the O��� atoms are also random

they will not contribute to the intensity of Bragg peaks and therefore will be unnoticed

in standard di�raction experiments� Since the average buckling angle is determined

by di�raction from the average
 periodic
 O��� atomic positions
 the random local

displacements of O��� atoms next to Ba average out to zero over long range and

therefore they don�t contribute to the measurement of buckling as obtained in the



���

di�raction experiments� Since neighboring CuO� octahedra are coupled by their

vertexes
 it is possible that the large O��� displacements next to Ba along ��c will
induced correlated displacements along ��c in O��� atoms of neighboring octahedra �
These correlations will extend only over short range as standard di�raction techniques

measure an average structure �LTT� inconsistent with octahedra tilts about h���i�
It is interesting that the local distortion of the O��� atoms resembles the LTO	

like distortion� the O��� atoms are displaced as if the CuO� octahedra next to Ba

were rotated about h���i type of axis
 especially if the distortion propagates into the
neighboring cells� The actual �tilts next to Ba are
 however
 di�erent from LTO

since the O��� atoms are all displaced in the same direction and the displacements

of the O��� atoms forming the apexes of the CuO� octahedra involved only partly

resemble the LTO type of tilts
 as discussed below�

As seen in table ���
 the distribution of O��� planar displacements around Ba

di�ers signi�cantly from its average structure counterpart
 shown in table ���� It is

clear that a rigid tilt of all the CuO� octahedra involving the O��� and O��� atoms

neighboring Ba is inconsistent with the observed Ba	O��� distances� Since the four

O��� atoms are displaced in the same direction
 rigid tilts will result in two short

�� ����A� and two intermediate �� �����A� distances
 which is not the case� The

O��� displacements will be limited by the large size of the Ba
� ion coupled to the

energetics of the lattice� ionic interactions between La and O��� atoms and constraints

imposed by the long range LTT order in the tilt pattern of the CuO� octahedra� More

than one pattern of O��� displacements in di�erent directions will be consistent with

the measured Ba	O��� radial distances� However
 by realizing that O��� motions are

highly correlated with neighboring La motions due to the strong ionic interaction

in the LaO planes
 a more clear picture emerges when accounting for the observed

changes in Ba	La planar distances�

Figure ���� shows the O��� displacements together with the correlated La�Ba dis	

placements for all LTO
 LTT
 Pccn and HTT phases� The Pccn phase is orthorhom	

bic but with a reduced orthorhombic strain as compared to the LTO one "��#� �The

presence of a Pccn phase in at least a fraction of the sample�s volume has been held


by some authors
 responsible for the broad di�raction peaks of the LTT phase "��#

or as a mediator for the hypothetical spatial variation of tilt direction of the CuO�

octahedra across the twin boundaries deduced from the electron microscopy experi	

ments� "��#� The arrows in �g� ���� are not drawn to scale� the magnitude of the O���
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and La�Ba displacements are � ����A� �����A
 respectively
 relative to the undistorted

HTT phase� Despite the La�Ba displacements being small
 their correlated motions

with the O��� ions via ionic interactions play an essential role in stabilizing the dif	

ferent phases� "��#

As shown in �g� ����
 the correlated displacements of the La�Ba atoms in the

LTT phase result in one short �� �����A�
 two intermediate �� �����A� and one

long �� �����A� La�Ba	La�Ba planar distances� Whereas the Ba	La intermediate

distances were found in the Ba K	edge study to be in agreement with their average

values �table ����
 the short Ba	La planar distance is elongated by about � �����A�
This elongation is much larger than expected from the elastic �eld around the Ba
�

ions �see �g� ����� and is probably due to a correlated motion of the La ion in

response to the O��� displacement� This is illustrated in �g� ���� where a schematic

representation of a possible pattern of O��� and La planar displacements consistent

with the data is shown� Disagreement between local displacements and ideal LTT

displacements are indicated by the presence of two arrows� solid �approximate local

displacements� and dashed �ideal LTT displacements�� A single solid arrow indicates

no con�ict� The Ba K	edge measurement provides direct information on the unit cell

containing the Ba atoms� deviations from ideal LTT positions in neighboring cells are

deduced from the pattern of correlated O��� and La ions and are hypothetical� Line

A in the �gure indicates the direction along which the CuO� octahedra tilt in the

ideal LTT phase �buckled O��� pattern�� e�g� reversing the tilt direction along this

line is expected to be costly in elastic energy� Line B is the direction about which the

octahedra tilt �unbuckled O��� pattern�� e�g� adding a tilt component along this line

is expected to be less costly in elastic energy�

Combining the facts that only one short Ba	O��� distance is observed together

with no observation of a short Ba	La distance �table ����
 it is imperative that at least

one of the O��� atoms �number � in the �gure� signi�cantly deviates from the ideal

LTT position� Since all the O��� atoms below Ba are displaced outwards from Ba
 the

semi	rigidity of one CuO� octahedra can be preserved and still result in agreement

with the observed distances� This is achieved by displacing one O��� ion �number

� in the �gure� towards Ba
 resembling the ionic displacement of the LTO phase

��g� ������ The motions of ions number � and � in the �gure will result in correlated

motions of the La ions number � and � due to the new distribution of O��� ions�

It is emphasized that the displacement of O��� number � is not associated with a
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LTO Pccn HTT

b

a La/Ba

O(2)

LTT

Figure ����� Schematic representation of the O��� and correlated La�Ba atomic dis	

placements in all LTO
 LTT
 Pccn and HTT phase� The arrows are not drawn to

scale� the O��� diplacements �relative to the undistorted HTT phase� being much

larger than the La�Ba ones�
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rigid tilt but instead results in the Cu	O��� apical bond of this octahedron deviat	

ing from perpendicularity to its basal plane
 due to the O��� distortions mentioned

above� The O��� distortions will most likely propagate into neighboring cells �e�g�

La number �� but those displacements are not observable in the measurements and

therefore are given on a hypothetical basis only� The Ba	O��� and Ba	La distribution

of distances resulting from the displacements are indicated by the dashed and solid

lines in �g� ����
 respectively�

Since the Ba	La apical distance is longer than the average distance measured by

di�raction
 a resulting expansion in the La	La apical distance with x
 as measured

at the La K	edge
 is expected� On the other hand since Ba pushes the Cu atom at

�����A �along the �c	axis� outwards
 a contraction of the La	CuMS distance is expected

with x� This is indeed qualitatively observed in the La K	edge results �the subscript

MS indicates the atom is an end atom for both SS and nearly collinear MS paths��

It is found that the four Cu atoms neighboring a Ba are displaced outwards �rel	

ative to Ba� with their radial distances increasing by about � �����A� As seen in
�g� ���
 these Cu atoms act as end atoms for several La	CuMS SS and La	O���	

CuMS MS paths� Based on the symmetry of the structure
 the aformentioned ex	

pansion results in both contraction and expansion of the La	CuMS distance which

then contribute to static disorder in this distance� It is estimated for the concentra	

tions of Ba under consideration that about ��& of all La	CuMS paths are a�ected�

Assuming a vibrational zero point motion for the una�ected paths similar to that

found for La��xSrxCuO� at low x
 the total disorder in La	CuMS distance becomes

	�CuMS � ��� � ������� ( ��� � "����� ( �������# � �������A�� This is not enough

to account for the observed 	� � ������A� �table ���� obtained in the La K	edge

XAFS� Since a single 	� is re�ned in the �ts for the La	CuMS and La	O���	Cu nearly

collinear MS paths at nearly the same distance
 it is thinkable that the larger 	�

obtained partially compensates for a larger than average deviation from collinearity

which is not accounted for in the model� Ba induced displacements in both O���

�intervening atoms� and Cu �end atoms� could in principle result in deviations from

the three body con�guration determined in the di�raction studies� A measurement

of the e�ective �buckling angle �averaged over all Cu sites� of the Cu	O���	La three

body con�guration
 as determined from �c	axis polarized Cu K	edge XAFS
 seems

to con�rm this assumption� As discussed in the next section
 the e�ective �buck	

ling angle measured by XAFS

ph��i �the average being over all Cu central atoms�
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Figure ����� Schematic representation of O��� and correlated La�Ba atomic displace	

ments consistent with the Ba K	edge data� Two arrows are placed when the actual

local displacement di�ers from the ideal LTT one� Arrows are not drawn to scale�

This represents a possible
 likely scenario
 but by no means uniqueness is claimed�

Correlated displacements in neighboring cells are deduced and therefore ought to be

taken on a hypothetical basis� The arrows are not drawn to scale� the O��� diplace	

ments �relative to the undistorted HTT phase� being much larger than the La�Ba

ones�
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Table ����� Parameters used for the background removal shown in �g� ����� Fourier

components are minimized in the region "�� rbkg#� Fourier transform k	weight
 range

and Hanning window sill widths are also shown�

E	 �KeV� rbkg��A� kmin��A��� kmax��A��� kw dk��A���

�� k �c ����� ��� ��� last point � ���

�� � �c ����� ��� ��� last point � ���

is � �h�i
 h�i being the long	range	 averaged �buckling angle determined by the
average atomic positions found in the di�raction studies�

To end this section
 a summary of the Ba induced distortions measured by Ba

K	edge XAFS is schematically shown in �g� ����� It is interesting to note the very

di�erent nature of the Ba induced distortions in La��xBaxCuO� compared to the Sr

induced distortions in La��xSrxCuO� ��g� ������ Their di�erences are the most likely

origin for the di�erent structural ground states �LTT vs LTO� of these systems in the

superconducting region of the phase diagram�

	�� Cu K�edge measurements

��	�� Experimental results

Samples for the CuK	edge measurements are from the same batch as those used in the

La and Ba measurements� Details on sample preparation
 characterization and exper	

imental setup are given in chapters � ' �� A Si����� double crystal monochromator

was used and the second crystal was detuned for harmonic rejection �the intensity of

the fundamental was reduced by about � ��&�� Polarized measurements were done
by rotating the c	axis of the oriented powder relative to the electric �eld of the syn	

chrotron radiation� Measurements were done at T���K
 ��K
 ��K
 ��K
 ���K and

���K� Figure ���� shows raw absorption data for x � ����� at T���K in both po	

larization conditions
 after pre	edge subtraction and normalization by the edge step�

The background function
 obtained with the parameters listed in table ���� is also

included in the plots� Reproducibility scans for x � ����� at T���K are shown in

�g� �����

The analysis procedure used here is the same described above� i�e�
 both polariza	
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Figure ����� Schematic representation of the pattern of atomic displacements induced

by Ba substitution in La��xBaxCuO� as determined by Ba K	edge XAFS� The arrows

are intended as an approximate representation of the orientation of the actual atomic

displacements�
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Figure ����� Cu K	edge absorption data in La��xBaxCuO� for x � ����� at T���K�

Both polarization conditions are shown
 together with the background function ob	

tained with the parameters in table �����
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Figure ����� k��k� reproducibility data for Cu K	edge
 x � ����� in La��xBaxCuO�

at T���K� Left� �c	polarization� right� in	plane
 caa	polarization
tions are re�ned simultaneously and the structural parameters of the scattering paths

that contribute to both polarizations are constrained to be the same� The appropri	

ate angular average for each polarization
 as explained in appendix B
 is performed

in the FEFF� calculation
 using the atomic positions as determined in the di�raction

studies� "��# Tables ���� ' ���� list SS and MS paths used in �tting the Cu K	edge

XAFS data�

Data in the k	space region k � "�� ��#�A�� was Fourier transformed and �ts were

performed in the r � "���� ���#�A
 r � "���� ���#�A regions of r space for �c
 caa polariza	
tions
 respectively� Besides constraining the structural parameters of those paths that

contribute to both polarized XAFS
 additional constraints were imposed� A single

�linear expansion coe�cient was varied for the Cu	O��� and Cu	O���� distances� i�e�


their changes from the average structure values are constrained to be proportional

to their half path length� Attempts to vary these distances independently resulted

in large correlations with their 	� value and no improvement in the quality of �t�

This is expected since the splitting in distances is small and cannot be distinguished

from an e�ective 	�� A di�erent 	� was re�ned for the Cu	O��� and Cu	O��� SS

paths
 as this signi�cantly improved the �t� 	��s of nearly collinear MS paths were

related to those of the SS paths as described in appendix C� For the smaller MS

paths with oxygen atoms at the end of the path �table ����� these constraints neglect
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Table ����� Theoretical SS photoelectron paths used in the Cu K	edge �ts to the

experimental XAFS signal in the r	space regions r � "���� ���#�A
 r � "���� ���#�A for

�c
 caa polarizations
 respectively� Values for interatomic distances correspond to the
average structure of x � ����� at ��K� "��#

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Polarization

Cuc	O����	Cuc ����� ���� caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� �c

Cuc	La	Cuc ����� ���� �c
 caa
Cuc	La	Cuc ����� ���� �c
 caa
Cuc	O����	Cuc ����� ���� caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� �c
 caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� �c
 caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� �c
 caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc ���� ���� �c

Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� bc
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Table ����� Theoretical MS photoelectron paths �and SS paths of nearly the same

length� used in �tting the Cu K	edge XAFS data in the r	regions r � "���� ���#�A
 r �

"���� ���#�A for �c
 caa polarizations
 respectively� Values for the interatomic distances
correspond to x � ����� at ��K� "��#

Path re��AA� Degeneracy Type Polarization

Cuc	Cu	Cuc ����� ���� SS caa
Cuc	O����	O����	Cuc ����� ���� DS caa
Cuc	Cu	O����	Cuc ����� ���� DS caa
Cuc	O����	Cuc	O����	Cuc ����� ���� TS caa
Cuc	O��

��	Cuc	O��
��	Cuc ����� ���� TS caa

Cuc	O����	Cu	O����	Cuc ����� ���� TS caa
Cuc	Cu	O���	Cuc ����� ���� DS caa
Cuc	O���	O���	Cuc ����� ���� DS caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� TS caa
Cuc	O���	Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� TS caa
Cuc	O���	Cu	O���	Cuc ����� ���� TS caa
Cuc	La	Cuc ����� ���� SS �c

Cuc	La	O���	Cuc ����� ���� DS �c

Cuc	O���	La	O���	Cuc ����� ���� TS �c

Cuc	O���	O���	Cuc ����� ���� DS �c

Cuc	O���	Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� TS �c

Cuc	O���	Cuc	O���	Cuc ����� ���� TS �c
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Table ����� Fourier transform parameters
 �tting regions and quality of �t factors

for �ts shown in �gs� "����	 ����#� S�
	 � ������� was obtained in the �ts
 the un	

certainty including the small variation between samples� A McMaster correction

	�mm � ��������A
� was used to correct for edge step normalization�

kmin��A
��� kmax��A

��� dk��A��� kw rmin��A� rmax��A�

�� k �c � �� ��� � ��� �

�� � �c � �� ��� � ��� ���

x � ����� ��� � �� R������

x � ���� ��� � �� R�����

correlations in the displacements of the end oxygen atoms �appendix C�� This is a

reasonable approximation here since the MS signals at r � �����A and r � �����A
are dominated by the focusing MS paths with Cu and La atoms as the end atoms

�table �����
 respectively� The total number of independent points was NI � �� and

a total number of NP � �� parameters were used
 resulting in � � �NI �NP � � ��

degrees of freedom� Fits obtained for x � ����� and x � ���� in both polarization

conditions are shown in �gs� "����	 ����#�

Table ���� includes quality of �t factors
 Fourier transform parameters and �tting

regions
 and best �t S�
	 values�

As already mentioned
 the XAFS of the Cu site is the less sensitive to the occur	

rence of the structural phase transitions� This is becasue the CuO� octahedra�s tilts

are centered on the Cu atoms
 and the small tilt angles involved �� ��� result in small

changes in its interatomic distances across the di�erent phase transitions� For exam	

ple
 at the LTT to LTO phase transition �T� ��K� the changes in Cu	O���
 Cu	O���

Cu	Cu and Cu	LaMS interatomic distances is � ������A� "��
��# The most signi�cant

change consists of a redistribution of Cu	La distances "��#
 but yet the small changes

involved at the LTT to LTO transition result in static disorder of about �������A�

which can be accommodated by a small change in 	�� This lack of sensitivity is con	

sistent with the observation of no changes in local structure from T��K to ���K in

the Cu K	edge powder XAFS work of Boyce et� al in La���Ba	��CuO�� "���# Whether

local atomic displacements consistent with the long range averaged displacements

found at the structural phase transitions measured by di�raction are present is still
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ����� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� k �c
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ����� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� � �c
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ���� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� k �c
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Figure ����� Fit results for the x � ���� sample at T��� K� The magnitude �top�

and the real part �bottom� of the complex Fourier transform are shown for �� � �c
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an open question� Strong evidence in support of an instantaneous temperature in�

dependent local structure in a � ��A scale is found in the PDF studies of Billinge

et� al "���#
 implying that dynamical �uctuations of octahedra tilts �with the related

loss of long range order in their tilt pattern over longer length scales� are responsible

for the phase transitions� Irrespective of this question
 the XAFS of the Cu site is

nearly insensitive to the average atomic displacements found by di�raction
 even if

they are also present in the local structure�

In this spirit
 the Cu K edge XAFS data at several temperatures spanning the

two di�erent structural phase transitions �LTT to LTO at T� ��K� LTO to HTT
at T� ���K� were analyzed using an LTT model for the local structure� The main
purpose here is not to address the e�ect of the structural phase transitions on the

local structure �minor in the Cu XAFS� but to determine the structural ground state

�T���K� as accurately as possible� The Cu site is the most suitable for investi	

gating the local structure of the CuO� planes
 in particular whether local atomic

displacements commensurate with charge density wave �CDW� formation exist in

the x � ����� sample� CDW formation is one possible suggested mechanism for the

observed Tc suppression at x � ������ "��
���#

Figs� "����	 ����# show �t results obtained using the LTT model for all tempera	

tures� It should be noted that the Cu local structure was successfully modeled at all

temperatures using the LTT model
 in agreement with either the lack of sensitivity of

the Cu site to the structural changes or�and the absence of those changes in a local

level� "���#

��	�� Discussion

The possibility of an increased splitting of Cu	O���
 Cu	O���� distances �or a related

anomalous 	�� as a function of temperature was thoroughly checked here
 as such

anomalous behavior was reported in the Cu K	edge powder XAFS study of Lanzara

et� al "���# to occur around the onset of the LTO to LTT phase transition in x � �����

doped La��xBaxCuO� � In their study
 a systematic increase in 	� for the Cu	O���


Cu	O���� distances was reported below about T���K
 the anomalous increase totaling

 	� � ������A� at T���K� The increased 	� was attributed to the onset of local

structural �uctuations of the CuO� planes as a response to the formation of a charge

density wave �CDW� below about the temperature of the appearance of the LTT

phase� "���#
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Figure ����� Fit results as obtained in the analysis of Cu K	edge polarized XAFS

data for x � ������ ����� From top to bottom� Cu	O���
 Cu	O���
 Cu	Cu distances�

 r is the measured change in distance relative to the di�raction results of Katano

et� al "��#
 listed in tables ���� ' ����� The slope of the thermal expansion lines are

from reference ���� x � ���� results displaced by �K for clarity�
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Figure ����� Fit results as obtained in the analysis of Cu K	edge polarized XAFS

data for x � ������ ����� From top to bottom� Cu	La
 Cu	LaMS distances�  r is the

measured change in distance relative to the di�raction results of Katano et� al "��#


listed in tables ���� ' ����� The slope of the thermal expansion lines are from

reference ���� x � ���� results displaced by �K for clarity�
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Figure ����� Fit results as obtained in the analysis of Cu K	edge polarized XAFS

data for x � ������ ����� From top to bottom� Cu	O���
 Cu	O���
 Cu	Cu XAFS

Debye Waller factors� Fits of the disorder in bond length �using x � ����� data� to

an Einstein model also shown� Einstein temperatures together with the additional

static disorder 	�o� required �when shown� in �tting the data also shown� x � ����

results displaced by �K for clarity�
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Figure ����� Fit results as obtained in the analysis of Cu K	edge polarized XAFS

data for x � ������ ����� From top to bottom� Cu	La
 Cu	LaMS XAFS Debye Waller

factors� Fits of the disorder in bond length �using x � ����� data� to an Einstein

model also shown� Einstein temperatures together with the additional static disorder

	�o� required �when shown� in �tting the data also shown� x � ���� results displaced

by �K for clarity�
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As shown in �g� ����
 whereas a small increase in 	� � 	� � �������A�� cannot be

ruled out in our measurements of the Cu	O��� disorder �or a corresponding increase in

splitting of distances of  r � ������A�
 an increase in 	� of the magnitude reported by

Lanzara et� al is inconsistent with our results� Moreover
 the results obtained here for

the x � ����� and x � ���� samples are the same within the uncertainties
 imposing

strong limitations on theories invoking the existence of a CDW
 and the related

local atomic displacements commensurate with it
 as the reason for Tc suppression

in La��xBaxCuO� with x � ������ Possible origins of the discrepancy between this

work and that of ref� ��� include the treatment in the latter of the �rst shell signal as

composed only of Cu	O��� neglecting the Cu	O��� apical contribution in the powder

XAFS signal or�and the underestimation of the uncertainties in the parameters� The

polarized data as obtained here allowed a complete separation of the planar Cu	O���

signal from the smaller but not negligible Cu	O��� apical signal�

Self consistency requires that the Cu	La distances and disorder obtained from the

Cu K	edge analysis match the La	Cu distances and disorder obtained in the analysis

of the La K	edge data� This is indeed the case� For example
 for x � ����� at

T���K
 Cu	La distances of ���������A
 ���������A are obtained
 compared to La	Cu

distances of ���������A
 ���������A obtained from La XAFS� The disorder in Cu	La

bond length is 	� � ����������A�
 compared to 	� � ����������A� obtained in the La

XAFS study�

The observed changes in distances with temperature are in good agreement with

the overall thermal expansion of this material� Since the thermal expansion coe�cient

is highly anisotropic
 the actual changes in distances from ��K to ���K observed in

the neutron di�raction work of Jorgensen et� al "���# are added in �gures ���� ' �����

An anomalously short Cu	O��� distance is observed at T� ��K
 close to the LTT
to LTO transition temperature "��
��# and to the temperature where the anomalous

increase in resistivity and reduction in Hall coe�cient are observed� "��
 ��# The

observed deviation is small � r � ������A� and barely outside the uncertainties so

care should be exercized in assigning any physical meaning to it� In addition the

same anomaly is observed for both concentrations
 ruling out a correlation with the

anomalies observed in the transport properties mentioned above
 since the latter are

observed only for x � ������
In the Einstein model for lattice vibrations the mean squared deviation of each

atom about the lattice site corresponds to that of a one dimensional quantum har	



���

monic oscillator with a characteristic frequency �E � KB�E��
KB being Boltzmann�s

constant� "���# The XAFS mean square disorder in this approximation can be written

as

	� �
��

�MrKB�E
coth�

�E
�T
� �����

where the reduced mass of the pair of atoms �central atom and backscatterer� is

used� The expression in eq� ��� neglects correlations in the vibrations of the atoms

forming the pair �appendix C�� The experimental values determined in the �ts do

include correlations and therefore by �tting the temperature dependence of 	� to the

expression in eq� ��� a �E is obtained which e�ectively re�ects these correlations� Such

�ts are shown for di�erent bonds in �gs� ���� ' ���� where the �ts were performed

using the 	� values for x � ������ Re�ned Einstein temperatures are included� For the

polyatomic structure here
 the expression in eq� ��� should be a good approximation

for describing the thermal component of the disorder
 including vibrational zero point

motion� "���# However
 if static disorder is present which is unaccounted for in the

�tting model
 an additional temperature	independent
 constant disorder 	�o� has to be

added to eq� ��� to successfully reproduce the experimental data� This static disorder

was needed in obtaining good �ts to the temperature dependence of some bonds and

their values for those cases are included in the plots� The presence of signi�cant static

disorder is not surprising
 as the large Ba distortions found in the Ba XAFS analysis

signi�cantly a�ect the Cu environment
 as discussed below�

The fact that very good �ts are obtained using the harmonic Einstein model

indicates that deviations from harmonic behavior are small� Next it is interest	

ing to compare the characteristic Einstein temperatures obtained here for the Cu	

O��� and Cu	O��� bonds with values obtained in previous Cu XAFS studies� Boyce

et� al "���# reported �E � ����� ���K� ������ ����K for Cu	O��� in La���Sr	��CuO�

and La���Ba	��CuO�
 respectively� "���# Tranquada et� al reported �E � ���� �
���K� ��������K for Cu	O��� in La����Sr	���CuO� and La���Ba	��CuO�
 respectively�

"���# This values compare well to the value found here ��g� ������ Because of the large

scatter in their data for the disorder in the Cu	O��� bond � powder was used in their

experiment�
 Boyce et� al "���# could only estimate an upper limit of �E � ���K for

this bond in La���Ba	��CuO�� This value compares well with the one obtained here

��g� ������
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Now I turn to the discussion of the observed static disorder in some distances�

The La	O��� apical and Ba	O��� apical distances di�er signi�cantly
 as measured from

the La and Ba K	edges �tables ��� ' ����� In addition
 since the La�Ba	O���	CuMS

path is nearly collinear
 the Cu	O��� distance near a La�Ba atom can be obtained by

subtracting the La�Ba	O��� distance from the La�Ba	CuMS one� Those distances


as obtained from La
 Ba XAFS analysis
 are summarized in �g� ���� together with

the probability of the di�erent con�gurations neighboring a Cu atom� All numbers

correspond to x � ����� at T���K� The average
 local
 Cu	O��� distance that results

from the appropriately weighted con�gurations is

r"Cu�O���# � ����� � ������� ( ����� � ������ ( ����
�

� ( ��� ���� � ���� � ������A�
�����

in very good agreement with r � ����� � ������A obtained from the Cu K	edge
XAFS analysis� In terms of static disorder
 if the only contribution comes from the

disorder of the O��� atoms


	�o�"Cu�O���# � ����� � ������ � ������� �����

(����� � " ������� ������
� ( ����� � �������
�

# � ��� ���� �A��

This contribution is not enough to account for the observed static disorder in

�g� ����� As found in the Ba XAFS analysis
 the Cu atoms neighboring the Ba atoms

are displaced by  r � �����A away from Ba� Since the Ba atoms are randomly

distributed
 and assuming the Cu are displaced mostly along the �c axis
 the e�ect

of the Cu displacements will result in an equal number of shorter and longer Cu	

O��� bonds �relative to the average
 local distance� next to Ba
 i�e�
 its e�ect will

be additional static disorder� For the concentrations of Ba at hand
 about ��& of

the Cu	O��� bonds are a�ected� Its contribution to static disorder is then 	�o� �

��� � ������� � ���� � �����A�� Since these Cu distortions and the O��� distortion

contributing to eq� ��� are uncorrelated
 the total static disorder in Cu	O��� distance

becomes 	�o� � ���� � �����A�
 in agreement with the �tted value in �g� �����

On the other hand
 the static disorder obtained for the Cu	LaMS and Cu	Cu

distances is too large to be explained as solely due to Ba induced disorder in the

Cu	LaMS and Cu	Cu distances� Nearly collinear MS paths contribute at about these
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Figure ����� Schematic representation of the di�erent local atomic con�gurations

for Cu atoms in La��xBaxCuO� 
 together with their probabilities� La�Ba	O��� and

La�Ba	Cu distances
 obtained from La and Ba K	edge XAFS analysis are shown�
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same distances �table ����� and their disorder is constrained in the �ts to be the same

as that of the SS path of nearly the same length� Therefore an e�ective 	� for the

SS and MS paths at nearly the same distance is obtained� It is then reasonable to

expect that Ba	induced deviations from the three body	nearly collinear arrangement

of atoms forming these MS paths
 which result in local increases in �buckling angle

of the Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La atomic arrangements
 lower the resulting signal as

discussed below� This decrease can be partially compensated for by an increased 	�


since the buckling angle was set in the �ts to the smaller
 long range averaged value

determined by di�raction� If the magnitude of the local buckling angle is temperature

independent
 as suggested by the PDF studies of Billinge et� al "���#
 a constant o�set

to the Einstein model behavior
 as obtained here
 could somewhat compensate for

the unaccounted
 increased buckling�

��	�	 Measuring the CuO� octahedra tilt angle

A measurement of the e�ective buckling angle in the Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La

three body atomic arrangement was performed here to investigate this issue� The

sensitivity of MS XAFS to changes in buckling angle is mostly due to the p�e� scat	

tering amplitude at the intervening O��� and O��� atoms being strongly peaked in

the forward direction and rapidily decreasing with scattering angle� "��
��# For exam	

ple
 the amplitude of the DS Cuc	O���	Cu	Cuc path as obtained by the curved wave

criteria in FEFF� is � ��& larger than that of the Cuc	Cu	Cuc SS path of nearly the
same length� This is due to the enhancement of the p�e� wave function at the position

of the end atoms as compared to its value in the absence of the intervening
 �focus	

ing atom� As the deviation from collinearity increases the enhancement decreases


lowering the overall amplitude of the scattering path� The dependence of the e�ective

scattering amplitude and phase on buckling angle is illustrated in appendix A for the

Cuc	O���	Cu	Cuc DS path�

A detailed description of the method used here to measure the buckling angle
 �

and � in �g� ����
 is given in appendix A
 including examples of modi�ed paths�dat

�les and fe�t�inp �les used in the modeling
 which combines FEFF� and FEFFIT�

Main di�erences of this method as compared to others "��
��
��# include the proper

parameterization of the MS half path length in terms of the buckling angle
  r��� ��


and accounting for the k	dependence in the correction to the e�ective scattering

amplitude
 Fk��� ��
 as explained in appendix A�
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Figure ����� Schematic representation of the buckling angles � and � determined

from MS analysis of Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La signals using caa and �c polarized
Cu K	edge data�
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The 	�o� previously obtained by �tting the temperature dependence of the disorder

in the Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La distances ��gs� ���� ' ����� to an Einstein model

could
 in principle
 arise from increased deviations from collinearity and static disorder

of other nature which is not well described by changes in buckling angle as modeled

here following appendix A� Therefore enough �exibility has to be included in the

model to allow for static disorder of other source besides buckling� This is done

here by �tting all the temperatures simultaneously and constraining the vibrational

component of the disorder to follow an Einstein model but allowing for an o�set of

static nature� In addition
 the buckling angle is varied for each temperature
 following

the recipe in appendix A� Even though the PDF work of Billinge et� al "���# implies a

constant magnitude of the local buckling angle for all temperatures
 the temperature

dependent buckling angle introduced here allows for changes due to the presence of

the structural phase transitions at T� ��� ��� K �the long range averaged buckling
angle is zero in the HTT phase
 above T� ���K�� Changes in distance due to natural
thermal expansion are allowed in the model as well�

Since each of the signals of interest contribute in one polarization only
 all tem	

peratures were re�ned simultaneously for each polarization in the r	space region of

interest �r � "���� �#�A� r � "�� �#�A for � k�� �c
 respectively� while all other vari	

ables were set to their best �t values as obtained in the simultaneous �ttings to both

polarizations at each temperature� Since the MS signal under study dominates the

XAFS signal in the region of r	space being �tted
 setting the parameters of neighbor	

ing shells to their best �t values did not a�ect the re�nement of the MS signals
 as

corroborated by allowing the parameters of neighboring shells to vary as well� The

length of legs forming the MS paths are parameterized in terms of the scattering an	

gles �� � and the SS half path length
 as explained in appendix A� The SS half path

length is allowed to vary for each temperature to account for deviations from the

average structure
 including thermal expansion� The e�ective scattering amplitude

is parameterized in terms of � �and �� by calculating the e�ective scattering ampli	

tude for three di�erent scattering angles using FEFF� and constructing a correction

of the form Fk��� � Fk��avg��k ( 
k�
�� �for the scattering angles considered here


��� �� � ���
 this functional form accurately describes the dependence on scattering

angle� see appendix A�� �avg is the scattering angle found in the average structure

studies "��# and �k
 
k are k	dependent coe�cients obtained by �tting the ��� �� de	

pendence of Fk �done separately for DS
 TS paths and for each value of k�� The
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e�ective scattering phase ���k� in the total phase expression �kre� ( ��c�k� ( ��k��

is set to the value corresponding to the average structure�s scattering angle� Its de	

pendence on scattering angle has a measurable e�ect on distance determination but

does not a�ect the measurement of the angle
 as discussed below�

Two models are compared for which the buckling angle is either set to the average

structure value at ��K �� � ����
 � � ���� for Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La
 respec	

tively�
 independent of temperature �as implied from the PDF study of ref� ����


or varied and allowed to change as a function of temperature� In both models the

disorder is constrained to follow an Einstein model but an o�set is allowed �	�o�� to

account for static disorder
 even when the buckling angle is varied� The SS distances

are varied and the MS distances parameterized as described in appendix A�

Results obtained in the two models are compared in table ����� The e�ective

buckling angle obtained in the second model is shown in �g� ���� for both MS paths�

Also shown are the long range averaged values obtained in the di�raction work of

Katano et� al "��#� The distances obtained when using the e�ective scattering phase

that corresponds to the average structure�s three body con�guration "�k�� � ������ �

�����# are within uncertainties the same for both models and the same as those shown

in �gs� ���� ' ����� To check the e�ect of having set ��k� to the value corresponding

to the average structure�s con�guration
 the values of ��k� calculated by FEFF�

corresponding to � � ���� � � ��� were used instead� This did not a�ect the re�ned

values for the buckling angles but it did result in an o�set of the measured distances

of  r � ������A� ������A for Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La
 respectively� This is in
agreement with the observation of
 e�g�
  ��k � ��A��� � ��� radians for the DS

paths in going from �	�� to ��	���
 corresponding to a change in distance of about

 r � ������A �in fact what is relevant to distance determination is the change in
slope of ��k� but this gives a good estimate�� The rate of distance�s change with

temperature
 however
 is nearly the same for both ��k� values�

The improvement obtained when varying the buckling angle is statistically signif	

icant
 as the ratio of ��� values obtained in both models is � �� ( �
p
����
 the �t

with the lowest ��� being better� The improvement of the second model can also be

seen visually
 as shown in �g� �����

The results obtained by setting the buckling angle to its average structure value

�model �� correspond well to those previously obtained by �tting each temperature

data set independently� This gives an independent check of the overall �tting pro	
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Figure ����� Buckling angle for Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La three body con�gura	

tions as determined in the �ttings of the x � ����� and x � ���� samples� The

corresponding average structure�s values as obtained in refs� ��
 �� are shown in the

lower panel� Lines through the average structure results are guide to the eye�
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Figure ����� Comparison between the two models described in the text� Top� Cu	

O���	Cu signal� bottom�Cu	O���	La signal� The region of r space �tted is emphasized�

The improvement obtained by varying the buckling angle is readily seen� Fits here

correspond to x � ����� at T���K�
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Table ����� Comparison between models for which the buckling angle is set to the

average structure value at T���K or allowed to vary as a function of temperature�

Data for both Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La paths is shown� Numbers here correspond

to the x � ����� sample� results for x � ���� are
 within uncertainties
 the same�

Cu	O���	Cu

Model �E�K� 	�o���A
�� NI NP ���

� � ���� ������� ��������� �� � ����

� � ��T � ������� ��������� �� �� ����

Cu	O���	La

Model �E�K� 	�o���A
�� NI NP ���

� � ���� ������� ��������� �� � ����

� � ��T � ������� �	������� ������� �� �� �����

cedure� Varying the buckling angle in model �
 accounted for most of the static

disorder as can be seen by the negligible 	�o� values obtained in model �� The uncer	

tainties obtained in the 	�o� values of model � give an upper limit for the static dis	

order of other nature
 beside an increased deviation from collinearity� i�e�
 �������A�


�������A� for Cu	O���	Cu
 Cu	O���	La
 respectively� In addition
 it is interesting to

note that the vibrational zero point motion obtained in model � for Cu	O���	LaMS

paths �����������A� as deduced from the values of �E and Mr using eq� ���� compares

well to the vibrational zero point motion of La	O���	CuMS obtained in the La K	edge

XAFS of La��xSrxCuO� at T���K and low x� ���������A� �table �����

It should be noted that �tting the di�erent temperature�s data sets simultane	

ously and constraining the vibrational component of the disorder to follow an Ein	

stein model resulted in no signi�cant correlations between the buckling angle and

Einstein temperature parameters
 as seen from the relatively small uncertainties in

the measurement of these parameters� This is in part expected due to the di�erent

k	dependence in the e�ect that an increased buckling angle or an increased 	� have

on the XAFS�
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��	�� Comparing local and average buckling angles

As seen from the parameterization Fk��� � Fk��avg��k( 
k�
��
 XAFS measures buck	

ling angle
 �
 by measuring the local �� averaged over all absorbing Cu atoms� i�e�


� �
p
h��i� This is di�erent from the measurement of buckling angle determined in

the conventional di�raction studies� There
 the long range averaged atomic positions

are determined �only periodic components of the atomic displacements
 consistent

with the space group used in the re�nement contribute� and then the buckling angle

is determined from the average atomic positions� i�e�
 � � h�i where the average
is performed using the long range order
 periodic component of the atomic displace	

ments� It is clear from the results presented in this chapter that signi�cant deviations

from the long range averaged atomic displacements exist in La��xBaxCuO� 
 mostly

resulting from Ba induced disorder� These local atomic displacements are random


as Ba randomly substitutes for La in the lattice� Even if correlations between these

local atomic displacements exist �which is probably the case�
 their order is of short

range nature as they are not observed in the di�raction studies� For example the

local atomic displacements of the O��� atoms next to Ba found in the Ba K	edge re	

�nements will contribute to the XAFS measurement of buckling angle but
 since they

are random
 they will not contribute to the value determined by di�raction� It is not

surprising
 then
 that the buckling angle�s values measured here and shown in �g� ����

are larger than the values determined by di�raction� However
 the results here have

tremendous signi�cance
 as discussed below
 since the values determined by XAFS

are the actual local buckling angles and better re�ect what is actually happening in

the structure at the local level�

��	�� On the relation between buckling and tilt angles

Since the buckling angle determined by XAFS contains contributions from both pe	

riodic and random atomic displacements
 it should be kept in mind that the buckling

angle measured here is an e�ective angle with contributions from regions of the local

structure with di
erent ordering� i�e�
 by no means the structure can be seen as hav	

ing a single valued buckling angle
 but a distribution of angles whose average over

all Cu central atoms results in the value reported in �g� ����� The buckling angle is

related to the tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra
 as schematically shown in �g� �����

for an ordered structure the buckling angle is about twice as big as the tilt angle

�exactly twice for Cu	O���	Cu
 a factor of ���� for Cu	O���	La�� However
 relating
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the buckling angles measured here to those corresponding to local rigid tilts of CuO�

octahedra is not obvious� A better representation of the buckling angle here would

be independent �tilts of the O��� and O��� atoms from thecaa plane and �c direction

respectively� On the other hand
 the buckling angles obtained here for Cu	O���	Cu

and Cu	O���	La atomic con�gurations ��g� ����� show a similar temperature depen	

dence
 even though no relation between them is assumed in the �ts� This most likely

indicates that a signi�cant contribution of the measured buckling angle here is related

to a correlated motion of O��� and O��� atoms
 as in a rigid tilt of CuO� octahedra�

The �tilt angles obtained here are about a factor of � larger than the values obtained

from the long range averaged atomic displacements of di�raction� For the structural

ground state at T���K
 they are about � � �� compared to about �� found in the
di�raction studies� "��
��#

��	�� Implications for Tc suppression at x � �����

As already mentioned
 two possible mechanisms for Tc suppression at x � ����� in

La��xBaxCuO� are currently under debate� These are �a� CDW formation due to a

commensuration e�ect at x � ��� hole content
 resulting in partial hole localization

and commensurate local atomic displacements "��
��$��# and �b� a density of states

�DOS� e�ect in which the LTT deformation potential couples to the electronic states

at the Fermi level resulting in a reduced DOS for x � ����� �in a rigid band picture��

"��
 ��# The main conceptual di�erence between the two pictures is in the origin of

the instability towards the LTT phase� in �a� it is of Peierls	like origin �transition

triggered by the coupling to the carriers� while in �b� it is of ionic nature and the

carriers are a�ected by the potential change�

If a CDW is the structural ground state of La��xBaxCuO� at x � �����
 local

atomic displacements commensurate with it would occur� By comparing the results

for the x � ����� and x � ���� samples in �gs� "����	 ����# it is clear that no

signi�cant di�erences exist in the local structure of these two samples� Even if the

CDW was dynamic in nature
 a commensuration e�ect at x � ��� �and its absence

for x � ����� would result in di�erences in the 	� values of the two concentrations�

This was not observed� The size of the error bars in �gs� "����	 ����# limit di�erences

in local atomic displacements between the two samples to about  r � ������A
 which

imposes strong limitations on theories evoking CDW formation at x � ����� at the

basis of Tc suppression� In addition
 careful di�raction work on both x � ����� and
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x � ���� by Billinge et� al revealed the same fraction of LTT phase for both x values

at all temperatures� "��# It is then concluded that the x � ����� and x � ���� samples

have the same short and long range order and therefore the anomalies observed in

the transport properties for x � ����� "��
 ��# are not due to structural di�erences

between the samples�

On the other hand
 a DOS e�ect does not require di�erences in the structure of

the two samples to account for Tc suppression and the transport anomalies observed

at x � ����� since
 in a rigid band picture
 the Fermi level is tuned relative to the

features of the DOS by adding hole carries� In this picture
 the Van Hove singularity

�VHS� at the Fermi level is split by the appearance of the LTT order "��
 ��# and

the Fermi level at x � ����� corresponds to the minimum of the split VHS� The

presence of LTT order is required but not su�cient in this picture to bring about

the anomalies in the transport properties� Based on the electronic structure results

of Pickett et� al and Norman et� al "��
 ��#
 the splitting of the VHS in the LTT

phase is very sensitive to the magnitude of the tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra� For

example
 by using the tilt angle values found in the di�raction studies
 a very mild

e�ect on the DOS�EF � was found by Norman et� al "��#� The tilt angle values used

in the work of Pickett et� al resulting in the splitting of the VHS are about a factor

of � larger than the di�raction values and therefore the applicability of this results to

the real structure was questioned� "��
 ��# The XAFS results
 however
 indicate that

the situation in La��xBaxCuO� corresponds to local tilt angles which are larger than

the di�raction values� Even though the XAFS results revealed a disordered ground

state which cannot be described by a periodic
 ordered band structure calculation


the �nding of local buckling which corresponds to tilt angles about a factor of � larger

than the di�raction values is extremely important in determining the applicability of

the DOS model� It is clear that more sophisticated electronic structure calculations

have to be performed
 which include the e�ect of random disorder introduced with

Ba and the resulting increased buckling
 before conclusions can be made� Despite

this
 the information provided by XAFS seems to indicate that a DOS e�ect �and

not CDW formation� is the most likely origin for the Tc suppression and transport

anomalies in La��xBaxCuO� for x � ������
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��	�� On the nature of the temperature�induced LTT� LTO � HTT structural

phase transitions

The measurement of the buckling angle here clearly demonstrates that the tilt an	

gle of the CuO� octahedra does not vanish at the LTO � HTT phase transition

�T� ���K�� In fact the results are consistent with a nearly temperature independent
magnitude of the local tilt angle� This result is in agreement with the PDF work of

Billinge et� al "���# in which it was found that the local tilts are always LTT	like
 with

correlation lengths of about � ���A at about T���K �LTO phase�� Thermally acti	
vated �uctuations of LTT tilts among locally equivalent con�gurations
 it was argued


results in spatial disordering of the tilts relative to each other over long range leading

to the phase transformations measured by di�raction� "���# The buckling angles found

here are larger than the ones assumed in the modeling of the PDF data� "���# As the

e�ect of the increased buckling angles found here results in local disorder without

large changes in the averaged
 local atomic positions �deviations in the local atomic

positions from the di�raction values are very signi�cant only within � ��A from the
Ba atoms
 but these displacements are random�
 its e�ect on the PDF obtained in

the neutron scattering studies can be compensated by an increased disorder in the

relevant distances� The e�ect is even more obscured there by the fact that the PDF of

neutron scattering contains all pair correlations and therefore the radial distribution

function at a particular distance typically has contributions from many pairs� XAFS

measures partial pair and three body correlations �between central atom and other

atoms� resulting in greater sensitivity in the measured signal to evaluate the above

mentioned e�ects�

Whether changes occur in the direction of the local CuO� octahedra�s tilts at the

LTT � LTO phase transition �T� ��K� cannot be addressed from the Cu XAFS

results due to the lack of sensitivity at the Cu site to the presumed change in tilt

direction from h���i to h���i �Bmab representation� found in the di�raction studies


as already discussed� A complete analysis of the temperature dependence of the La

K	edge XAFS in La��xBaxCuO� across the phase transformations is under way so

a de�nite statement on this matter cannot be made at this point� However
 some

supportive evidence in favor of absence of change in the local tilt direction at the

LTT � LTO phase boundary is obtained from the temperature dependence of the

Fourier transformed data
 shown in �g� ����� The large rearrangement in local La	

O��� planar distances expected if changes in tilt direction occur consistent with the
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di�raction studies can be seen in �g� ���� where FEFF� calculations of �� � �c polarized
La K	edge XAFS of the LTT and LTO phases corresponding to the average structure

results "��# are shown� The large changes in La	O��� distances predicted by the crystal

structure are not observed in the data� Despite the fact that only a detailed analysis

can reveal the actual changes in La	O��� and further neighbor�s distances across the

phase transitions
 this most likely indicates that the local tilts are LTT	like for all

temperatures and that the LTT � LTO � HTT phase transitions are of order	

disorder nature
 in agreement with the PDF results of Billinge et� al "���# and the

tilt	direction	dependent energy surface found for La��xBaxCuO� in the self	consistent

local	density	functional approximation �LDA� calculations of Pickett et� al �
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Figure ����� Real part of the complex Fourier transform of k���k� data as obtained at

the La K	edge
 �� � �c for the temperatures shown� Top� x � �����
 bottom� x � �����
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Figure ����� Real part of the complex Fourier transform of k���k� obtained by FEFF�

at the La K	edge
 �� � �c
 for both LTT and LTO structures� Atomic coordinates used
in the calculation correspond to x � ����� at T���K and T����K as found by

Katano et� al "��#� No thermal disorder is included in these calculations�



Chapter �

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter a summary of the most signi�cant results obtained in this thesis

is presented� Emphasis is placed on the implications with respect to the structural


magnetic and superconducting properties of the La��xSrxCuO� and La��xBaxCuO�

cuprates�


�� On the nature of the dopant and temperature induced structural phase transi�

tions in La��x�Sr�Ba�xCuO�

One of the main contributions of this thesis is the �nding by XAFS of an important

order	disorder component in all structural phase transitions in La��x�Sr
Ba�xCuO�

� XAFS measurements at the La K	edge were essential in addressing this question


as the La environment is highly sensitive to the di�erent structural modi�cations� It

should be noted that most of the quantitative XAFS work previously done in these

cuprates was at the Cu site
 the least sensitive to the structural modi�cations �in

terms of changes in its interatomic distances�� The highly complicated oxygen envi	

ronment around the La atoms �nine oxygens
 six distances�
 however
 required that

polarization dependent XAFS be performed on oriented samples e�ectively increas	

ing the amount of information� This required
 among others
 implementing a novel

method of sample preparation for the La��xBaxCuO� system
 as its polycrystalline

grain size was prohibitively small for powder composed only of single crystallites to

be obtained by conventional sieving methods �chapter ��
 and novel approaches in

modeling the data �chapters � ' ���

����� The La��xSrxCuO� system� Dopant and temperature induced LTO � HTT

structural transitions

A thorough study of the Sr and temperature induced LTO � HTT structural phase

transitions in La��xSrxCuO� revealed that the CuO� octahedra tilts persist in the

HTT phase
 contrary to the �ndings of the crystallographic studies� The long range
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averaged zero tilt angle of the HTT phase measured by di�raction techniques must

therefore result from a loss of spatial coherence in the arrangement of octahedra tilts

and not from the vanishing of the local atomic displacements from the high symmetry

HTT positions� The large �thermal ellipsoids obtained for the O��� atoms in the

Rietveld re�nements of the crystallographic studies are consistent with the lower

symmetry atomic displacements present in the local structure found by XAFS
 which

are larger for the O��� atoms� The persistence of local LTO tilts in the HTT phase

was �rst suggested by Egami et� al "��
 ��# using pair distribution function analysis

�PDF� of neutron scattering data� However
 the ability of PDF analysis to reveal

the details of the local structure is limited due to the fact that all pair correlations

contribute to the signal making its interpretation more di�cult� XAFS measures

partial pair and three body correlations �only those including the central atom� and

therefore
 coupled with polarization dependent measurements
 results in a highly

sensitive measurement of the local atomic environment� This allowed us to reveal


among others
 that the dopant and temperature induced phase transitions are of

di�erent nature� The Sr	induced transition at low temperature has both displacive

and order	disorder components� i�e�
 the CuO� octahedra�s tilt angle initially decreases

with Sr content up to x � ���� after which the local tilt angle stops changing� As
the phase boundary is approached �x � ���� at T���K� the CuO� octahedra become

disordered relative to each other to result in the long range averaged zero tilt angle

measured by di�raction� The LTO	like tilts persist well above the LTO to HTT

boundary�

On the other hand the temperature	induced phase transition is purely of order	

disorder character
 i�e�
 the local tilt angle remains constant throughout the whole

temperature range measured here ���K	���K� even though the structural phase tran	

sition is completed at T� ���K� The di�erence in the local and long range averaged
structures implicitly requires the existence of a new structural length scale
 i�e�
 the

correlation length of CuO� octahedra tilts
 
tilts� Below about x � ���� and T � ���K
the short range order is the same as the long range order and therefore 
tilts is several

hundred angstroms� For higher x and T local LTO tilts persist but become uncor	

related outside 
tilts to give rise to the long range averaged HTT phase� i�e�
 
tilts

decreases as the phase boundary is approached� Only a lower limit for the correla	

tion length of tilts can be obtained from the XAFS measurement
 as no indication of

disorder was found in the �� ���A cluster probed by the photoelectron in the XAFS
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regime� The extent of the correlations can be obtained by techniques sensitive to the

intermediate range order ��� � ���A� in the atomic arrangement
 such as PDF anal	
ysis of neutron scattering data� "��# A detailed picture of how the Sr and T	induced

disorder arise cannot be obtained from the XAFS measurements alone and requires

information on a longer length scale� Some statements
 however
 can be made� Sr in	

duced disorder at low temperature must be quasi	static
 as the temperature required

to activate thermal �uctuations of the CuO� octahedra among equivalent minima of

the energy surface is estimated at about ���K �potential barrier � �� meV� "��#�

Evidence for static disorder introduced with Sr was found from the Sr K edge studies

performed here
 indicating that local distortions associated with Sr are responsible for

the loss of periodicity in the tilt arrangement of the CuO� octahedra� Temperature in	

duced disorder is most likely dynamic
 with the CuO� octahedra �uctuating between

equivalent minima of the energy surface� Since the time scale for such thermally

induced hopping is no faster than the lattice times ��latt � ����� sec� and therefore
much slower than the XAFS time scale ��XAFS � ����� sec�
 XAFS will measure the
instantaneous tilt con�guration corresponding to one of the equivalent minima� It

should be noted that XAFS cannot distinguish between dynamic and static disorder�

Irrespective of the mechanism of disorder
 its presence could have profound impli	

cations on the properties of these cuprates� Sr induced disorder at low temperature

was found to be signi�cant above about x � ����� This is the �overdoped regime for
which Tc decreases with Sr content� Since the relevant length scale for superconduc	

tivity is the intrinsic superconducting coherence length
 
SC � ������A
 if 
tilts � 
SC

the structural disorder is expected to a�ect the superconducting properties and could

contribute to the decrease in Tc and eventual loss of superconductivity at high Sr

content� Of course additional contributions to the decrease of Tc in the overdoped

regime could come from changes in the chemical potential with Sr doping and re	

lated changes in the density of states at the Fermi level� Another important length

scale is the instantaneous correlation length of the �D antiferromagnetic �AF� spin

�uctuations of the Cu
� moments in the Cu	O planes
 of about 
AF � ���A� Short
ranged
 �D AF �uctuations coexist with superconductivity in these cuprates� 
AF was

found by inelastic neutron scattering to gradually decrease with Sr in La��xSrxCuO�

� "��# The introduction of disorder with Sr at distances larger than 
tilts
 which itself

decreases with Sr content as the distance between Sr atoms decreases
 could signi�	

cantly contribute to the decrease in correlation length of AF �uctuations of the Cu
�
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moments�

����� The La��xBaxCuO� system� temperature induced LTT� LTO� HTT struc�

tural phase transitions

Whereas a detailed investigation of the sequence of temperature 	induced structural

transformations in La��xBaxCuO� is still under way
 enough evidence was found

in the XAFS studies performed in this thesis in favor of a purely order	disorder

mechanism for the transitions� Measurements at the La K	edge revealed that the

direction of the CuO� octahedra local tilts does not change from h���i to h���i �Bmab

representation� at the LTT � LTO transition
 as determined in the crystallographic

studies� The large rearrangement in La	O��� planar distances that would result from

such a change in tilt direction was not observed in our data� The La	O��� distances

can be successfully described assuming an LTT model for all temperatures measured

here ���K	���K�
 even though the sample has undergone
 when averaged over the

long length scales measured by di�raction
 two structural modi�cations� In addition


the tilt angle of the CuO� octahedra was measured directly using Cu K	edge data by

exploiting the sensitivity of XAFS
 via multiple scattering in nearly collinear paths


to three body correlations� In this way the buckling angle of Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	

O���	La atomic con�gurations was measured and found to be nearly independent of

temperature ���K	���K�
 indicating the existence of local octahedra tilts well above

the LTO� HTT phase boundary� Details on the method used here to determine the

buckling angle
 which di�ers somewhat from previously described ones
 are given on

appendix A and the results of such an analysis are described in more detail below in

this section�

The results here are in agreement with self consistent local density functional

approximation �LDA� calculations of the energy surface of La��xBaxCuO� which

show that the LTT modi�cation is the lowest energy con�guration �at T��K� and

that the HTT structure is a local maximum of the energy surface �at T��K�� "��#

The XAFS results here of the HTT phase support the picture in which the shape

of the potential at high temperature ����K� is similar to that found in the LDA

calculations at T��K� i�e�
 a four	well potential with four equivalent LTT minimawith

the HTT phase corresponding to a local maximum of the energy surface� Preferential

occupation of two sites would result in the LTO phase measured by di�raction whereas

random occupation of the four sites will result in the average HTT phase� The
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preferential occupation of two sites at intermediate temperatures can not be predicted

by the T��K calculation as that would require including entropy contributions due

to partial disordering of the LTT domains together with correlation energy due to

the interaction between domains
 i�e�
 at intermediate temperatures a compromise is

obtained between entropy contribution to the free energy �disorder� and interaction

between domains that would tend to preserve some degree of ordering �elastic energy�

particularly in these structures for which the CuO� octahedra are coupled by their

vertexes� The thermally activated disorder of tilts together with the long range

averaged tilt direction obtained from spatial superposition of local tilts �bold arrows�

are schematically represented in �g� ���� For simplicity the LTT phase is represented

with all CuO� octahedra tilted in the same direction whereas in the actual LTT

structure neighboring octahedra tilt in opposite directions and the tilt axis changes

from h���i to h����i in going from z � � to z � ��� �unit cell units� along the �c	axis

of the unit cell�

The existence of local LTT tilts of the CuO� octahedra in the average LTO and

HTT phases was previously noted in the PDF studies of Billinge et� al � "���# Our

results are in qualitative agreement with this previous work but major quantitative

di�erences exist between our �ndings here and the description of Billinge et� al �

First we were able to measure the Ba local atomic environment and the La atomic

environment separately
 by tuning the x	ray energy to the absorption threshold of

either specie� Since Ba substitutes at the La site with a relative concentration of

only a few &
 the PDF at the La�Ba	�O
 Cu
 La� distances is dominated by the

La contribution
 in addition to contributions from other pairs at about the same

distances� The Ba XAFS revealed the presence of major structural distortions induced

by Ba doping
 which extend as far as ��A from the Ba sites
 essentially a�ecting the

whole lattice for the x � ������ ���� doping levels measured here� Ba induced disorder

is seen in the La and Cu XAFS and results
 among others
 in the LTT structural

ground state at T���K having a considerable amount of static disorder� This can

be seen
 e�g�
 by the large static o�sets required for several Cu	neighbors bonds in

order to �t the temperature dependence of the vibrational component of the mean

squared disorder to an Einstein model� It can also be seen directly on the La XAFS

signal by comparing Ba doped samples to the Sr doped ones� The large internal

disorder in the LTT ground state �the most important phase as it is the underlying

structure in the superconducting regime� can also be seen in the measurement of the
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Figure ���� Schematic representation of thermally induced order	disorder structural

phase transitions in La��xBaxCuO� � The local tilts are LTT	like at all temperature

and are ordered over a length scale 
tilts� The tilt direction obtained by averaging

over long range is shown by the bold arrows� The XAFS length scale is indicated by

the small circles and is about �	���A�
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Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La buckling angles� Our results revealed a local buckling

angle
 averaged over all Cu sites
 about � times larger than the values determined

in the di�raction and PDF studies� i�e�

p
h��i � �h�i� This is consistent with

the presence of large local atomic displacements from the average lattice positions


which are random as expected from random Ba substitution� Di�raction techniques

determine the buckling angle from the long range
 periodic component of the atomic

positions� Since � � -� ( �� di�raction measures

h�i � h-�i( h��i � -� �����

since the deviation from the average buckling angle resulting from the random

atomic displacements induced by Ba is also random and averages to zero� On the

other hand XAFS measures the square of the buckling angle
 averaged over all Cu

central atoms� i�e�


h��i � h-��i ( h���i( h�-���i � -�� ( h���i �����

The results here indicate that the root mean squared deviation in buckling angle

is larger �by almost a factor of �� than its average value
 averaged over all central

atoms� Even though the correspondence between the buckling angle measured here

and the tilt angle is not completely transparent
 due to small displacements of the end

atoms �Cu
 La� contributing to the measurement of the buckling angle in addition

to the large contributions of the intervening O��� and O��� atoms
 it is clear that

the concept of a unique
 single valued tilt angle of the CuO� in La��xBaxCuO� is ill

de�ned and a very broad distribution of angles is present locally�

The signi�cant amount of disorder present in the structural ground state of

La��xBaxCuO� is the most likely reason for the anomalously broad di�raction peaks

observed in the LTT phase of this system� "��# In addition
 a disordered LTT phase

could explain the lower maximumTc�s attainable in the La��xBaxCuO� system ���K�

compared to the La��xSrxCuO� system �T���K� for which structural disorder was

found here to be small in the underdoped and optimally doped samples�


�� On the nature of local distortions around �Sr� Ba� dopant atoms

A signi�cant part of this thesis has been devoted to the study of the local atomic

environment around the dopant atoms and its implications for the dopant induced
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changes in structural
 electronic and magnetic properties of these cuprates� XAFS

has the great advantage of being able to tune to the dopant atoms and isolate their

contribution from the majority La atoms� This
 coupled with the polarization de	

pendent measurements
 enabled us to quantitatively determine
 for the �rst time
 the

e�ect of �Sr
 Ba� substitution on the local structure� As an example
 we were able to

show that
 contrary to previous assertions "��#
 the O��� apical oxygen to Sr is fully

occupied�

Whereas we found that both dopant atoms induce large local distortions in their

immediate atomic surroundings
 the nature of these distortions di�er signi�cantly for

both types of ions� Local atomic displacements nearby Ba ions
 even though quite

anisotropic
 are well represented by an overall lattice expansion
 with the strain �eld

extending at least up to about ��A from the Ba ions� This is consistent with the

much larger ionic radius of the Ba
� ion ������A� compared to that of the La
� ion

������A� for which it substitutes in the lattice� The distortions around the Sr
� ions

������A ionic radius�
 however
 cannot be attributed to a size e�ect as
 e�g�
 some

O��� oxygen atoms distort to get closer to Sr while others get further away from

it� Even more signi�cant is the �nding here of a double site con�guration for the

O��� apical oxygen to Sr with the two sites separated by about ����A
 indicating

charge redistribution e�ects are at the basis of the Sr induced lattice distortions� No

anomalies were found in the La	O��� apical distances indicating the dopant induced

holes have a large amplitude at the position of the dopant atoms� The hole donated

by the Sr together with its associated lattice distortions is therefore a polaron� Its

existence and prominent concentration dependence
 as discussed below
 is neglected

in all current theories of high Tc superconductivity as well in attempts to explain

the unusual normal state transport properties of these cuprates� As an example
 the

large concentration dependence observed for the two site con�guration
 the site closer

to the Cu	O planes becoming predominant at high x
 could relate well to the increase

in �c	axis conductivity with Sr to become metallic	like for x � ��� � ����� "��
��#

����� Polaronic nature of the Sr induced holes in La��xSrxCuO�

The strong concentration dependence found here for the relative occupancy of the

O��� apical	to	Sr double site con�guration cannot be explained by changes in the

potential at one Sr site resulting from the introduction of additional Sr atoms �inter	

action between Sr atoms�
 as very signi�cant changes were found between x � �����
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and x � ���� �����& and ��� &
 respectively� even though the Sr atoms are quite

dilute at these concentrations� On the other hand a strong concentration depen	

dence of the ratio of Sr induced holes with O��� �pz	Cu �d�z��r� and O��� �px�y	Cu

�dx��y� orbital character
 respectively
 is found in polarized XANES studies "��
 ��#


the dopant induced holes with O��� �pz	Cu �d�z��r� character becoming predominant

at high Sr content� A one to one correspondence between the two O��� apical sites

next to Sr observed here and the two di�erent types of holes found in the XANES

studies is proposed by Polinger et� al "���#
 in which each type of hole induces either

an enhanced Jahn Teller �EJT� distortion or an anti Jahn Teller �AJT� distortion of

the CuO� octahedra containing the O��� apical to Sr and therefore the one a�ected

the most by charge redistribution �the hole is peaked around the Sr�� A schematic

representation of the two JT polaronic distortions related to each type of hole is

shown in �g� ����

The lack of a measurable temperature dependence in the occupancy of the two

sites found by XAFS indicates that the electronic states associated with each type of

hole corresponding to each of the two sites are not discrete but rather broader than

kBT �up to T����K�� Otherwise the relative occupation of the two sites would be

expected to follow a Boltzmann distribution e��E�KBT 
 with  E the energy di�erence

between the two hole states
 which was not observed� This is consistent with each

type of hole belonging to an electronic band in the solid� Whether the presence of

the aforementioned JT polarons introduced with Sr is related to the mechanism of

pairing is not clear at present and would require further investigation�

The possibility of the existence of a double site for the O��� apical oxygen to Ba

in La��xBaxCuO� was explored for both x � ����� and x � ���� samples measured

here� Whereas the �ts to the ��K isolated Ba	O��� apical signal could be improved

with a � site con�guration with relative occupancies of ������&
 �����&�
 ������&


�����&� for the �AJT
 EJT� sites for x � �����
 x � ����
 respectively
 in quite

good agreement with the Sr results at similar concentrations shown in �g� ����
 a

single site model better described the Ba	O��� signal at T����K
 ���K� A reasonable

temperature dependence is obtained for the 	� in the isolated Ba	O��� distance if a

single site model is assumed for ��
 ��� and ���K� This is di�erent than the behavior

observed in the Sr	doped case
 where the occupation of the two sites was found to

be nearly temperature	independent with the two sites model resulting in large �t

improvements at all temperatures studied� Therefore
 for the two values of x studied
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Figure ���� Schematic representation of Jahn Teller polarons induced by Sr doping of

holes into molecular orbitals with di�erent character� The CuO� octahedra for x � �

is JT distorted� each type of hole introduces an enhanced JT distortion �EJT� or

anti JT distortion �AJT�
 respectively
 resulting in the two O��� apical sites observed

about the Sr sites� At high Sr content the AJT polarons become dominant
 consistent

with the XANES measurements "��
 ��# and the predominat occupancy of the long

Sr	O��� distance �short Cu	O��� distance� found by XAFS�



���

here for La��xBaxCuO� 
 no signi�cant evidence in favor of two sites is found� Further

measurements on La��xBaxCuO� at lower values of x
 where the two site con�guration

is more evident in the Sr	doped system ��g� �����
 are required to make a de�nitive

conclusion�

Whether the prominent appearance of out	of	plane O��� �pz	Cu �d�z��r� dopant

induced holes
 as evident from the XANES studies "��
��# and the predominant pop	

ulation of AJT sites found by XAFS at high x
 is favorable or detrimental for the

mechanism of pairing leading to the high Tc�s is not clear at this point
 as the role

that holes with out of plane orbital character play in determining the superconduct	

ing properties is yet an open question� What is clear is that the doped holes have

not only in	plane orbital character but a signi�cant fraction of them are doped into

out	of	plane orbitals
 which become dominant at high x� Theories that rely on single

band e�ective Hamiltonians involving only in	plane Cu �dx��y� 
 O��� �px�y orbital

character for the doped holes are including only a minority of the donated holes and

their conclusions must be viewed with caution� Even if the out	of	plane character of

the doped holes has a detrimental e�ect on superconductivity
 its prominent appear	

ance with Sr doping has to be accounted for in explaining the superconducting and

normal state properties as a function of x� Moreover
 a recent paper by P� W� Ander	

son "���# cites experimental evidence for his theory of high Tc superconductivity in

La��xSrxCuO� which postulates that superconductivity is produced by interlayer cou	

pling of Cu	O planes through coherent pair tunneling which places the O��� �pz 	Cu

�d�z��r� states in the forefront of importance for understanding superconductivity�

����� On the e
ect of �Sr� Ba� distortions on the magnetic properties

Both Sr and Ba doping introduce signi�cant distortions in neighboring Cu	O planes

resulting in the loss of periodicity in their atomic arrangement� These distortions

result in increased buckling of the Cu	O planes around the dopant atoms
 which

could a�ect the spin dynamics of the Cu
� moments� Doping La�CuO� with �Sr


Ba� results in loss of �D AF order
 but short range �D AF spin �uctuations of the

Cu
� moments persists in the Cu	O planes in the superconducting regime� Marked

di�erences have been found in the magnetic dynamics of the doped systems when

compared to the parent compound
 which go beyond a decrease in the instantaneous

correlation length of the AF �uctuations with Sr doping "��#
 e�g�
 spin wave damp	

ing�softening with Ba	doping� "��# Knowledge of the local distortions of the Cu	O



���

planes induced with doping
 as detailed in this thesis
 should help clarify the causes

of the changes induced with doping on the spectrum of magnetic excitations� Obvi	

ously the addition of extrinsic holes into the Cu	O planes with signi�cant weight on

the O��� atoms bridging the Cu atoms "��# is the major contribution to the loss in

AF long range order at low x� "��# However
 understanding the magnetic dynamics at

higher values of x in the superconducting regime
 including di�erentiating between

spin wave softening �reduction in spin	wave velocity
 which implies a reduction in the

AF exchange coupling constant J� and spin	wave damping � energy broadening due


e�g�
 disorder� "��# might require accounting for the structural disorder of the Cu	O

planes found here
 whose e�ect increases with doping�


�� On the origin of Tc suppresion in La��xBaxCuO� with x � �����

A direct comparison of the local structures of x � ����� and x � ���� La��xBaxCuO�

samples revealed no signi�cant di�erences between the two
 despite superconductiv	

ity being strongly suppressed for x � ����� ��g� ������ Our measurements at the Cu

K	edge put an upper limit of  r � ������A for the di�erences between both samples

in Cu interatomic distances up to its �fth neighboring shell of atoms� This imposes

severe limitations on models that invoke charge density wave �CDW� formation due

to a commensurability e�ect at x � ��� at the basis of Tc suppression
 as it constrains

the size of attendant atomic displacements of such a CDW to below the value men	

tioned above� Whereas the existence of a CDW was postulated in La�NiO����� "��#

and in La����Nd	��Sr	���CuO� "��# based on the observation of superstructure re�ec	

tions in neutron di�raction
 a CDW was never observed in La�����Ba	����CuO�� It is

currently argued "��
 ���# that charged stripes could exist in La�����Ba	����CuO� but

are dynamic in nature and therefore fail to order and are not visible in the neutron

studies�

It is important to emphasize that even if the CDW is dynamic
 its presence would

result in instantaneous local atomic displacements which
 when averaged over all

central atoms
 should result in increases in the 	� values measured by XAFS� From

our measurements
 the di�erence between x � ����� and ���� in mean square disorder

at ��K in the planar Cu	O��� distances which should be a�ected the most by the

postulated charge modulations
 is of about  	� � ���� � �����A�� Whereas this

result cannot rule out a CDW as the electronic ground state of La�����Ba	����CuO�


models invoking its presence should be consistent with the upper limits imposed by



���

XAFS on the extent of the lattice modulation associated with the postulated ordering

of doped charges�

A density of states �DOS� e�ect
 in which the Van Hove singularity �VHS� near EF

is split by the appearance of the LTT long range order therefore reducing the DOS at

the Fermi level has been postulated based on LDA electronic structure calculations�

"��# The validity of this mechanism has been questioned "��# due to the � � times
larger magnitude of the CuO� octahedra LTT tilts used in the LDA calculations as

compared to the tilt angle values measured by di�raction techniques� Our direct

XAFS measurements of the buckling angles in Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La three	

body con�gurations
 which involves the aformentioned octahedra tilts
 reveal that

large
 random
 deviations from the average tilt angle exist at a local level
 with the

width of the tilt angle distribution �one 	 assuming a Gaussian distribution� being

� � times larger than its average value� A single valued magnitude of the tilt angle
in La��xBaxCuO� cannot describe the highly disorder LTT structural ground state

since large local deviations in tilt angle exist across the structure� The factor of �

larger tilt angle used in the LDA calculations is not unreasonable for some octahedra


as that corresponds to half a standard deviation in the tilt angle distribution� The

LDA calculations
 however
 are based on a periodic structure with a single valued tilt

angle
 which is certainly not the case in La��xBaxCuO� � Whereas more sophisticated

calculations are required to mimic the e�ect of random Ba substitution and the

distribution of tilt angles associated with it
 the XAFS results clearly demonstrate

that a DOS e�ect cannot yet be ruled out as the mechanism for Tc suppression at

x � �����
 since even if the local structures of x � �����
 x � ���� are the same
 the

change in doping could tune the Fermi level to the minimum of the split VHS for

x � ������
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Appendix A

MEASURING BUCKLING ANGLES WITH XAFS

In this section a detailed explanation of the method used in measuring the buck	

ling angle � of a nearly collinear three	atom con�guration using XAFS is presented�

This method self	 consistently accounts for changes in half	path length of the mul	

tiple scattering paths as a function of the buckling angle
  r���
 as well as for a

k	dependent correction to the e�ective scattering amplitude
 Fk����

The method was implemented in this thesis to measure the local tilt angle of

the CuO� octahedra in La��xBaxCuO� with respect to the �c and �ab orientations


respectively�

Figure A�� schematically represents the single and multiple scattering paths con	

sidered� For generality
 the three legs involved � r�
 r� and r�� are assumed to have

di�erent lengths� The buckling angle is de�ned as � � ��� 	 �ABC and is allowed to

change� The SS half path length
 r�
 is allowed to change as well�

The half	path length correction to the DS and TS paths is given by

 rDS �
� r���� (  r���� r� � �� (  r�� r�� � � �avg� (  r��

�
�A���

 rTS �
�� r���� ( � r���� r� � �� ( � r�� r�� � � �avg��

�
�A���

where the change in r� depends on both � and  r� and was treated above in the

spirit of partial derivatives


�r� �
�r�
��

����
�r��	

�� (
�r�
�r�

����
���avg

�r� �A���

We �rst derive the term  r�� r�� � � �avg�� Using the law of cosines


r�
� � r�

� ( r�
� � �r�r�cos���� � �avg� �A���
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Figure A��� Schematic representation of nearly collinear multiple scattering paths�

For a given change  r�


�r� ( r��
� � r�

� ( �r� ( r��
� ( �r��r� ( r��cos�avg �A���

Substituting eq� A�� into eq� A�� and neglecting second order corrections to  r

we obtain

 r�

����
���avg

�
r� r�

�r� ( r�cos�avg�
�A���

where r�
 r�
 r� and �avg in eq� A�� are �xed to their values in the average structure

to be used as the theoretical standard in FEFFIT�

The parameterization of  r������ is done by geometrical construction of modi�ed

MS paths with di�erent buckling angles� For this purpose
 atoms A and C are left

�xed at their average positions and atom B is moved �usually perpendicular to AC

direction� by �ve di�erent arbitrary amounts corresponding to � values in the range

"��
���#� r� and r� are recorded as function of �� What we are interested in is the

change in distance with buckling angle relative to the average structure value
 which

is going to be used as our �tting standard in FEFFIT� We then obtained the change

 r������ from the average structure value� i�e�
  r����� � �avg� � �� We �t these

values to an expression of the form  r��� � �����
y��� ( ����� If
 by construction




���

Table A��� First leg length r� as function of � and its deviation from the average

structure
  r��

� �degrees � r� ��A�  r���A�

� ������ 	���� ����

� ������ 	���� ����

��� ������ �

�� ������ ���� ����

�� ������ ������

the simulated distortion of the B atom �dB ��rB �� �rB�avg ( �dB� leads to a three atom

con�guration that has the symmetry �dB � � �dB
 then the lowest order is quadratic

in � and y��� � ��

Figure A�� shows such a parameterization for  r���� for the nearly in	plane


collinear multiple scattering path Cu	O���	Cu in La�����Ba	����CuO� at ��K
 where

�avg � ���� and the Cu	Cu distance is ������ �A� The intervening O��� atom was

arbitrarily moved perpendicular to the Cu	Cu direction corresponding to the di�erent

buckling angles shown in table A� In this case r� � r�
 but in general each leg has to

be parameterized separately�

In what follows the parameterization of Fk��� is detailed� The overall idea is to use

FEFF� theory to calculate the e�ective scattering amplitude for three di�erent
 arti�	

cial
 atomic con�gurations corresponding to three di�erent ��s� the average structure

value plus two others� This is obtained by changing the atomic coordinates of the

intervening atom in the �le paths�dat to the values corresponding to the particular ��s

of interest and running the third module of FEFF� �mfe�� using the altered paths�dat�

Only the relevant DS and MS paths need to be left in paths�dat� The same phase�bin

�le obtained by FEFF� using the atomic coordinates of the average structure is used

for the three di�erent angles� i�e�
 the overlapped	atomic potentials are assumed to

be the same for the three cases�

Figures A�� and A�� show two paths�dat �les corresponding to the average struc	

ture value
 � � ����
 and to the modi�ed � � ���
 respectively
 for the Cu	O���	Cu

DS and TS paths discussed above�

In this way
 Fk��i��s are obtained for the three di�erent con�gurations �third
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Figure A��� Parameterization of  r� as function of ��

LaBaCuO� x������ LTT average structure from Katano et�al
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Figure A��� paths�dat �le corresponding to �avg � ����
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LaBaCuO� x������ LTT structure modified from Katano et�al

Rmax 	�
�	�� keep limit ������ heap limit ����� Feff 	���a

Plane wave chi amplitude filter �����
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Figure A��� Parameterization of A��� k � ��A��� as a function of � for the DS path�

column in corresponding fe
xxxx�dat �les�� What we are interested in is to construct

a correction to the DS and TS paths of the average structure con�guration to be

used as the standard in the �t� Hence
 the average structure�s e�ective scattering

amplitude has to be multiplied by A��� k��Fk����Fk��avg� so the correction is � if

� � �avg� The correction A��� k� is obtained by �tting the three values A��i� kj�

�i � �� �� �� to an expression of the form A��� kj� � ��kj ( 
kj �
m� for each value of kj �

As before
 the lowest order is quadratic in � �m � �� if the three atom con�guration

is symmetric under �dB � � �dB�

Figure A�� shows such a parameterization for the DS path Cu	O���	Cu considered

above ��avg � ����� as obtained for k � ��A��� FEFF� calculation was performed for

� � �� and � � ��� in addition to �avg� The parameterization is done for every

value of k in the fe
xxxx�dat �les and ��k�
 
�k� are obtained� The procedure is then

repeated for the TS path and the same functional form of A��� is used � the next

leading term
 O����
 can be shown to be small�� The k	dependent coe�cients � and

 will of course be di�erent for the DS and TS paths�

Figure A�� shows ��k� and 
�k�
 respectively
 obtained for the DS path mentioned

above�
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Figure A��� ��k� and 
�k�
 as de�ned in the text
 as obtained for the Cu	O���	Cu

DS path�

The modi�ed e�ective scattering amplitude to be used in the �t has the form

Fk��� � Fk��avgAk��� � Fk��avg "��k ( 
k�
��# �A���

In order to introduce the k	dependent correction into FEFFIT
 the �	independent

and �	dependent terms were considered separately� Instead of using a single PATH

paragraph for the DS and TS paths
 each was split into two PATH paragraphs�

The theoretical standard used in the �rst PATH is modi�ed such that its e�ective

scattering amplitude �column � in fe
xxx�dat� is replaced by Fk��avg�k while that for

the second PATH is replaced by Fk��avg
k� The amplitude of the second PATH is then

multiplied by the parameter �� which is varied in the �t �the amplitude is varied via

the PATH parameter S�	��

The relevant portions of the fe�t�inp �le are shown in �gures A��' A���

To end this section
 I plot in �gures A��' A��� the � dependence of the e�ective

scattering amplitude
 Fk
 and of the e�ective scattering phase
 �b�k�� The method

used here neglects the change in �b�k� with � �the overall XAFS phase for a Gaussian

distribution of atoms about an e�ective mean distance reff from the central atom

is given by ��k� � �kreff ( ��c�k� ( �b�k�
 where �c�k� is the central atom phase

shift�� For example
 the change in �b�k � ��A��� for the Cu	O���	Cu and Cu	O���	La
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� LaBaCuO x������ Cu Kedge ab polarization ��K

� using polarized theory� data april 
��

� Theory is Katano at ��K for x������ LTT structure

set sigmm� ������� �� McMaster correction

set amplitude���
�

set e�����

guess ein ���� �Einstein temperature for CuCu

guess off ��

guess theta � 	

set h��������

set i������

set j����
��

set ct� ����������� theta�� �

�SS in plane CuCu

guess dr�����

�DS in plane CuO���Cu

set dr��� � ���ct  h� � �i�dr����j� ���cos���
��pi������� � dr� ���

set dr
��dr��

�TS in plane CuO���Cu

set dr��� � ���ct  h� � �i�dr����j� ���cos���
��pi��������

set dr
��dr��

�CuCu MS in plane

set ss�� eins�����ein�������� � off

set ss���ss�

set ss
��ss��

set ss���ss�

set ss
��ss��

���� program� �feffit�

Figure A��� Relevant portion of the fe�t�inp �le containing variables used in �tting

the buckling angle �theta� about the bab plane in La��xBaxCuO� �



���

e� � e�

s�� � amplitude

path � feff�����dat

id � CuCu SS deg������ r�eff������

delr � dr�

sigma� � ss� � sigmm

path �� dscons�dat

id �� CuCuO��� DS deg������ r�eff������

delr �� dr��

sigma� �� ss�� � sigmm

path 
� dsthet�dat

id 
� CuCuO��� deg������ r�eff������

delr 
� dr
�

sigma� 
� ss
� � sigmm

s�� 
� amplitude��theta���

path �� tscons�dat

id �� CuO���CuO��� TS deg������ r�eff������

delr �� dr��

sigma� �� ss�� � sigmm

path 
� tsthet�dat

id 
� CuO���CuO��� TS deg������ r�eff������

delr 
� dr
�

sigma� 
� ss
� � sigmm

s�� 
� amplitude��theta���

���� program� �generic�

Figure A��� Relevant portion of the fe�t�inp �le containing PATH paragraphs used

in �tting the buckling angle �theta� about the bab plane in La��xBaxCuO� � FEFF�

theoretical standards for the DS and TS paths are modi�ed as described in the text�
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Figure A��� Fk dependence on � for the Cu	O���	Cu DS path�

DS paths when the buckling angle changes from �	�� to ��	��� is about ��� radians


corresponding to a change in distance of about  r � ������A �what is relevant to
distance determination is the change in slope of �b�k�
 but this gives a good estimate��

To check the e�ect of neglecting the � dependence of �b�k�
 �ts were performed

separately by using �b�k� � � �avg� or �b�k� � � �� � ���� as calculated by FEFF�
for the di�erent buckling angles� The measurement of � did not change but the

measurement of the distance was o�set by about � ����� � ������A for Cu	O���	Cu
and Cu	O���	La
 respectively� The method here is then reliable for buckling angle

determination �for angles � � � � ��� but has a limit on distance determination to

within about r � ������A�
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Figure A���� �k dependence on � for the Cu	O���	Cu DS path�



Appendix B

ANGULAR AVERAGING IN XAFS

In this appendix di�erent angular averages of the dipole interaction term
  �r �
�� ���	 are obtained which are pertinent to the experimental situation found in our

oriented	powder experiments
 i�e�
 powder which is oriented along the �c	axis but is

random in the bab orientation� In particular relations are derived between the XAFS
of a completely random powder
 �ran
 and the polarized XAFS �c and �ab measured

in the experiments on the magnetically	aligned powder�

Most of the following section is based on AQM of Sakurai
 SSP chapter Hayes

and Boyce
 Schi� QM� We start by deriving the expression for the absorption cross

section for the process of interest in XAFS
 i�e�
 the excitation of a deep core electron

by an X	ray photon� The absorption coe�cient
 ��E�
 is given by

I�E� � I	�E�e
��Ex �B���

where I�E� and I	�E� are the intensities of the transmitted and incoming beams

and x is the thickness of the sample� ��E� contains the contribution to the absorption

of all atoms in the crystal

��E� �
X
i

ni	i�E� �B���

with ni the number of atoms of type i per unit volume and 	i�E� their contribution

to the cross section�

The transition rate �probability per unit time� for a X	ray induced absorption in

which the system goes from an initial
 bound state ji �� ji� n�k�� � to an unbound

�nal state jf �� jf� �n�k�� � �� � is given by Fermi�s Golden Rule "��#

+i�f ��� �
��

�
j  f jHI ji � j���Ef � Ei � �����Ef �� �B���

Here HI is the interaction Hamiltonian between the radiation �eld and the atomic

core electron� ��Ef � is the density of unoccupied states at the �nal energy Ef � �� is



���

the energy of the incomig photon which satis�es Ef � Ei � �� � n�k�� is the number

of photons with wave number �k and polarization ��

The cross section is the transition rate normalized by the incoming photon �ux�

	��� �
+���

nc
�B���

with n the number of photons per unit volume and c the velocity of light�

The interaction of the radiation �eld and the electrons is obtained by modifying

the electron momentum� �p� �p�e �A�c
 where �A is the quantized radiation �eld given

by

�A��r� t� �
�p
V

X
�k

X
�

c
p
�����"a�k���t���

��ei
�k��r ( ay�k���t���

��e�i
�k��r#

�B���

where ay�k��
a�k�� are creation and annihilation operators which create and annhilate

photons with wave number �k and polarization �� ����� � � �� � are linear polarization

unit vectors perpendicular to �k �transverse �eld� which form an orthogonal basis to

describe the polarization state of the photon�

The single particle Hamiltonian describing the deep core electron and its interac	

tion with the X	ray �eld is given by

H � H	 (HI �
�

�m
��p � e �A

c
�� ( V ��r� �B���

with V ��r� being the electrostatic potential binding the electron to the atom� The

perturbation introduced by the �eld
 HI 
 is then given by

HI � "
�e
�mc

��p � �A��r� t� ( �A��r� t� � �p� ( e�

�mc�
�A��r� t� � �A��r� t�# �B���

The commutation relations "x� px# � i� can be generalized to "xn� px# � ni�xn��

and even further to

"f��r�� px# � i�
�

�x
f��r�� �B���



���

Using the relations given in eq� B�� one has �p � �A � �A � �p � i��r � �A� However

because of the transversality condition �Coulomb gauge� r � �A � � and we obtain

HI � "
�e
mc
� �A��r� t� � �p� ( e�

�mc�
�A��r� t� � �A��r� t�# �B���

When evaluating the matrix element  f� �n�k��� ��jHI ji� n�k�� � given in eq� B��

with HI given in eq� B�� and �A��r� t� given in eq� B��
 it is clear that only the term

in �A containing the annihilation operator a�k���t� leads to a non	zero matrix element�

The term � �A � �A� in HI does not contribute to the absorption either since it changes

the total number of photons by � or ���
The matrix element then becomes

 f� �n�k�� � ��jHI ji� n�k�� � �
�e
mc

 f� �n�k�� � ��j
r
���c�

�V
a�k�����e

i�k��r�i�t�p � ����ji� n�k�� �

�
�e
m

r
���n�k��
�V

 f jei�k��r�p � ���ji � e�i�t �B����

where the time evolution of a� ay is obtained by solving Heisenberg equation of

motion to give a�k�� � a�k�����e
�i�t� ay�k�� � ay�k�����e

i�t� In addition the relations

ayjn ��
p
n ( �jn( � � and ajn �� pnjn� � � have been used to derive eq� B����

That the state described by ajn � represent a state with the number of photons re	

duced by � is readily seen by applying the photon number operator N on that state�

i�e�
 Najn �� N
p
njn� � �� �n� ��pnjn� � �� �n� ��ajn ��

Next we neglect the spatial variation in the amplitude of the radiation �eld over

the dimensions on which the electron is localized� This is equivalent to assume that

�� 	 r�e � For hard X	rays
 � � ����k� � ��A
 while for the relatively heavy elements
studied here �Z � ���
 r�e �

p
�����	me� � �����A
 with ��	 the binding energy of a

�s deep core electron� The dipole approximation allows us then to write

ei
�k��r � � ( i�k � �r � �

�k � �r��
�

( ��� � � �B����

Finally we use the commutation relations "�r�H	# � "�r� �p����m�# � i��p�m to get

 f j�p � ����ji � � f j�im
�
"�r�H	# � ���ji � �B����

�
�im
�

 f j�r � ����Ei � Ef�r � ����ji �� im

�
����  f j�r � ����ji �



���

Combining eqs� B���
 B�� and B�� we obtain the �nal expression for the cross

section


	��� � ����fs��j  f j�r � ����ji � j���Ef � Ei � �����Ef �� �B����

Here �fs � e����c� is the �ne	structure constant�

In this thesis the K	shell absorption of di�erent types of atoms in di�erent solid	

state environments has been measured ��s initial state� and hence the discussion

here is limited to that case� In addition
 only single scattering �SS� is considered here

since the relations derived at the end of this section were used to determine bond

orientations from SS paths only�

The cos� dependence of the dipole interaction �r � �� together with the �s initial
state being spherically symmetric �l � �� require for the �nal state jf � to have a

cos� angular dependence �l � ��m � �� for the matrix element in eq� B��� to be

non	zero�

Since ji � is highly localized next to �r � �
 the overlap of jf � and ji � is only
signi�cant next to the origin� Due to the presence of neighboring atoms around the

central atom being excited
 the �nal state jf � next to the origin is a superposition

of an outgoing wave and an incoming
 backscattered
 wave jf �� jfout � (jfin ��
The variation with photon energy of the interference between this two parts gives

the modulation of the absorption coe�cient called XAFS� Following Stern "��#
 the

outgoing part can be represented as the real part of a Hankel function with l � �


jfout �� Re"h��kr�#cos� � Re

�
eikr

kr
(

ieikr

�kr��


cos� �B����

whereas the backscattering part can be written as

jfin �� Re"i�h��kr�� �h���krj�� f��� cos� �cos��j e�i��#� �B����

�rj denotes the position of the scattering atom� f��� the backscattering amplitude�

�j � cos
���� � �rj the angle between the polarization vector of the X	rays and �rj �the

absorbing atom is at the origin�� �� the scattering phase shift of the l � � component

of the partial wave decomposition of the scattered wave�

The �nal state is then given by



���

jf �� Re

�
h��kr�cos�"� ( i h���krj� �cos

��j f��� e
�i��#


�B����

The modulation to the absorption coe�cient
 within the single scattering approx	

imation
 is obtained by substituting the expression for jf � into eq� B��� to obtain


��k� � �	�k�"� ( ��k�# � "� � Im
X
j

h���krj� ���� � �rj�� f��� e�i��#
�B����

where �	 is the absorption coe�cient of the embedded central atom without the

scattering correction and a sum over all neighboring atoms
 j
 was added� It is worth

noting that � was de�ned in eq� B�� as a sum over contributions of all types of

atoms present in the sample� In the actual experiment
 however
 the energy is varied

across the �s excitation threshold of a particular element �central atom�� Below that

threshold the absorption is due to other atoms and other edges of the central atom�

These contributions
 however
 are smoothly varying across the absorption edge of

interest and can be subtracted to obtain the contribution to the absorption of the

edge of interest in the atom of interest�

The term ��� � �rj�� appearing in ��k� is what we are interested in here� The

polarization dependence of the XAFS is all given by this term� In what follows

we derive relations between the XAFS of a randomly oriented sample �polycrsy	

tal� and the polarized XAFS measured in our oriented samples� As mentioned be	

fore
 our magnetically aligned powder is oriented along the �c axis but random in

the bab orientation� As shown in �gure B��
 a neighboring atom A is located at

�rA � r�sin�Acos�A� sin�Asin�A� cos�A�� The polarization vector �electric �eld� is rep	

resented by �E � E�sin�cos�� sin�sin�� cos��� The synchrotron radiation used in our

experiments is linearly polarized in the plane of the orbit� At the experimental sta	

tion
 the direction of the electric �eld is �xed and what varies is the orientation of

the sample relative to the �eld� For simplicity
 we will assume the sample orientation

is �xed and we will average over the electric �eld orientation� These two scenarios

are equivalent�
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Figure B��� Relative orientation of bonds and electric �eld� The central atom is

assumed to be at the origin�

For random powder


�ran �
�
� �E � �rA��

�
��	

�

�
�sin�cos�sin�Acos�A ( sin�sin�sin�Asin�A ( cos�cos�A�

�
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��	

�

�
�sin�sin�Acos��� �A� ( cos�cos�A�

�

�
��	

�B����

where the trigonometric relation cos�� � �� � cos�cos� ( sin�sin� was used�

The integral to evaluate is then

�ran � �

��

�
sin��A

Z �
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sin� d� d� sin�� cos���� �A� (Z �
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sin� d� d� sin����
sin���A�

�
cos��� �A� (

cos��A

Z �
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sin� d� d� cos��


�B����

where the trigonometric relation sin���� � � sin� cos� has been used� Noting that



���

Z 	




dcos� �� � cos��� � �
�
�

Z �
�	A

�	A

cos��� d�� � � �

Z �
�	A

�	A

cos�� d�� � �

�B����

we obtain

�ran � �

��

�
��

�
sin��A ( � (

��

�
cos��A


�
�

�
�B����

For the �c	axis polarized XAFS
 the electric �eld vector is given by E � E��� �� �z�

�see �g� B��� and we have

�c �
�
� �E � �rA��

�
��	

� cos��A �B����

For the bab polarized XAFS
 the electric �eld is randomly oriented in the bab plane
and given by E � E�cos�� sin�� �� ��g� B���� then

�ab �
�
� �E � �rA��

�
��	

�

�
�cos� sin�A cos�A ( sin�A sin�A sin��

�

�
��	

�

�
sin��A cos

���� �A�

�
��	

�B����

The integral to evaluate is then

�ab � �

��
sin��A

Z �


	

Z 


	

sin� d� d� cos���� �A� �
sin��A
�

�B����

Summarizing
 for single scatteringK	edge XAFS
 the relations between the XAFS

of a randomly oriented powder and the polarized XAFS measured in our �c	axis ori	

ented powder �randomly oriented in the bab	plane� are given by
�c � � cos��A �ran

�ab � �
sin��A
�

�ran �B����

These relations were used in the Sr K	edge XAFS analysis of La��xSrxCuO� to

�nd out the angle formed by some bonds with the �c axis� As is shown in this thesis




���

Sr introduces severe distortions in the nearest neighbors oxygen environment� If the

angles sustained by some bonds �with respect to the �c	axis� are di�erent than the

ones derived from the average structure atomic positions
 a FEFF� calculation of

polarized XAFS using those positions will be incorrect and errors in the ampltude of

the XAFS will be introduced� We therefore used a random FEFF� calculation and

corrected it for polarization e�ects by �tting simultaneously both �c and bab polarized
XAFS while correcting the amplitude of some single scattering paths using eq� B���

and varying �A� The simultaneous re�nement helps not only in reducing the number

of variables in the �t but ensures self consistency of the answer
 i�e�
 for bonds that

contribute to both polarizations the optmized angle should best �t both �c and bab
polarized XAFS�



Appendix C

XAFS DEBYE WALLER FACTORS

In this section we derive some useful relations between the 	��s of some SS paths

and those of the collinear
 focusing
 MS paths involving the same atoms from which

SS occurs� The di�erent paths considered are schematically represented in �gure C��

where the c	su�x denotes the central atom position along the path� The atomic

labeling corresponds to paths encountered in the Cu K	edge bab polarized XAFS
of La��x�Sr
Ba�xCuO� but the relations derived here apply in general for similar

scattering geometries�

Consider
 e�g�
 the SS� path Cu c � Cu � � Cu c
 where the index � stands for

third near neighbor� If the equilibrium position of the Cu � is denoted by �r	 �relative

to the central atom� while its instantaneous position is denoted by �ri
 then the mean

square deviation in half path length about the average position isD
��ri � �r	�

�
E
i

 	�SS� �C���

where h ii indicates an average over a given distribution of atoms in the third shell
�e�g�
 gaussian� about the equilibrium half path length distance� It is worth noting

that since XAFS is so fast �core hole	lifetime � �����sec� compared to lattice times
������sec�
 for each absorption event �each core	hole production� XAFS will measure
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Figure C��� Schematic representation of SS and collinear
 focussing MS paths for

which 	� relations were derived�
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the instantaneous distribution of atoms in the jth	shell� Each energy	point measure	

ment of the absorption coe�cient
 however
 is composed of at least ��� such events

and hence a con�gurational average over all participating central atoms is obtained�

Consider the double scattering �DS�� collinear MS path Cu c � Cu � � O � �
Cu c� If the instantaneous position of the O atoms is denoted by �rl
 then

	�DS� �
D
�
�ri � �r	 ( �ri � �rl � �r	�� ( �rl � �r	��

�
��
E
il
�
D
��ri � �r	�

�
E
i
� 	�SS��

�C���

In the case at hand �DS�
 TS�� the O atoms are
 on the average
 halfway between

the Cu atoms� The same relation derived here holds
 however
 for an intervening

atom anywhere in between the end atoms since the total path length is constant

irrespective of the position of the intervening atom� the only assumption in eq� C��

is collinearity of the three atoms involved�

In the same way as described above
 it can be shown that 	�TS� � 	�DS� � 	�SS�
where TS� stands for the triple scattering path Cu c� O � � Cu � � O � � Cu c�

For the DS� focusing MS path Cu c � O � � O � � Cu c
 however
 correlations

between the displacements of the oxygen atoms at the ends of the path might be

important�

As schematically shown in �gure C��
 if the instantaneous positions of the oxygen

atoms at the ends of the path are �ri and �rj and their average positions are �r	 and 	�r	



���

�assuming there is inversion symetry about Cuc�
 the 	�DS� for this path is given byD
�
��ri � �r	 ( �ri � �rj � ��r	 � �rj � �r	�

�
�
�E

ij
�D

��ri � �r	�
�
E
i
(
D
��rj ( �r	�

�
E
j
� �
D
��ri � �r	� � ��rj ( �r	�

E
ij
�

� � 	�SS� � �
D
��ri � �r	� � ��rj ( �r	�

E
ij

�C���

where 	�SS� is the mean square disorder for path SS�� If the displacements of the

end atoms are ���& correlated �i�e�
 in phase motion where �ri � �r	 k �rj ( �r	� and

in addition
 the size of displacement is the same for both end atoms �
���ri � �r	

�� ����rj ( �r	
��
 which holds for the case of inversion symmetry about Cuc�
 we obtain

	�DS� � �	�SS� � �	�SS� � �� Vibrational modes for which the instantaneous total

path length remains unchanged do not contribute to the mean square displacement�

XAFS
 then
 probes the vibronic spectrum in a distinct manner
 i�e�
 it is less sensitive

to long wavelength modes in which atoms move in phase with each other�

If the motion of the end atoms
 however
 is uncorrelated
 then the average over

the dot product of the vector displacements is zero and we obtain 	�DS� � �	
�
SS�
�

In the same way
 it can be shown that 	�TS��	
�
DS�

 where the path TS� is shown

in �gure C���

To end this chapter
 the di�erence between the Debye	Waller factors �DWF� mea	

sured in Di�raction experiments �u�� and those measured in XAFS �	�� is emphasized�

Figure C�� shows the average atomic positions �lattice sites� represented by �ri� �rj and

the instantaneous positions denoted by �r �i � �r
�
j �

In a di�raction experiment
 the mean square displacement of each atomic species

about their average lattice site is measured� The di�raction DWF�s for atoms i� j are

then given by

u�i �
D
��r �i � �ri�

�
E
i �

u�j �
D
��r �j � �rj�

�
E
j �

�C���

where the average is done over the distribution of instantaneous positions�

XAFSmeasures the disorder in half path length �or equivalently in �bond length��

In single scattering the partial pair distribution function �PPDF� is measured where

only pair correlations involving the central
 absorbing
 atom contribute to the XAFS
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signal� Hence
 what contributes to disorder in XAFS is the change in bond length

between the central atom
 i
 and the scatterer
 j
 giving by

	�ij �
D
��r �j � �r �i � ��rj � �ri��

�
E
i��j�

�
D
��r �j � �rj � ��r �i � �ri��

�
E
i��j�

�
D
��r �j � �rj�

�
E
j�
(
D
��r �i � �ri�

�
E
i�
� �
D
��r �j � �rj� � ��r �i � �ri�

E
j��i�

� u�i ( u�j � �
D
�ui�i� � �uj�j�

E
i��j�

�C���

By combining the disorder measured by di�raction with the one measured by

XAFS it is possible
 in principle
 to infer about the size of the correlation term in

eq� C���
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